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Abstract 

Thesis Title: Orbital Ordering in the Layered Manganites 

Author: Thomas A. W. Beale 

The interaction between the long range correlations of electrons and the encompassing crystal 

structure is a key aspect of solid state physics. This thesis studies the long range interac

tions of the M orbitals in the single and bilayered manganites. Orbital ordering and the 

omnipresent Jahu-TeUer distortions appefu' at low temperatures in these samples, accompa

nied by a real-space charge order. 

The results display different aspe,cts of these long range order phenomena in Lac'sSri.sMnO,!, 

Ndi_;fSri+^,Mn04 where 0.66 > a: > 0.8, and La2-23:Sri+2,:Mn207where 0.5 > a- > 0.7 us

ing different techniques of x-ray difh'action. High energy x-ray diffi-action is optimised to 

detect structm^al aspects in materials, and as such is sensitive to the Jahn-Teller distortions. 

Resonant scattering at the Mn K edge is used to study both the structural and the more 

specific charge and orbital ordering. Finally, soft x-ray resonant diffi-action at the Mn L edge 

is used as a specialised technique for looking at the magnetic and orbital ordering. 

A small crystal field distortion is always observed to be present in the orbitally ordered 

materials, however the size of the distortion is very large in the single layer Lan..>;Sri.5Mn04, 

and very srnaU in the bilayer LaSr2Mn207. Despite this, orbital ordering is observed in 

both materials. Combining experimental data with theoretical models, suggests that integer 

charge ordering occurs on the MnO(i octahedra in both materials within the orbitally ordered 

regime. 
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C h a p t e r 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Thesis Outline 

This thesis describes results obtained through x-ray scattering from transition metal ox

ides. Ti'ansition metal oxides are one of the most important range of compounds. With 

the relatively recent discoveries of high temperature superconductivity [1] and colossal mag-

netoresistance [2], human exploitation of their properties can only increase. Despite the 

importance of the transition metal oxides there are many properties that are far from fuUy 

understood. This thesis aims to study a very small section of these oxides, namely the 

manganites, and in particular the long range correlation effects that occur. 

This introduction summarises to the reader previous work conducted on the layered 

manganites. More detailed references to specific papers will be mack; in each chapter. There 

is also a brief outline of the theoretical understanding of resonant magnetic s<;attering, the 

results of which form the main bulk of this thesis. The remainder of this thesis is then 

divided into two parts. Part I looks at high energy and resonant K-edge x-ray diffraction. 

Both these techniques are mature and have been tised to investigate a multitude of .systems, 

from biological viruses and amorphous liquids to actinide elements. Within Part I , chapter 2 

introduces the single layered manganite (La,Nd)i_j:Sri+j,-Mn04, and shows x-ray scattering 

results from K edge diffraction and also high energy (100 keV) x-ray diffi-action. Chapters 

3 and 4 look at the bilayer manganite La2-2i:Sri+2:,:Mn207, chapter 3 looking at tlie orbital 

structure where x > 0.5 and chapter 4 looking at the effects of high magnetic ffelds on the 

ordering in the case of x = 0.4 and x = 0.5. 

Part I I concentrates on the recent technique of soft x-ray diffi'action. Diffraction from 

single crystals at the transition metal L edge was first published in 2003. Since then there 

have been results from inaugaiutes, nickelates and cuprates. This second part describes some 

new results from the manganite series. Part I I comprises of chapter 5, introducing soft x-ray 
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diffraction and outlining the major advantages as well as looking at the technical difficulties. 
Chapters 6 and 7 then look at orbital and magnetic ordering using soft x-ray diffi'action, the 
former from the single layered Lao.5Sri.5Mu04, and the latter from the bilayer LaSr2Mn207. 

1.2 Ordering in the Manganites 

Wollan and Koehler[3] and Goodenough [4] first brought the manganites to the attention 

of condensed matter physicists in 1955. Wollan and Koehler conducted a neutron powder 

diffi-action study of Lai_xCa3:MnO;j, determining the range of magnetic ordering throughout 

the stoichiometric range. Goodenough followed up this paper with theoretical predictions 

for the origin of the magnetic ordering, and additionally, predicted an orbital and charge 

ordered state. Since the advent of synchrotron radiation the use of resonant diffi-actiou has 

led to an wealth of papers discussing the state of long range ordering in the manganites, and 

other transition metal oxides. 

The Ruddleston-Popper compounds follow the chemical formula (La,Sr)„+iMn.,i03.,i,+i. 

Figure 1.1 shows the crystal structure of these crystals for n = oo , l ,2 . The n = oo 

([La,Sr]Mn03) crystals were the first to be studied, both theoretically and experimentally, 

in fact even now the majority of theoretical studies still concentrate on the n = oo group. 

This group however presents significant prol^lems when it comes to studying single crystals. 

Althoiigh many studies have been conducted the samples suffer hugely from twiniung, due 

to the \/2a « c. This means that high quality single crystals are very hard to grow, and 

so are in limited availability, especially for a range of dopants. These cubic systems are 

also arguable the most complicated. As n is increased the systems reduce in dimensionality, 

becoming more two-dimensional. This is caused by the insertion of spacer layers of [La,Sr]0 

between the MnO layers. 

1.2.1 The Single Layer Manganites 

One of the earhest studies of single crystals of the single layer Mn04 manganite was by 

Moritomo et al. [5). Single crystals of Lai_xSri+j,Mn04 were grown using the floating zone 

method, and characterised by x-ray diflEraction. This determined an lA/mmm tetragonal 

crystal structure (known as the K2NiF4 structure). The c lattic;e parameter was observed 

to change with doping level, ranging from 13.17 A for a; = 0 to 12.40 A for x — 0.6. This 

agrees with a much earlier study by Rao et al. [6] on polycrystalline samples. 
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Figure 1.1: The crystal structure of Lai-a ;Sri.Mn03; n = oo (left), Lai_j,Sri+3;Mn04; n = 1 
(centre) and La2-2i^Sri+2a:Mn207; n = 2 (right). The pink shading represents the MnO^ 
octahedra, with a purple sphere representing Mn in the centre. The red spheres represent 
O, and the yellow represent La/Sr. 

In addition to the structural determination by x-ray diffra(;tion, Moritomo and co-workers 

reported the electrical resistivity, magnetic susceptibility, and examined the sample using 

electron diffi'actiou. The electrical resistivity shows kinks in the curves for the samples with 

X = 0.5 and x = 0.6 but not for x = 0.7 or x < 0.4. They associated the anomaly in the 

resistivity curves as due to the formation of a periodic arrangement of holes in the Mn02 

sheets, in samples where x « 0.5. This is the flrst mention of a Charge Ordered (CO) 

state. This theory is supported by the ele(;tron difl'raction patterns at 100 K which show 

the presence of superlattice spots (Fig. 1.2). I t is speculated that these extra spots occur 

because of a lattice modulation induced by the charge ordering. The spots arc not evident at 

300 K. The magnetic suscexJtibility of Lai_j :Sr i+j ;Mii04 showed a significant increase below 

approximately 100 K. This occurred for doping levels 0.2 < x < 0.5. This Curie-Weiss like 

increase was projjosed to indicate the onset of a spin-glass state below this temperature. 

A year- after this study, Sternlieb ft al. [7] published an exemplary neutron scattering 

study on the superlattice peaks observed in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 by Moritomo. Through us

ing neutrons, Sternlieb was able to observe both the charge order superlattice peaks, and 

peaks arising from the magnetic ordering in the system. Charge order superlattice peaks 

were observed with a wavevector of (Fig. 1.3) fi-om the Bragg peaks and magnetic 

superlattice peaks at wavectors of { \ , \ , \ ) f rom Bragg peaks (Fig. 1.4). The temperature 

dependence of both of these wavevectors was reported. Sternheb and co-workers were thus 
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Figure 1.2: [001] zone-axis electron diifi-action patterns observed at (a) 300 K and (b) 110 K 
for Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 {x = 0.5). The presence of superlattice spots is evident at 110 K (lower 
figme).Figure from Montomo et al. [5] describing Lao 5Sri.5Mn04. 

able to construct a niodt^l of the system, whine the \/2a x x 2c chai'ge order unit cell 

orders at the charge order transition temp(U 'atme (T^,,) ~ 217 K, and the 2V^a x 2^2^ x 2c 

magnetic unit cell orders at the Neel temperature {Tj\i) ~ 111) K. 

Moritomo and co-workers published a second study, looking at the effects of replacing 

the La with Nd [8]. This suggested that a complete substitution of the La ion destroyed the 

charge ordi-ring. This is in contrast to measurements on tli(> nickelates, where a change in 

the atomic radius is seen to have little effect. 

The first observation of the superlattice i)(^aks by resonant x-ray scattering was under

taken by Murakami et al. [!)]. Murakami rtnognised that on tlu^ Mn''+ ions the e,j electron 

had an orbital degree of friH'dom, available to occupy either in the [ix^ — y^ or — r'^ orbital. 

Murakami observed superlattice peaks at ( j . j . O ) type positions that displayed a resonance 

at the Mn K edge (Fig. 1.5). This was attributed to a dirin t obs(>rvation of the orbital or

dering in the sample. Murakfimi measured the temperature d(\i)endence of this orbital order 

peak, and the charge order pvnk at (^.^.O) positions, and found tlu> (irbital order trausition 

temperature ( T o o ) was equal to the cliar'ge order transition temperatiu-e. In addition, this 

was higlu>r than T/v observed by Sternlieb [7]. In addition to the energy depend(>nce of 
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Figure 1.4: Magnetic data: (a) q = i\.\.l) and (b) q = ( | , f . / ) . Figure from Sternlieb et 
al. [7]. 
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Figure 1.5: Energy dependence of the orbital-ordering superlattice reflection (3/4,3/4,0) near 
the manganese /f-absorption edge at T = 29.6 K. Figure from Murakann el al. [9] describing 
LaQ,5Sri,r,MnOi. 

the orbital order peak, Murakami measured an azimuthal dependence of the orbital order 

peak. This displays a sinusoidal azimuthal dependence (Fig. 1.6), in agreement with the 

orbitals being spatially anisotropic. The energy dependence measured by Mm-abimi does 

indeed suggest that the reflection originated from the anomalous scattering term froiri the 

Mn ions, and is not simply charge scattering. The scattering however was observed at the 

Mn K edge. This is sensitive to the 4p electron shells, and not directly to the M orbitals. As 

such, despite Murabimi's claims, it seems unlikely that this is a direct observation of orbital 

ordering in the manganites. In fact, Min-akami did postulate that the sc'attering was a result 

of an electric dipole transition, and stated "T/ie dipole trunsitions would correspond to the 

Is core levels to the J^p band, which is hrjbridized with the polarized Sd band." Murakami did 

not attempt to suggest in which of the two orbitals the Cy electron resides, as either produces 

the same azimuthal dependence. 

Murakami's observation of orbital ordering stimulated interest in the layered mangaiiites. 

Ishikawa et al. [10] looked at the optical response of the sample through the charge / orbital 

order transition. By looking at the reflective optical spectra in the 1-3 eV range, anisotropy 

due to the orbital ordering could be observed. This was complicated by the existence of 

different orbital domains occurring with a 90° rotation to each other. The reflectivity spectra 

in the optical phonon range (0-0.1 eV) showed an additional plionon mode appearing at 

0.07 eV below T,,a/„o- This is not expected from the chai-ge order pattern, and suggests the 

occurrence of an orbital order transition. 

Tokuuaga et al. [11] looked at the high-held magnetisation and magnetoresistance of 
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Figure 1.6: Azimutlial-angle depeiideuce of the intensity of the 0 0 superlattice reflection 
(5/4,5/4,0) normahsed by the fuudaniental reflection (1,1,0) at E = 6.552 keV, T = 29.6 K. 
The solid curve is a calculated intensity. Figure from Murakami et al. [9] describing 
Loo^fjSriJsMnOi- {Polarisation analysis was not used, the calculation in the paper suggests 
that the polarisation should he rotated {a T T ) ) 

Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 with fields up to 40 Tesla. The raison d'etre of their research was the 

significantly higher temperature of T,.u/„„ tlian • This suggested a more dominant role of 

the charge and orbital degrees of freedom than in the spin degree of freedom in producing the 

C O state. Also the significant interest caused by the discovery of colossal magnetoresistance 

( C M R ) in the bilayer systems inspired interest in the single layered samples. They observed 

a melting of charge order with an applied magnetic field. This was temperature dependent, 

although fairly constant between 50 K and 150 K , where a 25 T field was required to ciuench 

the ordering. At low temperatures ( < 100 K) there is a large region displaying hysteresis, 

which at very low temperatures (4 K ) , extends from 10 T to 35 T. The C M R effect was 

always observed to be strongest at the transition temperature. 

The elfect of repkcing the trivalent La with Nd has been studied in more detail by Park et 

al. [12]. They observed a difference between the piu'e La and the mixed La.Nd compounds 

below 50 K. Wi th a 50% replacement of La with Nd, the ac susceptibihty shows a distinct 

peak at ~ 30 K that is not present in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04. Park and co-workers attributed this 

to the spin-glass transition of the Nd moments. This can be compared to the manganite 

Ndo.7Sro.3Mn03 which shows ferromagnetic ordering at low temperatures [13]. 

Extending to the full substitution of La for Nd, Hong et al. [14] conducted a thorough 
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study of Ndo.5Sri.5Mii04 using neutron ciiffraction and magnetisation measurements. The 
main conclusion from their work, was the observation of magnetic snperlattice peaks, as 
observed by Sternlieti [7] in Lao.5Sri,5Mn04, together with an abrupt change in the mag
netisation at 21 K, more evidence of the ordering of the Nd moments below this tempera
ture. A small structural distortion was also observed, which appeared to persevere above 
T!\i, however they observed no signals relating to a c:liarge ordered state. High resolution 
structural data were also collected, which found that Ndo.5Sri.5Mn04 was isostructural with 
Lao.,-jSri.,i-,Mn04. 

By this time the experimental results had fuelled the interest of theorists, who proposed 

theoretical models for the data. Mahadevan et al. [15] used first principles band structure 

calculations to analyse the experimental evidence of charge and orbital ordering. Their study 

indicates the presence of two distinct Mn species with very different enviromnents in the 

crystal. One of these (the 3+ ion) has a Jahn-Teller distortion of the oxygens surrounding 

the Mn. They also suggest that the resonant observations of the orbital order peak by 

Murakami is actually driven by this Jahn-Teller distortion. This is in contrast to Ishihara 

and Maekawa [16]. Their argument is based on the Coulomb interactions between the Mn M 

and 4p electrons. This suggests that when one of the orbitals in the M band is occupied, 

the electron-electron interaction in the orbital ordered state breaks the cubic symmetry and 

thus lift,s the do^generacy of the Mn 4p orl)itals. This results in the anisotropy of the scattering 

factor. 

Although the majority of the papers report results from the half doped Lao..5Sri.5Mn04, 

there are a few papers that investigated different doping levels. Larochelle et al. [17] j^ro-

posed the existence of three distinct regions; a disordered phase (x < 0.4), a charge-ordered 

phase {x > 0.5), and a mixed phase (0.4 < x < 0.5). This was discovered through low tem

perature non-resonant x-ray scattering. This study confirmed the presence of superlattice 

peaks at both (^,^,0) type positions and ( j , j , 0 ) positions. They also conclude that the 

low-temperature structural symmetry is orthorliombic rather than tetragonal. By changing 

the doping level Larochelle and co-workers observed a change in the superlattice modulation 

wavevector. For a; > 0.5 the vector changes linearly with the doping level. For the x = 0.65 

sample second and third harmonics were observcid, although these are extremely weak, in

dicating that essentially the modulations are sinusoidal. For the samples with x < 0.4, 

no superstructure was observed, and only very weak diffuse scattering could be detected. 
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Within the doping regime (0.4 < a; < 0.5) the width and intensity of the peaks decreased 
dramatically trom a highly ordered x = 0.5 state to a almost disordered x = 0.4 system. 

Laroclielle et al. [18] then published a second paper, expanding their study to incorporate; 

the doping range from 0 < x < 0.7. As well as non resonant x-ray scattering, this article 

also included neutron dif tact ion. Using this data and their pro^vious data they were able 

to construct a phase diagram, shown in Figm-e 1.7. This phase diagram displays a single 

charge ordered phase in the range 0.45 < x < 0.7. This charge ordered phase is accompanied 

at low temperature by a CE-type magnetic phase. Given that this magnetic phase occurs 

in the cubic, single layered, and bilayer phases, it appiaxs to depend only weakly on the 

dimensionality of the system. High resolution x-ray pfjwder difFi'action studies of the x = 0.5 

doped manganite suggests a sphtting of the (220) Bragg peak below T,.c,, but the (200) 

peak remains unchanged. This, Larochelle argues, is indicative of the lattice becoming 

orthorhombic with a 45° rotation of the axis in the a — b plane. This reduction in synmietry 

is effectively a structural distortion, and has been observed previously through electron 

diffi-action |5]. Superlattice peaks were observable throughout the entire 0.4 < a; < 0.7 

range (the highest doping of the samples grown). This range showed a marked change in 

the superlattice wavevector, suggesting that the ordering is strongly doping dependant. The 

relationship between the electron density, n,., and superlattice modulation wavevector, e, 

was linear, such that at x = 0.5 the superlattice modulation doubles the high temperature 

structure, and at x = 0.G7 it; is three times larger. This is similar to that observed in the 

cubic manganites [19]. 

Below the charge order regime, Larochelle describees an intermediate region where 0.15 < 

X < 0.45 and a third phase where 0 < a; < 0.15. In the intermediate phase there is very 

little long range order. Diffuse scattering can be seen around the principal Bragg peaks 

suggesting small or poorly correlated distortions. The magnetic order in this range; is also 

weak. Through neutron scattering, very weak two-dimensional scattering rods were observed 

at low temperature, suggesting a spin-ghiss phase. The third region Ijelow x = 0.15 is by 

contrast a magnetically well ordered phase. The sample orders antiferromagnetically with a 

T/v between 120 K and 130 K, There are no ol:)servations of any structural distortions and 

charge disproportionation is unlikely at this doping level. 

Kimura et al. [22] studied the overdoped Ndi_xSri+j :Mn04 wit l i 0.67 < a,- < 1.0. Elec

trical, resistivity measurements showed a change in gradient at ~ 250 K, obvious in the 
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Figvu-e 1.7: Magnetic and structural phase diagram of Lai_a..Sri+j:Mu04. The data come 
from x-ray structural scattering (• [18]), neutron scattering ( • [18] and 0 [20]), magno^tom-
etry ( • [5]) and muon spin rotation (t> [21]) mea,surements. The abbreviations ai-e G - A F , 
G-type antiferromagnet {composed of spins aligned antiferrornagnefically with respect to their 
neighbours); CE-AF, CE-type antiferromagnet {ferromagentic zig-zag chains coupled antifer-
nmiagnetically); SG, spin glass; COO, charge/orbital order phase; SRO, short-range charge 
and orbital order. The dotted vertical line at x = 0.25 indicates the extent to which the 
SRO is visible. Figure from Larochelle et al. [18]. 

X = 0.67 and x = 0.75, but less distinct in the samples with x > 0.78. More interestingly 

in the samples with x = 0.78 tmd x = 0.8, there is a drop in the resistivity near 150 K, 

which also shows a consideralile thermal hysteresis. In order to resolve the origins of these 

anomalies, electron and x-ray diffi'action was performed (Fig. 1.8). The electron diffraction 

patterns of the x = 0.67 and x = 0.75 samples show distinct snjjerlattice peaks at (jr, i , 0 ) 

and ( | , 5,0) respectively. Tlu^se can be supposed to originate? from the same phenomena as 

the (J , j , 0 ) and ( i , i , 0 ) peaks observed in La(].5Sri.5Mn04. Meanwhile, the x-ray diffraction 

shows a splitting of the major Bragg peaks in the {x > 0.67) samples at low teniptu-ature 

(< 40 K ) . This appears to 1)(> a structural phase transition from a high temperature tetrag

onal plia.se to a low temp(>ratur(> orthorhombic phase. This study was extended by .\agai et 

al. [23] who looked in detail at the electron diffi-action patterns of Ndi_j :Sri+j,Mn04 with 

0.67 < X < 1.0. They observed a sinusoidal transverse modulation over a long period ( « 8 

unit cells). This they used to support their model of a Wigner-crystal hke model for the 

orbital arrangement in the iiigli doped manganite. This model incorporated a king range 

sinusoidal structui'al distortion, observed via the electron diffi'action pattern. 
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Figure l.S: [001] zone-axis electron difhaction patterns of (a) x = 0.67 and (b) x = 0.75 
crystals at 110 K. The superlattice reflections with modulation wave vector (d~,±J, 0) (<5 ~ g 
and I for a; = 0.67 and x = 0.75 crystals, respectively) ar-e evident, (c) X-ray powder 
diffi-action patterns around the (200) and (020) Bragg peaks in Ndi_:rSri+a:Mn04 (0.67 < 
X < 1.0) at 300 K and 40 K. Fiymv. from Kimura et al. [22]. 
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1.2.2 The Bilayer Manganites 

There have been a large number of papers published on the bilayer sei'ies in the last decade. 

In order to t ry and present these to the reader in a logical fashion, they wil l be divided 

into sections. First the pajjers that describe the mid doped x = 0.5 bilayer sample will be 

presented, alongside those papers that attempt to explain the whole doping series. Secondly 

the papers describing the underdoped, and more specifically the x = 0.4 bilayer wil l be 

introduced, which wil l be expanded in Chapter 4. Lastly, there will be a brief sunnnary on 

the few papers describing the overdoped bilayers. A detailed explanation of these papers 

wil l he given in Chapter 3. 

The interest in the bilayer manganites was initiated by the groundbreaking paper of 

Moritomo eJ. al. [2] in 1997 describing the discovery of colossal magnetoresistance in the 

manganite Lai.gSri.sMn^OT (a; = 0.4). A reduction in the resistivity of up to 20,000% (with 

7 T applied field) was reported, and a decrease of ~3,000% with a 1 T applied field (Fig. 1.9), 

compared to just 110% seen in the cul)ic manganites. This Inige magnetoresistant effect was 

observed just above Tc, in the paramagnetic phase. Two possible origins of this effect were 

postulated in the paper, both highlighting the influence of the reduced dimensionality. The 

first suggestion was that due to the high anisotropy of the exchange interaction (the inter-

layer interaction being much weaker than intra-layer interaction), the spin correlations are 

maintained within the layer above Tc within the paramagnetic phase. Applying a magnetic 

field then increases the magnetistition and reduces the spin scattering of the chai'ge cai'riers. 

The second postulate is that the reduced dimensionality and l if t ing of the degeneracy of 

the e,j electron state reduces the transfer interaction of these electrons. Just above Tc the 

compoimd is subject to instabilities, such as antiferromagnetic super-exchange, Jahn-Teller 

distortions, and charge ordering. The phenomena can then be interpreted as an induced 

metal-insulator transition, caused by the applied magnetic field. 

Following the publication by Moritomo describing the discovery of colossal magnetoresis

tance in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207 [2], many other groups conducted research on this system. One of 

the first groups to publish studied the crystal using neutron and synchrotron x-ray diffrac

tion was that of Battle et al. [24]. This study was based on the half doped {x = 0.5) 

bilayc;r manganite. Their results suggested a l;)i-phasic sample, the majority of which was 

antiferromagnetic, wi th a minority ferromagnetic phase. The majority phase adopted the 

magnetic structiu'e below ^ 210 K, with the m i n o r ferromagnetic phase occurring below 
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Figure 1.9: Top panel, change of the in-plane component of resistivity with increasing mag
netic field for a single crystal of (Lao.4Sro.6)3Mn2 07. Bottom panel, field induced magneti
zation. Open and filled circles are the data in the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic pluises. 
Dotted lines represent the initial slopes of the M - H curves. Figure from Moritomo et al. 
[2). 

-^125 K. Battle et al. question their results with regard to the simultaneous existence of 

two phases, but view their successful synthesis of monophtisic Sr2LnMn207 wliere Ln = Tb, 

Dy, Ho, Er and Y as an endorsement of their prt^parative technique. Despite this, they 

later raised the suggestion that their samples in fact have a mixed elemental composition. 

Later phase diagrams confirmed this suggestion that perhaps their composition was a mix 

of a lower doped concentration ferromagnetic sample and the mid doped antiferromagnetic 

sample. In addition to the magnetic characterisation. Battle et al. also accurately measured 

the structural pai-ameters of the system. 

In addition to the early x-ray and neutron difi'raction work, L i and co-workers [25] ob

serve a charge ordered state in the bihiyer sample through transmission election microscopy. 

Further electron difi'raction revealed superlattice spots in the ab plane corresponding to a 

fourfold (strong) and twofold (weak) periodicity which were found at low temperature. A 

model of such possible charge and orbital ordering was produced based on Goodenough's 

[4] earlier work. In addition to L i et al., Kimura and co-workers [26] used electron and x-

ray diffi^action to study the superlattice modulations. This paper reported only superlattice 

peaks corresponding to a fourfold periodicity, however they did study their temperature de-
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pendence. They found that the modulations were only observable in a nai'row temperature 
range between ~ 210 K and ~ 100 K. This was also reflected in resistivity measurements 
that displayed distinct gradient changes at these temperatures. I t was speculated that this 
melting of the charge order state may be due to a changed magnetic order, as the lower 
doped (a: = 0.4) samples were ferromagnetic below 120 K. 

Wi th the rise of interest by experimentalists in the bilayer system, a number of theorists 

began to undertake calculations in order to explain the experimental evidence. Among these 

Maezono and Nag^iosa [27] examined the change of magnetic phase from ferromagnetic in the 

a; = 0.4 doping level to antiferronirignetic in the half doped sample. Their paper considered 

two possibihties, firstly a phase diagram without canting, where there is a discontinuity 

between the two phases, and secondly where there is a spin canting that provides a gradual 

transition between the two states. Their final explanation was a combination of the two. 

Maezono and Nagaosa theorise an orbital transition at around x = 0.125 with a spin canting 

over the transition between the two magnetic states. 

Following the discovery of chai'ge and possibly orbital ordering in the bilayers, Cliatterji et 

al. [28] investigated these phenomena using high energy x-ray diffr-action, resonant x-ray 

diffi'action and neutron diffr'action. Their results were limited to the half doped LaSr2Mn207. 

Satellite peaks were detected at (/i ± i , fc ± j.l) using both high energy and resonant x-ray 

diffi'action. No mention in the paper was made of satellite peaks at (/i ± i , fc ± | , / ) like 

positions. Compared to the single layered manganites a strange temperature dependence was 

recorded for the aforementioned peaks. This strange temperature dependance had previously 

been indicated by Kimura et al. [26]. They were first detected at 220 K, and increased 

in intensity as the temperature was reduced, reaching a maximum of intensity at 180 K. 

The intensity then decreased again, becoming very weak at ~100 K. Then at very low 

temperatures below 40 K, there appeared to be a re-entrant phase, where the intensity 

increased again, albeit to a much lesser degree than found at higher temperatures. This 

was observed on all of the satellite peaks. In addition Chatterji and co-workers studied the 

magnetic structure using neutron diffr-action. They observed the (001) antiferromagnetic 

peak; a normally structurally forbidden reflection due to the symmetry of the M/mmm 

space group. The appearaiu^e of tlie (001) magnetic peak occurs at T/y « 170 K, which is 

noted to be the same temperature that the intensity of the satellite peaks in the ab plane 

reduce in intensity. By refining the magnetic structure from a large inirnber of nuclear and 
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Figm-e 1.10: Schematic representation of the antiferromagnetic structm-e of LaSr2Mn207. 
Figure from Chatterji et al. [28]. 

magnetic peaks, Chatterji et al. were able to come up with a magnetic structure com])rising 

of ferromagnetic planes aligned antifenvnnagnetically (A-Type AFM) (Fig. 1.10). FoHowing 

on shortly fi'om Cliatterji et al.. Andreica r i n d co-workers [29] published the first muon 

spectroscopy (^SR) results from LaSr2Mn2()7. These results found a strange f)i'haviour 

betwetni the charge order transition temperature and TN. This was difficult to interjjrc!t, but 

was thought to be a const^juence of residual magnetic correlatimis above Tjv. 

Argyriou et al. [.'iOl comhinc^d Raman spectroscopy with trans])ort measurements, neu

tron diffraction and high rcisolution x-ray diffraction to try and (ixplaiu the btiliaviour in 

LaSr2Mn207. Through the use of Raman scattering they were able to detect charge fluc

tuations well above th(> charge ordering temperature, up to ~ 340 K. These fluctuations, 

termed polarons, wert̂  considered to he a preonsor lo the stabl(< ordering. 

Wi th the arrival of experimental data the hrst phase diagrams across the doping range 

began to appear. Thes(^ w(>re jiroduced by Ling et al. [31] (which was then modiht-d slightly 

and r(>pubhshed [32] (Fig. 1.11)), and Dho et al. [33] (Fig. 1.12). The work of Ling et al 

[31] was mostly through neutron powder diffraction, and stj conctuitrated on the magnetic 

structin-(\ This revealed four distinct magnetic phases, one f(>rromagnetic and three ditf'ertnit 

antiferroinagnetic, and canted 'mixed' phases between. In addition there appears according 
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Figure 1.11: Structural and magnetic phase diagram of the bilaytu' manganite 
La2-2xSri+2a:M"207 in the range 0.3 < a; < 1.0 determined by neutron i)owder diffi'ac-
tion. Solid markers represent the magnetic transition temperature {Tc or T ^ ) ; open s{}uares 
delineate^ the tetragonal to ortliorhombic transition. Several magnetic phases are identifit>d: 
ferromagnetic metal (FM), canted antiferromaguetic (CAF), and A-, C- and G-tyi)e antifer-
romagnetic insulators (AFI) . The region marked 'No LRO' has no magnetic difl'raction peaks 
at T > 5 K. Samples in the reqion marked 'CO' exhibit long-range charge ordering reflections 
in X-ray and/or election diffraction. Figure from Qui et al. [32], 

to Ling et al. [31] a long range order hole, between the do[)ing levels of x = 0.66 and x = 0.74 

where no long range order exists. The phase diagram of Dho et al. [33] is somt<what different. 

Their i)ai)c5r was based on transi)ort and magnetisation mcasunnnents, and concentrated on 

the area of (liargc ordiuing in the phase diagram. Figun> 1.12 shows a large area of charge 

ordering extending as far as x = 0.75 and possibly further. There appears uo gap in the 

long range order as shown by Ling et al.. Tliere does ai:)pear to be a collapse in the charge 

ordering around x = 0.5 in the temperature region ~ 50 — 150 K. This is in agra^ment with 

previous results reported by Cliatterji et al. [28]. 

A second union spectroscopy study was conducted on La2_2jSri+2j.Aln2()7 with 0.4 < 

X < \ by Coldea et al. [34]. Muon spectroscopy is a local probe of the magnetism in the 

sample, and is therefore effective in d(!tecting short range magnetic correlations that may 

be undetected by other technitjues. Coldea et al. ]34] dtHected a slowing in the rruignetic 

fluctuations, corresponding to a spin-freezing Voelow ~ (iO K. This was found over a large 

doping range from x = 0.5 to x = 0.75. including within the previously suggested area of 

uo long range order. The effective range probed by unions is in the order of 20 A, perhaps 

suggesting that the correlations in the range 0.5 < a: < 0.75 are so short as to he uudetectcnl 

by neutron sc^attering. I t is interesting to note that this area of spin freezing corresponds to 
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Figure 1.12: The phase diagram of La2-2j:Sri+23:Mn207 as a function of T and x. Filled 
symbols are obtained from the transport data shown in figure 2 {in ir.f [33]) and open ones 
are taken from the reported values. Filled s(iuar(?s and triangles rejjresent Too and T A ; ; , 
respectively. The 'Collapse of CO' (densely hatched region) are corresponds to the thermal 
hysteresis region observed in the p—T and M — T curves. The spiarsely hatched are reprĉ sents 
the chargcvordered insulating state which is divided into two regions, CO(I) and CO(II). The 
type-A AFM transition temjx'rature (open diamonds) taken from reference [31] is also shown 
schematically. Figure from Dho et al [33]. 

the re-entrant charge order temperature a<x-ording to Dho et al. [33]. 

Further x-ray scattering was undertaken by Wilkins et al. [35]. High energy and resonant 

x-ray diffraction was conducted on La2-2iSri+22:Mn207 with x = 0.475 and x = 0.5. In 

addition to superlattice peaks appearing at {h ± ^. k ± j,l), they were also detected at 

(/i ± i , ± i , /) type positions. This was direct evidence that both a structural 'Jahn-TcUler' 

like distortion and a charge ordered phase; were coexistent. In addition both peaks were 

detected at low teniperatiues in the region of charge order melting, albeit very wtvikly. A 

large increase in the inverse correlation length of the ordering, indicated by a broadening 

of the snperlattice reflection accompanied the decrease of intensity. This suggests that the 

ordering is not entirely disrupted by the antiferromagnetic order, but persists even cit low 

temperature, however the correlation length of this ordering was very much reduced. A 

small increase was di>tiH ted in the intensity of these reflectknis at the proposed reentrant 

temperature. Resonant scattering at the Mn K edge showed distinctly different behaviours 

of the two peaks. The structural distortion appeared very similai' to a weak Bragg pt^ak, 

wluireas the charge order peak resonated at the absorption edge. A l l the sujierlattict- peaks 

wiu'e found to be highly correlated in the ab plane, and vvxy weakly correlated out of the 
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plane. This confirms the two dimensional nature of the material, as anticipated from the 
crystal structure. A second paper by Wilkins et al. [36] used resonant soft x-ray difii'action at 
the Mn L edge to detect the (001) antiferromagnetic peak. This in itself added relatively little 
understanding to the bilayer system, however the huge resonances observed at the absorption 
edge promised further more interesting work in this energy regime. This technique wil l be 
elaborated on further in Part I I . 

The reahsation that both Jahn-Teller distortions and the more interesting orbital ordering 

would produce superlattice refiections at the same wavevector stimulated heated discussions 

as to which phenomena had been experimentally detected. Di Matteo et al. [37] performed 

resonant x-ray scattering at the Mn K edge, and in addition calculated the expected res

onance. Their conclusion was that the scattering is almost entirely originating fr'om the 

structural distortion, with the orbital ordering signal an order of magnitude weaker. They 

did not exclude the possibility that orbital ordering may be observable at other absorption 

edges, such as the M n L edge. 

The Underdoped Bilayer (a; < 0.5) 

The discovery of colossal magnetoresistance in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207 stimulated significant inter

est in this underdoped region. In addition to this discovery, the paper by Moritomo et al. 

[2] established the magnetic state of the material to be jjaramagnetic at room tt:mperature 

and ferromagnetic below Tc = 126 K. 

One of the most prolific groups studying this sample was at Argonne National Laboratory 

led by J. Mitchell [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. This extended research commenced 

in 1997 wi th a neutron diffr-action study of the compound [38]. The main argument in this 

paper is the substantial lattice parameter change at Tc- The structural change occurs almost 

entfrely within the ab crystal plane, where the lattice parameter deviates from a constant 

contraction upon cooling, to a slow down in the contraction as Tc is approached, followed 

by a sudden fall in the lattice parameter (by 0.004 A) as tlie temperature cools through 

Tc. It was suggested that such a change in the structure was linked to the ferromagnetic 

ordering and charge delocalisation. Evidently this effect occurs within the ab plane, as there 

was relatively little change in the c lattice parameter. 

A second paper [39] following this research line looked at the jierovskite under pressures 

up to 6 kbar, using neutron powder diffraction. They observed that the sign of the compres

sion of the apical Mn-O bonds (those out of the ab plane) reversed after coohng through Tc-
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That is to say, at 300 K (above T/v) applied pressure on the sample resulted in tlie Mn ions in 
neighbouring sheets moving closer together. At 100 K (below T^), the same applied pressure 
resulted in the Mn-0 bonds between neight)Ouring sheets increasing, moving the Mn ions 
apart, with the compression reducing the distance between the pairs of MnO planes. This 
unusual behaviour is explained by magnetic striction. The absence of magnetic superlattice 
peaks suggests that the sample is indeed a ferromagnet, however a canted-spiu ferromagnetic 
phase was proposed. A further communication [40] examined the crystal structure with an 
applied magnetic field, again using neutron powder diffraction. They detected a significant 
magnetostriction at Tc, with the a axis contracting and c axis expanding. In addition the 
magnetisation data suggested the presence of short range magnetic order in the region above 
Tc up to room temperature. Virtually simultaneously, Perring et al. [47] published date 
from single crystal neutron diffraction looking at the magnetic behaviour of Lai.2Sri.8Mn207, 
This paper shows the coexistence of ferromagnetic critical scattering as well as ant.ifeiromay-
netic short range order above Tc (Fig. 1.13). This discovery was proclaimed to be vitally 
important to the understanding of colossal magnetoresistance in the material. As far as 
calculations are concerned, the existence of antiferromagnetic clusters coexisting with short 
range spin correlations removes tlie validity of the mean field approach. I t also implies that 
the charge carriers in the paramagnetic phase are progressing through a medium of mixed 
ferro- and antiferroniagnetic bonds. Traditionally such electron hcjpping would be easy across 
ferromagnetic bonds, but suppressed over antiferromagnetic bonds, and as such the antifer
romagnetic clusters could be visualised as mobile 'walls' through the material. Obviously 
this has significant effects for the miderstanding of colossal magnetoresistance. 

Wi th the discovery of charge and orbital ordering in LaSr2Mn207 i t was obvious to search 

for such correlations in the paramagnetic phase of Lai.2Sri.8Mu207. Yamamoto et al. [48] 

used Raman spectroscopy to .search for signature phonon peaks. Their study comprised 

looking at both a; = 0,5 and x = 0.4 doping levels, by comparing the two spectrum, they 

are able to suggest that short range charge and orbital orilering occur in the paramagnetic 

phase above Tc in the x = 0.4 sample as well as in the x = 0.5 sample. The correlations in 

the x = 0.4 sample are then strongly suppressed in the ferromagnetic phase. 

Vasiliu-Doloc et al. [46| first introduced the idea of polaron formation in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207, 

In this paper, polarons are described as a localised charge with an associated lattice distor

tion held, which give rise to diffuse scattering around the Bragg peaks. Scattering ascribed 
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Figure 1.13: Temperature dependence of (a) resistivity in basal plane pai, (solid line), and 
along the c axis p,, (dashed line), (b) integrated intensity of the (1,1,0) Bragg peak, (c) 
ferromagnetic critical scattering and (d) antiferromagnetic cluster scattering. Scattering 
intensities shown in (b)-(d) are integrals (rneasin-ed by monitor) over the relevant solid angles 
and energy transfers, and as such can be compared to one another. Figure from Penfng et 
al. [47]. 
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to the presence of polarons was observed using x-ray and neutron scattering, at two different 
wavevectors, the first around the Bragg peak, and the second at 0.3 recipro(;al lattice units 
from the Bragg peak in the ab plane. Details of these polarons wil l be elaborated on in 
Chapter 4. The polarons were observed above Tc in the paramagnetic phase, reducing in 
intensity as the temperature increased, but still present at 300 K. In addition to the x = 0.4 
doped bilayer, various other underdoped regions have been studied, in particular the x = 0.3 
has stimulated considerable interest. This was promp1:ed by Kimura et al. [49] finding evi
dence of CMR in this doping level. Analogous to the x = 0.4 doping level, Lai.4Sri.6Mn207 
shows a magnetoresistance of up to 10,000% above Tc « 90 K with a field of 5 T. Perring 
et al. [50] studied the magnetisation state of the x = 0.3 compound. This was proposed to 
consist of ferromagnetic sheets stacked antiferromagnetically. The ferromagnetic sheets have 
the spins aligned along the c axis rather than in the ab plane. This is remarkably different 
to the observation of the spins aligned fully ferromagnetically within the ab planes in the 
X = 0.4 bilayer. However with an applied field of 1.5 T, the antiferromagnetic stacking in 
the X = 0.3 sample was observed to switch to a fully ferromagnetic state. This occurred 
wi th the field perpendicular to the spin direction, and the resulting ferromagnetic order is 
magnetically isostructural to that in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207. 

Kubota et al. [51] coalesced this magnetic information, and with the use of neutron 

powder diffraction and Reitveld refinement, produced a. magnetic phase diagram for the 

doping levels 0.3 < a; < 0.5 (Fig. 1.14). Even within this small doping range there exists 

five different magnetic structures, reflecting the complexity of this compound. In addition, 

further evidence of a canted spin structure in the x = 0.45 doping level is provided f jy a 

second paper by Kubota et al. [52] through neutron scattering. 

T h e Overdoped Bilayer (a; > 0.5) 

The bilayer series with x > 0.5 has not been studied nearly so much as the half doped 

and underdoped samples. Chapter 3 presents results h'om x = 0.55,0.6 and x = 0.7 and 

the details of previous pubhcations will be expanded at that point. Initial results from 

polycrystalline samples were obtained by Dho [33] and Ling [31], as outlined above and in 

Figure 1.12. A n early publication concentrating on the overdoped samples by Mitchell et 

al. [53] used x-ray and neutron diffraction to examine tlu; structural and magnetic order. A 

gap in the long range ordering was confirmed between 0.66 < a; < 0.72. In addition charge 

ordering was observed up to x = 0.6. 
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Figure 1.14: (a) Magnet ic phase d iagram of La2^2 : rS r i+2 jMn207 (0.3 < x < 0.5). (b) Sev
eral different magnetic structures appearing i n the phase d iagram are schematically d rawn . 
Figum from Kuhota et al. [51]. 

A theoret ical papi!r suggesting an t>xplanatioii Ibr the ordering i n the overdoped samples 

was r iHin i t ly published by M a i t r a and Taraphder [54]. Th i s suggests tha t the magnetic 

order ing is i tself d r iven by o r b i t a l order ing, whi le the o r b i t a l arrangement is determined l)y 

the \md(!rlying struc'ture. Fur ther single crys ta l neu t ron d i f f r ac t i on and resis t ivi ty da ta waa 

provided by Cambt^ll at al. [55]. Here a region of enhanced charge order s tab i l i ty wa.s found 

i n the v i c i n i t y of x = 0.62. The evidence for this is an increased Tco = 230 K , and an 

incomplete conversion to a pure ly magnetic ordered state at low temperature . The chai-ge 

order structiu'e was then expandcKl on by L u o et al. [56] and Bc^ak; at al. [57], who t h rough 

electron microscopy and x-ray d i l i i ' ac t ion respectively, observed a bi-s tr ipe phase. 

1.3 Charge ordering 

One of Goodenough's i n i t i a l requirements o f his long range order ing, is a spontaneous charge 

(hspropor t ion of the t rans i t ion meta l ions below a certain t r ans i t ion temperature Tco. b i 

the sim[)lest tbnnat this can be imagined as an a l te rna t ing pa t t e rn of M n ' ' + and Mn'*''" 

(F ig . 1.15). O f course the idea of a single electron as a poin t charge in the crys ta l la t t ice 
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is rather simplist ic . One can in fact imagine t l i a t the charge p robab i l i t y wave over t l ie 
whole M n O octahedra varies w i t h i n the ab plane depending on the doping o f the crysta l . 
Th i s charge d ispropor t ioua t ion may not even be integer cliarge d ispropor t ion . I t has been 
suggested tha t i t is M n + ' ' ^ ' ' and Mn+' '~ '* where 6 <t. 0.5. One can argue tha t as the samples 
go t h rough a meta l / insulator t r ans i t ion as they enter the charge ordered phase, t ha t there 
must be some electron band gap. However this does not have to be located ent i rely on the M n 
ions, i t could very easily be spread over the M n O ^ octahedra. Because of this, experiments 
such as X A N E S (X- ray Abso rp t i on Near Edge Structure) which could possibly detect the 
M n valency may well no t be conclusive. Despite a l l o f this , i t is easy to ta lk about M n ' ' + 
and Mu''"'" as a model , however i t is should be remembered tha t this is merely a couvenient 
representation and m e t h o d for describing the charge order ing phenomena. 

As the charge order ing distinguishes the t w o M n sites, the no rma l chemical un i t cell is not 

va l id in this regime. As such, we can descrifje the extended superstructui 'e encompassing the 

charge order as the charge order u n i t c-ell (F ig . 1.15), where aco = bco = 2o = 26. Bear ing 

these points i n m i n d we can describe the cliarge order ing in the manganites. The parent 

compound, L a S r M n 0 4 displays no charge ordering, as a l l o f the M n have an average + 2 

c:harge associated w i t h them. S imi la r ly i f we were to completely replace the L a by a group 2 

meta l , such as Sr al l the M n ions wou ld be ent i rely M n ' ' + . Con t inu ing this rat ionale, doping 

hal f of the L a w i t h Sr, such tha t x = 0.5 produces an average valency of +3 .5 . I t has been 

shown, b o t h experimental ly, and also ju s t i f i ed theoretically, t ha t below Tea this produces 

a charge d i spropor t iona t iou , and the crystal falls i n to an energetically favourable state of 

charge order ing. Th i s minimises t l i e Co loumb repulsion between the electrons in the la t t ice . 

T h e charge ordering takes the f o r m of a real space order ing of the electron in the M n O 

octal iedra. 

As the doping o f the Sr ions is al tered awciy from 2; = 0.5 there are two possibilities i n order 

to produce charge neutral i ty . E i the r the valence on the manganese changes to Mn^'^+'''^+'^ 

and Mu^^+*)" '*, where, and the doping pa t t e rn remains the same, or the valencies continue 

t o be Mn+'^+^ and M n + ' ' ~ * , and the pa t t e rn o f the charge density changes. I t appears tha t 

i t is most ly the la t ter , a l though there a number o f more stable charge patterns wh ich the 

order ing ' locks' to. These more stable order ing pat terns are those which tie i n w i t h the 

crys ta l la t t ice . I t is especially evident i n the l;)ilayer crystals and is described l i u t h e r in 

c h a p t e r s . 
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Figure 1.15: Schematic of the charge aud o r b i t a l order ing i n Lao.5Sr i .5Mn04 showing the 
un i t cells for the chemical, charge, and o r b i t a l order. Th i s d iagram represents the x = 0.5 
sample. Other doping pat terns w i l l have a different order pa t te rn . 

1.4 Jahn-Teller Distortions and Orbital Ordering 

A n effect of the charge order ing is t o positicni h i real space a single Cg elec^tron o n each 

M n ^ + . This electron sits i n a degenerate electron band (Fig . 1.16). The two possible o r b i t a l 

occupancies are the 3^.2_.y2 and 3 2 2 „ , . 2 (F ig . 1.17). Concomi tan t to the onset of charge 

order ing, the e x t r a electron on the M n ^ + falls in to the lower of these two electron orbi ta ls . 

Unfo r tuna te ly calculat ing which of these orbi ta ls has a lower energy is not t r i v i a l , and 

there has been intense discussion as to which i t is. Similar ly , exper imental d i - torminat ion 

of the correct o r b i t a l is d i f f i c u l t , a l though recent experiments using x-ray magnetic circular 

d ichroism appcsars t o able to detect the o r b i t a l occupancy. 

A n electron preferent ial ly occupying a i )ar t icular o r b i t a l w i l l shorten the bond length 

i n t h a t d i rec t ion between the M n and O ions. T h e degeneracy of the ca t ion can then be 

stabilised by a d i s to r t i on of the octal iedra to a lower symmetry. Since a bu lk ttrystal d i s to r t ion 

retiuires spontaneous electron order ing in order to create a low- tempera tme, low synmie t ry 

s t ructure , this can only occur i f the couc:entratiou of the Jahn-Teller active ions is greater 

than a c r i t i ca l f r ac t ion . I f th is is the case, below a t rans i t ion t emjx ' r a tu re , the octahedra 
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Figure 1.16: The degenerate M energy k^vels for a lone M n ion. The o r b i t a l order ing and 
associated Jahn-Teller d i s to r t ion is caused by the Cy electron occupying the lower o f the two 
degenerate; states 

f^orbitals 

Figure 1.17: T h e shapes of the 3d orbi ta ls . T h e f ive fo ld degeneracy is l i f t e d i n the presence 
of the crystal f i e ld . Taken f r o m T o k u r a and Nagaosa [58] 
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Figui-e 1.18: A representation of a Jahn-Teller undis tor ted crys ta l ( l e f t ) and a crys ta l w i t h a 
cooperative Jahn-Teller d i s to r t ion ( r i gh t ) . The Jahn-Teller effect causes a d i s to r t i on o f the 
M n O octal iedra. 

organise to f o r m a co-operative Jahn-T(;ller d i s to r t ion (F ig . 1.18)[59]. 

Th i s effectively means that tht> orbi ta ls ixrv also orckn-ed. I t w i l l be discussed cliaijtiMS (i 

and 7 whether the orbitaLs are i n i t i a l l y ordered which causes a Jahn-Teller d i s to r t ion , or the 

order ing of the dis tort ions produces and o r b i t a l ord(>R>d state. Th i s is a subtle difference, 

which w i l l be elaboratiMl on in Par t 11. Wli ichevw' is the under ly ing mechanism, o rb i t a l 

order ing and Jalni-TeUer dis tor t ions occur sinmltaneously in space and tcnnperature. 

1.5 Magnetic X-ray Diffraction 

The fo l lowing section br ief ly outhnes the process of Magnet ic X-ray scattering. This section 

is s t rongly based on t l i t ; w o r k by B l u m e [60], B lume and Gibf:)s [61], Ha iu ion and TrannncJ 

[62], and H i l l and M c M o r r o w [63]. T h e reader is advised to consult thtwe texts and referinices 

therein for fu r the r dt>tails. 

Th i s section highl ights the results tha t are imj)C)rtaut to this work f r o m the ment ioned 

papers, in par t icu lar the emphasis is ])la(^ed on the resonant dipok> t rans i t ion and its sul> 

si'(iu('iit polarisat ion (k'pencknice. Befort" we get to resonant d i thac t ion , we start w i t h the 

H a m i l t o n i a n of an iJectrou i n an ek 'ctromagnetic fic'ld which is composed o f the m o m e n t u m 

of the electron i n the f ield; the electromagnetic heki; the in teract ion of the spin of t l ie ele('-

t ron and the magnetic field f r o m the j j ho ton : the in teract ion of the spin of the electron and 

the magn<>tic f ield caused by the Ampere induct ion of the movement of the electron in a 

magnetic f ie ld and the a i m i h i l a t i o i i and creat ion of a photon. 
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I t can be wi ' i t t en as 

J 'J j 

- ^ ( ^ H ' ^ • X ( p . - ^ A ( r , ) ) + ^ / ^ x . , ( C + ( f c A ) C ( f c A ) + i ) ( l . l ) 

where P is the m o m e n t u m of the electron, A is the v(!Ctor po ten t ia l of the photon, V is 

the po ten t ia l of each electron f r o m the remaining electrons, E = -A4i - ^A, where (p is the 

Coulomb potent ia l , s is the spin o f the electron, w/,- {cok') is the angular frequency of the 

incident (scattered) wave, and C+ and C are the creat ion and ann ih i l a t ion operators. 

The terms relevant to scat tering are those containing the pho ton vector po ten t ia l , A , 

thus the scattering H a m i l t o n i a n can be r ewr i t t en 

i i J 

" ' ^ s , . [ A ( r , ) x A ( r , ) ] (1.2) 
)2 c2 

+ J f f ^ + + (1.3) 

2(mc)2 c- ^ 

I t is noted tha t J^i and Jt^l are quadrat ic in A , whereas . y f j '^"<1 •^li "^i'*^- l inear iu A . 

The scattering process involves a change of state of an electron. Th i s can ei t l iei ' be a 

single stage process, whereby the electron in incident q u a n t u m state |a) w i t h energy Ea 

transfers to a final q u a n t u m state |6) w i t h energy Ei,, or can involve intermediate q u a n t u m 

states. The p robab i l i t y tor these t ransi t ions is found in Fermi's 'Golden R.ule', which when 

w r i t t e n to second order is: 

2TT 
2 

x 6 { E , - E f ) (1.4) 
^ E, - Ef 

I n our case the i n i t i a l q u a n t u m state i is state a w i t h pho ton k A and f i n a l state / is 

quan tum state b w i t h pho ton k ' A ' . S imi la r ly Ei = Ea + huok and E j = Ei, + hwi;i. Given 

the order o f A in the terms o f equat ion 1.2, M'l and J^l con t r ibu te t o the f i r s t t e r m in the 

Golden R,ule, whereas and .j^g contr ibute to the second. As such we then have: 
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w 
27r 

h 
( 6 ; k ' A ' | . ^ i ' + .y4' |a; k A ) + ^ 

Ea + huJk - En 

X 6{Ea - Eb + hujk - hjjk') (1.5) 

B y combining equations 1.5 and 1.2 aud m u l t i p l y i n g the result by the density of f i n a l 

states and d iv id ing by the incident flirx, we conclude w i t h the scattering cross section: 

(Pa 

dQ'dE' J 

ij c 

+ 

a )e e - i — ( o a ) • e X e 

U f ^ - i ( k ' X e') • s , ) e-'*''-'-' I ( c I - i ( k x e) • S j ) e'"̂ --̂  

Ea - E, + Tiwk - j - T 

+ i ( k X e) • s^) e''̂  '̂ ^ c ) ( c | - zk' x e' • s^) e"^'''-^^ 

Ea - E, - hojk' 

6{Ea- E,, + r,LOk-hLOk'){l.(i) 

where K = k - k ' and e (e') is the polar isa t ion state o f the incident (scattered) photon . The 

first t e r m of the equation is the non-resonant charge scattering. T h i s is the source of charge 

scattering f r o m s t ruc tu ra l Bragg peaks. Th i s t e r m involves a single t rans i t ion , and in the 

usual case o f elastic scat tering |6) = |a). 

The second t e r m of ecjuatiou f .6 concerns the non-resonant magnetic scattering. The 

pre-factor to this t e r m explains the extremely small intensi ty of this scattering contribvU,ion. 

The t h i r d and f o r t h terms in the scattering cross section are the anomalous scattering 

terms, commonly denominated at / ' and / " . These terms explain resonant scattering, wi i i ch 

arises when the incident photon energy is close t o the difference in energy f je tween q u a n t u m 

states a and c. T h e add i t iona l t e r m on the denominator of these terms accounts tor the 

w i d t h of the energy band. Aga in , i n the ca.se of elastic scattering \b) = \a). 

I t is the resonant scat tering terms tha t are of interest i n this thesis. Par t I contains 

data f r o m M n K edge resonant d i f f r ac t i on , where the incident energy is tuned to the energy 

difference between the I s and Ap. Here a core: electron f r o m the I s band is p romoted to the 
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E-2 

Figure 1.19: Schematic of pho ton absorpt ion and subsequent emission ( le f t ) and resonant 
scattering ( r i gh t ) . The resonant scattering process is a single process; this is easily seen in 
equation 1.5. B y contrast absorpt ion and emission are t w o separate processes. 

unoccupied 4p electron band, and then relaxes back to the I s band. Par t 11 contains st\idies 

of resonant d i fh 'ac t ion at the M n L edge. Th i s t ime electrons are p romoted from the 2p 

electron band to the pa r t i a l ly filled M electron band. B o t h o f these t ransi t ions are dipole 

transit ions, invo lv ing the change i n m of 1. Higher order (quadrupole etc.) do occur, b u t 

are s ignif icant ly weaker. A l t h o u g h resonant scattering is a two stage process (p romot ion and 

re laxat ion) , these t ransi t ions should really be thought of as a single act ion, indeed a quick 

glance at equat ion 1.6 reveals these process as inext r icably hnked. Figure 1.19 displays the 

difference between a d is t inc t absorpt ion and emission process, and the resonant scattta'ing 

process. 

Equa t ion 1.6 can therefore be summaiised by the equation: 

/ = /O + / ' + / " + f^pra 
(1.7) 

The ecjuation 1.6 describes the entire scattering, however i n this thesis the results w i h 

exclusively be generated f r o m electric dipole transi t ions. Th i s is ent i rely due to the strengths 

of the transi t ions, due to the quadrupole and higher order t ransi t ions being increasingly 

weaker. Magnet ic mul t ipo le t ransi t ions are a factor of of the intensi ty of the respective 

electric t ransi t ions [62], Concent ra t ing ent i re ly on the 2^ (dipole) t r ans i t ion , we can rewr i te 

therresonant scattering ampl i tude ( f r o m Hannon at al. [62]) in terms of spherical harmonics^ 
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fs,M = (̂ ) fo E r • Y i i ( k ' ) Y i r l ; ( k ) • m 

The first par t of the summat ion ( in the square brackets), concerns the polar isat ion o f 

the incoming e and outgoing e' beams, and w i l l be developed shortly. T h e final factor Ff^M 

gives the s t rength of the resonance, and is determined by the overlap integrals of the electron 

bands by the fo l lowing ecjuation: 

FBL{^) = E ^"^"^'^^^^^^""^'^ '^ '^^^^^^'^^ (1.9) 
a;(a, ??) - i 

where is the p robab i l i t y of the ion exis i t ing in the i n i t i a l state a and Pa(»/) is the 

p robab i l i t y of the t r ans i t ion f r o m i n i t i a l state a to final state ?y. r j : ( a M ? ; ; E L ) gives the 

pa r t i a l w i d t h for the E L radia t ive decay fr'om |?;) —» |a), and Viif) is the l i fe t ime o f the 

excited state; typ ica l ly « 1 — 10 eV so tha t the scattering is fast « 10^^*"' s. 

One of the m a j o r advantages in resonant x-ray scattering is the ab i l i ty to use the po la r i 

sat ion states (e,e') o f the incoming (k) and scattered ( k ' ) beam (F ig . 1.20), to determine the 

o r ig in of the resonant scattering. Th i s is due to the t e r m in square brackets in equat ion 1.8. 

For a dipole t r ans i t ion the change in the ciuantum number Zis 1, and as such, we know tha t 

TO; can be either - 1 , 0 or 1. For / = 1 and mi = 1 , - 1 the vector spherical harmonics can be 

wr i t t en ; 

\^ • Y i ± i ( k ' ) Y t ± i ( k ) • e] = ^ [ e ' • I + x e) • z „ - (e' • z „ ) ( e • z „ ) ] (1.10) 

where z , i is a un i t vector i n the d i rec t ion of the magnetic mcmrent of the n*'' ion. For / = 1 

and m / = 0; 

[e' • Yio (k ' )Y^o (k) • €] = { ^ W • (1-11) 

T h r o u g h this equat ion the equat ion for the resonant scat ter ing can be w r i t t e n d i rec t ly 

displaying the dependence of the polar isa t ion states o f the incoming and emi t ted wave; 

= [(e' • e)F(") - i (e ' X e) • z^F^^) + (e' • z „ ) ( 6 • Z , „ )F ( 2 ) ] ( ^ ^ 2 ) 
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Figure 1.20: Convent ional directions for describing the polar isa t ion vectors. Incoming beam 
k has polar isa t ion vector either paral le l (e||) or perpendicular (ex) to the scattering plane. 
The scattered wavevector k' has a s imilar convention. 

where 

F(") = ( - [ F u + F i _ i ] ) 

= ( j L [ 2 F a o - F n - F i „ i ] ) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

I t is inmiediate ly obvious tha t the terms in equat ion 1.12 each have a different polar isa t ion 

dependence. T h e first t e r m , which consists of ent i re ly charge scattering, has an (e' • e) 

dependence. Therefore the intensi ty of the scattered beam is u n i t y w i t h the polar isa t ion 

vectors of the incident and scattered beam paral lel , and zero when they are perpendicular. 

As the a channel is defined as being perpendicular to the scat ter ing plane, the a channels 

of the incident and scattered beam are always parallel . Thus the scattering is present i n the 

(7 —> cr chamiel, and there is no 26 dependence. Likewise the a channel of the incident (and 

scattered) beam is always perpendicular to the TT channel. Therefore the u <-> TT terms in 

the polar isa t ion m a t r i x are zero. The TT ^ TT channel is s l ight ly more complicated. I f the 

incoming and scattered beams are paral lel , then the e and e' are paral lel , however if they are 

perpendicular (i.e. 26 = 90° ) then e and i' and there is no scatto;ring in the TT — » TT channel. 

As such the TT ^ TT polar isa t ion m a t r i x element is cos2& = k' • k. P u t t i n g these four m a t r i x 

elements together gives the polar isat ion dependence for the charge scattering con t r ibu t ion 

of the resonant scat tering te rm; 

e e 
1 0 

0 k' • k 
(1.16) 
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T h e second resonant scattering t e r m f ^''^ has a (e' x e) dependence. Th i s [jrec^ludes any 
scattering in the a a channel, however scattering i n the n ^ n channel is allowed, again 
w i t h a 20 dependence, this t ime sm20. Scat ter ing wou ld be un i ty in the a ir channels, 
however there is an add i t iona l in teract ion w i t h the magnetic moment (as this t e rm describes 
magnetic resonant scattering). As such the polar isa t ion m a t r i x for the F^^' t e r m in a dipole 
t r ans i t ion is 

(1.17) 

The t h i r d m a t r i x for the / " t e r m can be calctdated in the same way f r o m the (e ' - z„ , ) (e -z„) 

polar isa t ion dependence of the F'-'^K B y using geometric identi t ies, these terms can be f u l l y 

w r i t t e n i n terms o f 0 t o give 

k' k' X k 

JnE l = U) 
^ 0 \ 

0 COS26I 

0 2;iC0S^ -t- ZiiHhiO 

Zi&\\\6 — ziCosO — 2:2sin2^ 

/ 
. i? (2) 

v 

—Z-2(ziS\\l6 — 2;jC0S^) 

2;2(2isin^ -I- 2;jCos )̂ -cos'^0{zlt&u^O + zf{) 
(1.18) 

R ' o m an exper imenta l poin t of view, equat ion 1.18 displays some i m p o r t a n t results. A t 

a synchrotron, the l igh t is h ighly polarised, and usually the difFractometer is orientated such 

tha t the incident l ight is i n the a channel. I f the a and TT components of the scattered beam 

can be separated then i t is possible to discover the o r ig in of the scatterecl beam, in terms 

o f / , / ' and / " . Fur thermore i f the spin or o r b i t a l density is non-isotropi(! { z\ ^ z ^ z-^), 

then as the sample is ro ta ted around the scattering vector (and therefore k and k ' are 

ro ta ted a round z) then the relative intensities in the di f ferent chamiels w i l l change for / ' 

and / " . B o t h polar i sa t ion analysis, and the az imutha l va r ia t ion ai-e explored th rough the 

exper imenta l results in Par t I . 
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Chapter 2 

Long Range Order in 

Lai_^Sri+^Mn04 and 

Ndi_^Sri+^Mn04 
This chapter presents results f r o m single layered manganites using h igh energy x-ray diffi-ac-

t ion and resonant x - ray d i f f i ' ac t ion at the M n K edge. Th i s manganite series has been 

in t roduced in Chapter 1, and the s t ructure is shown in figure 1.1. Th i s chapter shows results 

f r o m ( L a N d ) i _ j , S r i+3 : M n 0 4 w i t h 0.5 < a; < 0.8, describing how the long range order changes 

th roughout the s toichiometr ic range. I t begins w i t h a br ief descript ion of the exper imental 

methods used, inc lud ing polar isat ion analysis. T h e a t t r i b u t i o n o f the superlat t ice peaks to 

s t ruc tu ra l d is tor t ions aud charge and o r b i t a l o rder ing is then out l ined ; together w i t h a de

scr ip t ion of the hal f doped samples. Comparisons are then made w i t h those samples w i t h 

higher doping levels. T h e pur-pose of this chapter is to in t roduce the reader to the general ex

periments t ha t have been conducted on these crystals. These i n i t i a l results w i l l be developed 

in the fo l lowing chapters. 

2.1 Experimental Technique 

The samples were s tudied using single crystal x - ray diffr-action. Th i s pa r t of the thesis reports 

exper imental data taken on resonant x-ray beamlines w i t h an incident energy uear the M n K 

edge (such as B M 2 8 at the ESR.F), aud non-resonant high energy x-ray beaniiiues (such as 

B W 5 at H A S Y L A B ) . T h e fo l lowing subsections w i l l out l ine the procedure at the beamlines, 

and also the i n i t i a l sample preparat ion required. 

34 
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2 . 1 . 1 Sample Preparation 

T h e samples were grown using the floating zone method , at the Univers i ty of O x f o r d . The 

g r o w t h recipe was i i i i t i aUy developed for the half doped sample Lao.5Sri.5Mn04. Once high 

qua l i ty single crystal g r o w t h had been achieved, this is modi f i ed in order to grow higher 

doped samples. The floating zone me thod is preferable to growing crystals in a crucible as i t 

minimises contaminat ion , and therefore enables higher qua l i ty crystals to be grown. There 

is however an inherent d i f f i cu l t y w i t h the g r o w t h o f Lai_^.Sr i+3 , .Mn04 when x > 0.5 because 

phase segregation starts to occur w i t h i n the sample. As such, i t is ext remely d i f f i c u l t t o g row 

homogeneous samples. As an al ternat ive, N d has been subst i tu ted for the La , which due 

to the s l ight ly d i f ferent ionic radius, allows non-phase segregated single crystals of adequate 

size and qua l i ty to be grown. 

T h e crystals are checked and pre-aligned using a ro ta t ing anode labora tory source, before 

cormriencing a synchrot ron rad ia t ion experiment . Th i s x-ray source uses a water cooled 

copper ro t a t ing anode, the x-ray beam fr-orn wh ich is focussed by a pai r of graded d-spacing 

parabolic mi r rors . These mi r ro r s produce a p£irallel beam of approximate ly 1 x 1 m m [64], 

which is incident on the sample. T h e scattered x-rays diffr"act o f f an analyser c rys ta l to 

improve the ins t rumenta l resolut ion. 

X - r a y resonant diffr-action has been imder taken in reflection geometry and as such i t is 

only possible to reach certain areas of reciprocal space f r o m each sample face. B y c u t t i n g 

or g r ind ing the crystal , such tha t the required scattering vector is surface no rma l , required 

reflections can be reached. T h e g round face can then be polished w i t h a lumina paste down 

to 0.25 nm, which removes any surface blemishes and any damage caused by gr ind ing . 

The layered manganites have s t rong cleavage planes peri)endicular to the c axis. I f the 

experiment can be designed so tha t x-rays are diffr 'acted f r o m this cleaved surface, then no 

fu r the r preparat ion after cleaving is necessary. A f t e r prepara t ion the samples are at tached 

onto the diffr-actometer mount . The sample is no rma l ly scxnned to the mount using a heat 

conduct ive glue, ei ther a silver epoxy, or a silver conductive paint . Th t ; la t te r is preferent ial 

as i t can be dissolved in acetone for safe sample removal, as the use of stronger solvents can 

cause f rac ture i n the crystals. 

A t an exper imental beamline, the mount w i t h sample attached is then f ixed to the end o f 

a cold finger of a closed cycle he l ium cryostat . These cryostats are capable of temperatures 

as low as 6 K w i t h o u t fu r the r modi f i ca t ion . Because o f the relat ively low x-ray energies used 
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in resonant x- ray d i f f r ac t i on , the heat shrouds of the cryostat are machined from b e r y l l i u m 
to reduce the i r x-ray absorpt ion. W h e n using high energy x-rays, the absorpt ion f r o m a few 
m m of a l u m i n i u m is negligible, s imp l i fy ing the design and use of the heat shrouds. 

2.1.2 High Energy X-ray Diffraction 

T h e benefits of high energy d i f f r ac t ion can be summarised by the lai'ge a t tenuat ion length, 

which is typ ica l ly in the order of centimetres. As such, x-rays pass r igh t th rough the sample, 

wh ich is al igned i n Lane geometry. Th i s gives an extremely h igh scattering vohime, which can 

be used to observe phenomena tha t have a small scat tering cross section. The technique is a 

pure bu lk measurement, as the scattering from the surface layers corresponds to a negligible 

p ropo r t i on o f the entire scattered signal. 

The disadvantage w i t h high energy x-ray d i f f r ac t i on , is t ha t the x- ray energy is far f r o m 

any absorpt ion edges, and as such the scattering is pure ly non-resonant. Th i s severely 

l imi t s the technique, and so cont ro l o f envi ronmenta l parameters such as tempera t ine and 

magnetic f ie ld is o f ten used to s tudy phciuses in the mater ia l . The most successful studies have 

been where h igh energy d i f f r a c t i o n is combined w i t h a second technique prov id ing add i t iona l 

i n f o r m a t i o n on the nature o f the x-ray scattering in the sample. Other complementary 

techniques o f t e n include magnet ism and t r ans j jo r t measurements, and also resonant x-ray 

scattering. 

Despite the absence of absorpt ion edges at h igh energies, magnetic scattering has been 

conducted w i t h h igh energy x-ray d i f f r t i c t i on . T h e t o t a l scat tering factor (Eqn. 1.6) has a 

very small con t r i bu t i on f r o m non-resonant magnetic scattering. Strempfer et al. [65] detected 

the magnetic peak in MnF2 using h igh energy diflFraction, however i t must be emphasised 

t h a t this model system was used because of the ava i lab i l i ty of large, and extremely h igh 

qua l i ty samples, which have a, large magnetic moment . I n general this is cur ren t ly not a 

feasible technique to s tudy magnetic scattering. 

The high energy x-ray diflEraction results were collected using the B W 5 beamline at 

H A S Y L A B , Hamburg [66], and beamline I D 15 at the E S R F [67]. These experiments were 

typ ica l ly conducted w i t h an incident energy of 100 keV, and the beamlines were equipped 

w i t h Huber cradles, closed cycle cryostats and solid state detectors. Single channel analysers 

were used at b o t h beamlines to f i l t e r out higher harmonics f r o m the scattered x-ray beam. 
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2.1.3 Resonant K edge Diffraction 

K edge resonant d i f f r ac t i on involves t u n i n g the energy of the incident x- ray beam, so tha t 

i t is equal to t h a t of the exc i ta t ion energies f r o m the Is level. Th i s can be i n the form 

of a qnadrupole (E2) t r ans i t ion f r o m the I s 3d, bu t is more usually a dipole t r ans i t ion 

( E l ) f r o m the I s —» 4p electron levels. The quadropole t rans i t ion occurs at a s l ight ly lower 

energy than the dipole, and is s ignif icant ly weaker. In spite of the weak intensity, the 

I s 4p quadrupole t r ans i t ion has been observed in a range of materials inc luding CoO [68] 

and N i O [69], and also KCuF: j [70] and V 2 0 ; i [71]. Because of the mul t i -e lec t ron transi t ions 

involved in the quadrupole t ransi t ions, the energy dependences are more d i f f i cu l t t o fit. 

T h e very nature of a resonant signal provides i n f o r m a t i o n on the electron t rans i t ion , and 

therefore the technique is element and electron band specific. Th i s selectivity is unavailable 

using s tandard neutron d i f f r ac t i on , and is one of the m a j o r advantages of resonant x- ray 

d i f f r ac t i on . 

P o l a r i s a t i o n A n a l y s i s 

I n add i t ion to element selectivity, the scattered beam can be s tudied using polar isa t ion 

analysis. T h e theoret ical explanat ion of this technique has been ou t l ined in section 1.5. 

I t has been established tha t different scattering processes rota te the polar isa t ion vector in 

different ways. W i t h a detector posi t ioned d i rec t ly in the scattered beam, a l l the x-rays, 

regardless of the i r polar isa t ion state are counted. In order to separate the polar isat ion states 

a second scat ter ing process is used af ter the beam is scattered by the sample. A n analyser 

c rys ta l is placed in the scattered beam. Th is analyser crys ta l is selected such tha t the 26 angle 

for a Bragg reflect ion f r o m the analyser crys ta l is as close as possible to 9 0 ° . As Bragg peaks 

are normal ly composed ent i rely of charge scattering the on ly scattered channel is a —> a. 

Thus the crys ta l can be ahgned either w i t h the scattering vector of the analyser crys ta l 

w i t h i n the scattering plane o f the diff t 'actometer (a l lowing th rough only the a component of 

the scattered beam) or perpendicular t o the scattering plane o f the d i f f rac to ine ter (a l lowing 

th rough only the TT compoinint , as the TT polar isa t ion state of the scattered beam f r o m the 

crys ta l is now the a component of the incoming beam of the analyser crys ta l ) . 

Th i s is an elegant solut ion as the polar isat ion analyser b o t h increases the resolution of 

the system and separates the polar isa t ion components of the beam. Unfor tuna te ly , however 

i t is l i m i t e d to the number of crystals suitable as an analyser, and selecting a crys ta l w i t h 
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26 fa 90° at the required energy is not always possible. The manganese resonance at the 
K edge in the layered manganites lies at approximately 6.555 keV. The closest match to 
this energy is the (220) Bragg peak of Cu, which at this energy has 20 = 95° This gives 
approximately 3% leakthrough, between the a and T T channels. 

2.2 Experimental Method and Results 

The section is organised by sample stoichiometry, with increasing Sr doping, from x = 0.5 

to a; = 0.8. Data are presented f rom both high energy x-ray diffraction and resonant energy 

diffi-action. 

2.2.1 Lao 5 S r i 5Mn04 and Ndo sSri 5Mn04 

Figure 2.f shows a set of four Jahn-Teller distortion satellites around the (0,2,0) Bragg peak 

in Ndo.5Sri.5Mn04. In this image the central Bragg peak has been removed, although the 

edge of it can still be seen. According to the pattern of the charge ordering (Fig. f .15), the 

superlattice peaks should occur in pairs oppositely arranged around a Bragg peak, rather 

than in set of four. However x-ray diffraction is a bulk sensitive probe, and is sensitive to 

an average ordering pattern. Despite being a single crystal, the long range order in the 

crystal occurs in multiple domains, and some which order at 90° to one another. On an 

x-ray diffr'action pattern this appears as four superlattice peaks around the Bragg peak. The 

data was taken with a 2D Mar'^'^'' detector with a 200 s exposure, on beamline ID 15, with 

the sample at 10 K. 

In the layered manganites the scattering from the Jahn-Teller distortion appears signif

icantly stronger tha.n the charge ordering. This is not necessarily because the charge order 

effect is very small, but more likely because the Jalm-Teller distortion involves a movement 

of the Mn ion and the O octahedra, wliich together produce a large scattering cross-section. 

The 2D detector on the high energy l:)eamline was uuable to observe the charge order signal 

above the background noise. One of the major disadvantages of 2D detectors is that there 

is no analyser, and the experiment is limited to double axis geometry. Thus there is no re

duction in the background scatter, which leads to and extremely high background signal in 

comparison with a triple axis geometry. The resolution of the 2D detector is physically fixed 

(as an xy grid), but can effectively Ije changed in reciprocal space by altering the distance 

between the detec;tor and the sample: thereby changing the augular acceptance of t;ach pixel. 
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Figure 2.1: The four Jaliu-Teller peaks in Ndo.5Sri.5Mii04 around the (020) Bragg peak 
(blanked out), these peaks exist at (±0.25,2 ± 0.25,0) positions. Data taken with a 2D 
detector with a 200 s exposure, at 10 K, using x-rays with an incident energy of 100 keV. 

However in this experiment, the detector position was kept constant, and so there was no 

change in the area of reciprocal space sampled. 

The Jahn-Teller distortion peaks appear strong at 10 K, and upon warming they gradually 

get weaker. Figure 2.2 shows the evolution of the Jahu-Teller distortions in Ndo.5Sri.5Mu04 

as a function of temperature. The intensity of the satelUte peaks gradually gets weaker, unti l 

they are virtually non-existent at room temperature. Although the 2D scans give a good 

overaU pictm'e of the ordering, it is difficult to extract quantitative results. I t is possible 

to analyse cross sections of the data, however the background noise is very high, and for 

these results a triple axis system is more efficient. A point detector with an analyser crystal 

vastly reduces the background noise, with little effect on the strength of the scattered signal, 

providing a significantly higher signal / noise ratio, and in addition has a much higher spatial 

resolution. 

The left panels in figure 2.3 show the superstructure peaks corresponding to the charge 

and orbital ordering and the Jahn-Teller distortions in Lao.5Sri.5Mu04. In comparison to 

the previous data this was taken with a point detector, wi th an analyser crystal. The results 

were taken on BM28 (XMaS) at the ESRF, with an incident energy of 6.55 keV, which 
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of Jahn-Teller distortions in Ndo.5Sri.5Mn04 with increasing temper
ature. Each image was collected with a 100 s exposure on the high energy ID15 beamline, 
with 100 keV incident x-ray energy. 
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correspoiuis to the M i i K edge. 

Although a quantitative measurement of the intensity of the signal originating from each 

phenomena can be given, directly comparing these intensities is rather difficult. Different 

samples are of different sizes, and are of different qualities, so comparing absolute measure

ments of intensity between different samples is liable to error. Even comparing the intensity 

of different peaks in the same sample is not entirely straightforward. The manganese K edge 

is relatively low in energy, and so moving between peaks significantly changes the orientation 

of the sample in the beam. As such, even if the beam is coincident with the centre of rotation, 

the beam footprint will change. In addition the form factor of x-ray scattering wil l reduce 

the intensity of peaks further fi^om the origin in reciprocal space. In conclusion, the intensity 

of a peak can only really be compared to the intensity of the same peak when changing 

an environmental condition such as temperatiu'e or external magnetic field. Despite this, a 

rough comparison of the intensity of the peaks gives an idea of the signal strength, and the 

quality of the data. 

Each of the superlattice peaks in the left panels of figure 2.8 has been fitted with a 

Lorentzian squared lineshape. This hueshape is typical of the resolution function of a triple 

axis difh'actometer where the resolution of the instrument and the rocking curve width of the 

sample are matched. If the peak is a different shape, typically Gaussian, then it normally 

indicates that the instrumental resolution is substantially lower than that of the rocking 

curve width of the sample. In the case of a Gaussian fit meaningful data from the width of 

the peak cannot be extracted as this is heavily convoluted with the instrument resolution. 

This is normally the case with Bragg peaks. 

Resonant scattering has the ability to firstly detect and secondly separate each of these 

three superlattice peaks. The peak displayed in the upper panel of Figure 2.3 occm's at 

(1.75,0.25,0). This would immediately suggest that it is related to a fourfold increase in 

the unit cell. Looking at the ordering schematic (Fig. 1.15), it sterns likely that it is either 

d\ie to the orbital ordering or the concomitant co-operative Jahn-Teller distortion. The 

peak occurs in the a ^ a channel and did not appear in the a ^ T T channel, suggesting 

it is charge based scattering. The right hand jjanel shows an energy scan of the intensity 

through the Mn K edge. The intensity of the scattered signal was measured as a function 

of the incident x-rays energy, as it was scanned through the manganese absorption edge. 

Because" the diffraction angles are determined by tlie energy of the x-ray beam as well as 
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Figure 2.3: Scans through the .lalm-Teller distortion { j , j , 0 ) , charge ordering (^,5,0), and 
orbital order {\,\,0) reflections in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 in reciprocal space at constant energy 
(left), and energy scans at constant Q vector. The Jahn-Teller and charge ordering signal 
was measm-ed in the a ^ a channel, and the orbital ordering in the a T T (-haunel. Data 
normalised to a ring current of 100 mA. 

the crystal lattice parameters, corrections in the positions of the motors, and in turn the 

diffraction angles, took i)lace t^acli tinu! the incident energy changed, in ordtu' to stay at 

a constant wavevector. This ensures that there is no movement in reciprocal space and 

that the incident energy of the x-ray l)eam is the only scattering parameter that is altered. 

This alxsorption edge in the energy scan is similar to that obsei-ved on the Bragg ])eaks. I t 

occurs because the absorption of the material increases as the energy of the incident x-rays 

corresponds to an absorption edge in the sample. The higher absorption reduces the intensity 

of the scattered beam. Taking these factors into account, it seems likely that this peak is due 

to a structural distortion, as this would appear icknitical to a weak Bragg peak. This type 

of structural distortion in the perovskite series is commonly called a Jahn-TtiUer distortion. 

The peak in the middle panels occurs at (1.5,0.5,0), and again occui's only in the a - a 

channel. The intensity of this snperlat 1 ice reflectkni is signiflcantly lower than the Jahn-

Teller peak, however the width is slightly narrower, possibly indicating a longer correlation 

lenf;tli. l jicak. as well as existing; at a (iiflcicnt wavt'viHtor. shows a vt-ry diflerent 

energy di-ijeiKknic e. There is a slight dip, followed by a strong resonant peak, followed at 

slightly higher energy by a, second small peak. This complex energy (k'pentkuice indicates an 
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interference term. If, as might be expected from the order schematic (Fig. 1.15), the peak 
is due to some kind of charge modiilatiou or charge ordering, then it wi l l be composed of a 
coiitributiou from the Mn''*+ and the Mn^^ ions. The resonance occurs due to a preferential 
scattering fr'om the Is 2p electron transition, from the resonant addition to the /^"^ term 
(Equ. 1.12). 

Finally the third peak in Figure 2.3 occurs with the same wavevector as the Jahn-Teller 

distortion, at (1.75,0.25,0). Unlike the Jalm-Teller distortion this peak occurs in the cr - yr 

channel. Although it occurs at the same wavevector as the Jahn-Teller peak, it is not simply 

caused by the leaktlirough in the polarisation channels from the Jahn-Teller signal, as the 

energy dependences of the peaks are totally different. Instead of showing an absorption edge 

at the M n K edge, there is a strong resonance to the extent that the signal could not be seen 

away from the resonant energy. I t is not clear whether the scattering that is responsible for 

this peak, also exists in the a-a channel, as assuming that the intensity in the a -cr channel 

would be similar to that in the a — n, it would be neghgible compared to the signal from the 

Jahn-Teller distortion. The existence of scattering in the a - TT channel discounts normal 

charge scattering. As such, the scattering must originate from either the / ' or / " anomalous 

scattering terms. The presence of the Jahn-Teller distortion prevents confirmation of the 

existence of scattering in the a ^ a channel, as this would distinguish between / ' and / " . 

However we do know that this is a resonant scattering process, from the dipole transition 

Is —̂  4p. The orbital ordering that is thought to occm at the same wavevector a.s the 

Jahn-Teller could be the origin of the scattering, however the ordered orbitals are in the M 

electron band, and this dipole transition is not directly sensitive to this energy level. As 

such, the scattering must be sensitive to an ordering on the 4p electrons that is induced by 

the ordering of the 3d electrons. This explains the very weak signal. 

In conclusion, it appears likely that in the half doped rrianganites, the signal that occm's 

at {h± ^,k± ^,1), and resonates in the a ^ a channel is caused by ordering of the Mn''+ 

and Mn''+ ions. The signal at {h±j,k±\,l) with an absorption edge in the a ^ a channel 

is caused by a co-operative Jahn-Teller distortion, and the signal with the same wavevector 

that resonates in the a ^ TT chainiel is f rom an induced ordering of the 4p electron orfjitals. 

Figure 2.4 shows the temperature dependence of the three superlattice satellites. A l l 

three, peaks have a similar temperature dependence and disappear at 200 K, corresponding 

to the simultaneous transition temperature of the charge ordering, orbital ordering and 
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Figure 2.4: Integrated intensity of the Jahn Teller and charge order superlattice reflections in 
Lao.5Sri.5Mn04, measured in the a-a channel and the orbital order superlattice reflection, 
measured in the C T - T T channel. The charge and orbital order reflections were measured at 
6.555 keV, and the Jahn-TeUer at 6.-530 keV. 

Jahn-Teller distortion [TCO/OO/JT)- There is however a slight difference in the shape of 

the temperature dependences. The charge order and orl:)ital order reflection are observed to 

have a constant intensity at temperatures below 120 K, above this temperature they begin 

to reduce in intensity until the transition temperature. The Jahn-Teller peak appears to 

increase slightly at 100 K, reaching a maximum at 140 K, before reducing in intensity. The 

increase in intensity is only of the region of 20%, however that may signify that the Jalm-

Teller and orbital order peaks are not due to entirely the same underlying mechanism. The 

position of all of the peaks did not alter as a function of temperature. The widtl i of the 

peaks was constant, until the scattering became very weak, and then the signal degi'aded 

and the width increased, indicative of critical fluctuations. This suggests that the ordering 

quickly becomes long range correlated, and the increase in scattering intensity is due to an 

increase in the valence difl'erence, or increase in singular' orbital occupation, rather than an 

increase in ordering throughout the crystal. 

If the composition of the sample, (a;), is changed and more strontium is added, the Sr2+ 

ions randomly replace the La'^+ ions. This increases the number of mobile holes througliout 

the crystal lattice. Thus increasing the Sr doping in Lai_a,Sri+;,:Mn04 or Ndi_xSri+a:Mn04 

changes the average valency of the Mn ions. Intuitively one would expect this to change the 

low temperature long range ordering as this is due initially to a charge segregation. There are 

two possible scenarios. Either the ordering pattern changes, such that there are nominally 

Mu-^+ and Mn''+ in non-equal munbers, or the ordering pattern remains and the valeiicy on 
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the Mn ions becomes Mn''+* and Mn' '+. We can discriminate l)etween these two different 

scenarios by studying the x-ray scattering from different crystals wi t l i different stoichiometry. 

The distinction should be obvious from the wavevector of the superlattice peaks. 

2.2.2 Ndo.33Sri.67Mn04 

In Ndo.33Sri.67Mn04 very weak and broad superstructure peaks at ( i , ^,0) in the a — a 

channel could be observed corresponding to the Jahn-Teller distortions. No super.structure 

peaks at ( | , j , 0 ) could be seen, or any peaks in the a — TT channel. Figiu-e 2.5 shows the 

evolution of the Jahn-Teller signal as a function of temperature. The wavevector of these 

peaks was not exactly ^ (0.167), but appears to he slightly larger, further from the Bragg 

peak. This is interesting as it would normally be assumed that the position of the peak would 

'lock' into the commensurate position, even if the stoichiometry was slightly incorrect. This 

intermediate phase of the layered maganites corresponding to x = | appears to only have 

weak long range ordering. Although it is difficult to directly compare the intensities of the 

superlattice peaks between samples, the superstructures in this doping has particularly weak 

and broad peaks compared to the crystallographic Bragg peaks. This suggests that in this 

system the cooperative Jahn-Teller distortions are small (as evidenced by the small intensity) 

and poorly correlated (as evidenced by the increased width). There was no significant change 

in peak width with temperature and hence the inverse correlation length is constant. The 

significant increase in the error on the wavevector (position) of the superlattice distortions 

as the temperature is increased in Figure 2.5 is due to the difficulty in fitting to the very 

weak peak. 

2.2.3 Ndo.25Sri.75Mn04 

The Ndo.25Sri.7.5Mn04 manganites, (x = 0.75), have a much higher correlation length of 

charge order and Jalm-Teller distortion than was observed in the x = 0.6 doped sample. 

Figure 2.6 shows the superlattice peaks in the a - a channel either side of the (0 0 6) 

Bragg peak. The position of the peaks is slightly furthtir out than expected, similar to that 

observed in Ndo.3,'iSri.(;7Mn04. Wi th this doping level it would be expected that the peaks 

would occm' at 0.125 and 0.25 reciprocal lattice units hom the Bragg reflection. 

These peaks were measured in the ab plane around the (006) Bragg peak and not in 

the hkO plane. This was designed so that the scattering occxu'red from a cleaved surface. 
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Figure 2.5: Wavevector and normahsed integrated intensity of the Jahn-Teller superlattice 
peak in Nd().33Sri.(;7Mn04 measured in the cr - cr channel. The charge and orbital order 
peaks were not detected. 
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Figure 2.6: Charge order and Jahn-Teller distortions are shown either side of the ( 0 0 6 ) Bragg 
peak in Nd().25Sri.75Mn04. The scan was taken in the [hkO] direction, in the a - a channel 
at 1 0 K , data normalised to a beam current of 2 0 0 U L A . 
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Because of the layered nature of the crystal (Fig. 1.1) the crystals cleavage planes, correspond 

to the crystallographic ab plane, wi th [001] surface normal. As the crystals were small, it 

was difficult to prepare a face perpendicular to the c axis, as this dimension tended to be 

very thin (typically < 1mm). Although conventionally it would be assumed that to access 

superlattice peaks at ( ^ , j , 0 ) and ( | , | , 0 ) like positions, a crystal cut with [110] surface 

normal would be idisal this is not always the case. Due to the macroscopic layered nature 

of the crystals, cutting a face parallel to the c axis requires cutting though the layers of the 

crystal. Even with a small x-ray beam a number of these layers are illuminated. These layers 

are not necessarily well correlated, and so even the Bragg peaks can be very weak with a 

large crystal mosaic, and finding superlattice peaks can be impossible. A superlattice peak 

that is easy to find when scattering from the ckaved c axis surface normal, can be impossible 

to find when scattering from a [110] surface normal face in the same crystal. 

Careful observation of Figure 2.6 reveals broad peaks at (±0.2 , ±0 .2 ,6 ) , superimposed 

on the charge order and Jahn-Teller superlattice peaks. This diffuse scatter suggests a 

periodic modulation on a completely different length scale. The correlation length of these 

modulations is very short, and no resonant evfliancement was observed suggesting some kind 

of structural distortion. The signal could origiiuite from a Sr deficient area of the crystal, 

and represent a weak Jalm-Teller distortion in this area. These weak superlattice reflections 

are observed as single peaks, and appear at consistent wavevectors. As such they are unlikely 

to originate from different crystallites. 

In addition to the charge order and Jahn-Teller superlattice peaks, weak peaks which 

resonated in both channels were found at the same wavevector as the Jalin-Teller distortion. 

I t has been noticed in many samples that the Jahn-Teller distortion peaks were only present 

around speciflc Bragg peaks (this is also evident in the bilayer series). As such, around Bragg 

peaks where the Jalm-Teller peaks were not present (because of systematic absences), i t was 

possifjle to observe the orbital induced ordering in both polarisation channels. Figure 2.7 

shows the evolution of the intensity of these superlattice peaks with temperature. The 

charge order and structural distortions show a gradual decrease of intensity upon increasing 

temperature towards TCO/JT^ similar to that seen in Ndo.;i;)Sri.c7Mn04. The orbital order 

peak appears to show a difference in the intensities in the two channels. This is rather 

unexpected. What is interesting is that the divergence of these intensities occurs at T^ . 

I t is not um-easonable that the breakdown in magnetic order effects the orbital ordering 
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Figure 2.7; Intensity of the Jahn-Teller, charge order, and orbital order signals in 
Ndo.2,'jSri.75Mn04as a function of temperature. The charge and orbital order signals were 
measm-ed on the Mn K edge (6.555 keV), the Jahn-Teller distortion was measured at 
6.530 keV, just below the edge. 

parameters. This is an indication that the orbital ordering is more fundamental than just 

being a by-product of the structural distortion and of strong magnetic orbital correlations. 

Figure 2.8 shows the wavevector of the superlattice peaks with respect to temperature. 

As can be seen there is very little deviation until 220 K where critical fluctuations are 

observed. The sharp fall in the wavevector suggest that initially the critical fluctuations 

have a greater periodicity (although their correlation lengths would be less), and as they 

evolve into distinct ordering they reduce their incommensurate wavevector values. Similar 

to the Ndo.33Sri.G7Mn04 sample the sujjerlattice peaks do not seem to be connnensurate. 

This suggests that the doping is not precisely 0.75, and the long range order is only weakly 
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Figure 2.8: 6 for the Jalm-Teller and charge order signals in Ndo.25Sri.75Mn04. The 
order signal was measured at 6.555 keV, the Jahn-Teller at an energy of 6.530 keV. 

linked to the crystal lattice. 

2.2.4 Ndo.2Sri.8Mn04 

The Ndo.2Sri.8Mn04 sample appears markedly different fr-om those with x < 0.7. Below 

150 K the sample undergoes a structural phase transition, with an orthorhombic phase 

appearing in the sample. This is evident by a splitting in the principal Bragg peaks below 

this temperature (Fig. 2.9). Despite the ortliorhoml)ic phase becoming the dominant phase 

below 150 K, a small tetragonal component exists in the Bragg peak down to 10 K (Fig. 2.10). 

This is most hkely in the form of small crystallographic domains that remain tetragonal in 

the majority orthorhombic phase. 

Superlattice peaks were observed near to the expected Jahn-Teller and charge order 

wavevectors at low temperatures. These superlattice peaks were not split below the struc

tural phase transition, suggesting that the long range ordering only exists in the tetragonal 

phase. As such, figure 2.10 shows the intensity of the superlattice peaks originating from 

the Jahu-Teller distortions and charge order nurmalised to the tetrayonal phase of the Brnyy 

peak. The absence of any significant change in intensity of either the charge order super-

lattice peak, or the Jahn-Teller distortion superlattice peak, around the structural phase 

transition, demonstrates the intensity of the superstructure ordering follows the intensity of 

the tetragonal phase. I t seems indisputable therefore that these are co-existant. 

A small proportion of the crystal remains tetragonal down to lOK, and is accompanied 

by the long range ordering. Figure 2.11 shows the charge order and Jahn-Teller distortion 
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Figure 2.9: The (200) Bragg peak in Ndo.2Sri.8Mn04 at 10 K and 245 K. At 10 K the Bragg 
peak is split by an orthorliombic phase coexisting with the tetragonal phase. At 245 K the 
crystal is virtually entirely tetragonal. The solid lines correspond to a Gaussian fit. 

superlattice peaks at lOK, both of which are fitted well with Lorentzian scjuared liiuwhapes. 

The position of these peaks indicates that the doping level is very close to a; = 0.8. However 

the slight incommensurability suggests that at these doping levels the ord(>ring is unbound 

to the crystal lattice. 

Unlike the temperature depiMidences observed in the previous manganites, the chargc> 

ordering and structural distortion do not appear to dinixiase simultaneously. I t appear that 

the intensity of thĉ  Jahn-Teller distortion remains high, whilst the cliargi? order decreases. 

This rt!sult must be taken with some care, as thes(> intensities have been calculated by 

normalising to the Bragg Peak. In addition Tcu and TJT are concurrent. 

2.3 Discussion 

Moritomo et al [5] made resistivity and magnetic susceptibility measurements on single 

crystals of Lai_j;Sri+3;Mn04 with 0.0 < a- < 0.7, and also perfomed electron ditfraction 

on Lao.fjSri.5Mn04. The resistivity measurements of Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 and Lao.4Sri.4Mn04 

displayed a kink at ~ 230 K and ~ 250 K resijectively, indicating a changt; in the electronic 

structure. This was the first indication that there might be some ptniodic arrangement 
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of holes in the Mn02 sheets. This was accompanied by a suppression of the Curie-Weiss 

like increase in the magnetic susceptibility of the samples at these doping levels at these 

temperatures. In addition electron diffi-action revealed a fourfold modulation parallel to the 

[110] direction. Sternlieb et al. [7] followed Moritorno [5] with a elastic neutron diffraction 

study of Lao.5Sri.5Mn04. Again superlattice reflections were observed with wavevector q^o = 

( | , | , 0 ) below Tco = 217 K. The neutron diffraction was also able to observe the magnetic 

moments below T,v = 110 K. 

Murakami el a/. [9] then pubhshed details of an experiment at the Mn K edge looking 

at charge and orbital ordering from Lao.5Sri.r,Mn04. They observed superlattice peaks 

originating from charge ordering, and an anisotropy of the 4p electrons caused by underlying 

orbital ordering of the 3d electrons. The azimuthal dependence of the orbital order peak 

was measured, giving an indication of the anisotropy. There was no mention by Murakami 

of any structural distortions, nor any superlattice peaks at ( | , j , 0 ) that do not resonate. 

Their model of the charge order energy resonance was compiled from a room temperature 

absorption measurements of the spectra of Mn''+ (fi'oiu LaSrMn04) and Mn''+. The energy 

difference of 4 eV between the absorption spectra accurately modelled their observations. 

This requires a near integer tlifference in the charge disproportionation. 

These papers, although not solely studying the half doped sample, tend to concentrate 

on the mid-doping level. There have been rt^latively few papers concentrating on the higher 

dopings. Nagai et a/.[23] used electron diffraction to lo(jk at superlatticc spots on the x = 2/3 
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and X = 3/4 doping levels. Only superlattice peaks at the Jahn-Teller type positions were 
observed, although they also observed a sinusoidal type modulation in the [110] direction 
with a periodicity of ~ 8 unit cells. This they attribute to a long range crystal distortion. 

Nakao et a/. [72] used resonant x-ray diffi-action at the Mn K edge to look at the x = 2/3 

and X = 3/4 doped samples, in which they observed resonant peaks both at the charge 

order and orbital order positions. Again there is no mention of any structural distortion 

accompanying the orbital ordering. 

Very recently Larochelle et al[l8] conducted a thorough study of L a i _ 3 : S r i + 3 : M n 0 4 with 

0 < a; < 0.7. Their study revealed three separate phases, low (a; < 0.12), intermediate 

(0.12 < X < 0.45) and high (x > 0.45). In the high phase they observe charge and orbital 

ordering and also observe that above x = 0.5 the superlattice becomes incommensurate. 

I t is clear f rom the results in this chapter that the situation is rather more complicated 

than suggested in the previous literatin^e. Throughout the doping range studied there exists 

three distinct ordering phenomena. The first and possible the easiest to comprehend is the 

charge order. This has been observed in all samples except the Nd{).3;jSri.67Mn04. There 

are still questions about the degree of real space ordering of the M n ions. I t was suggested 

by Muraka.mi[9] that the resonances observed at (^,^,0) positions could only be created by 

ful l integer ordering. However there have been theoretical studies [73] that claim that charge 

ordering cannot be integer ordering, by looking at the relative displacements of the Mn ions. 

This may be complicated by the fact that the charge ordering occurs on the entire MnOe 

octahedra, rather than entirely on the Mn ion. I t is required that the charge ordering occurs 

in some form or another, in order to facilitate the orbital ordering. This orbital ordering 

appears to be accompanied by a structural distortion, namely a cooperative Jahn-Teller 

distortion. It appears obvious from the results in this chapter that f jo th of these phenomena 

exist. They are observed to form entirely different signals. I t is impossible that a pure 

orbital order signal would be observed with such intensity using high energy diffraction, and 

electron diffraction as seen by Nagai [23] and Moritomo [5]. Possibly the strongest indication 

is that the dual signals ai'e seen with resonant diffraction. The structvnal distortion can be 

observed as a weak Bragg peak with an absorption edge, whereas the orbital induced signal 

can be seen resonating in both polarisation channels. 

One of the major implications brought to light l>y the results in this chapter is the de

coupling of the long range order and the structural lattice. I t was generally a s s u u u K l that 
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the ordering would oceur at coninieusurate wavevectors that would 'lock' into the crystal 

structure. Therefore, all the doped crystals uear to the x = 0.5 doping level would ar

range themselves as shown in Fig. 1.15. These results, especially from the higher doped 

Ndo.2Sri,8Mn04 suggest that this is not true. By contrast, it seems that the wavevector is 

probably almost entirely governed by the exact doping of the crystal rather than the crystal 

lattice. 

2.4 Conclusions 

A study of the effects of doping has been made of the single layered manganite series. Long 

range ordering has been observed throughout the doping range of 0.5 < a; < 0.8. These 

results have outlined the expciriments that liave Ijeen conducted on this series, and provide 

an introduction to the detection of long range ortler using x-vay diffraction. 

There is a strong connection between the doping level and the wavevector of the superlat-

tice peaks. In all of the samples the position of the Jahn-Teller and charge order peaks were 

{h±S,k±S,l) and {h±25,k±26,l) respectively, where S = This is strong evidence that 

the pattern of the long range order changes with doping level. As such the Mn in the MnO 

octahedra appear to remain nominally Mn''+ and Mn'*+. High energy diffraction proved 

an excellent tool for observing the .Jalin-Teller distortions. A resonant enhancement of the 

charge ordering and induced orbital ordering improved the ability to observe these peaks at 

the Mn K edge. Resonant enhancements coupled with polarisation analysis are capable of 

probing the origins of the superlattice signals. 

A complete understanding of the orbital and charge ordering is not possible at this 

absorption edge. Although it gives us some indication as to the processes happening in these 

materials, i t is looking indirectly at the effects of the 3d electron band. What exactly is the 

connection between orbital ordering and Jahn-Teller distortions, and how integer-like is the 

charge ordering? We can only hope to answer by looking directly at the 3d electrons. We 

can do this by undertaking resonant scattering at the L edges. This wi l l be investigated in 

Part I I . 



Chapter 3 

Wigner, Stripe and Bi-Stripe 

Lattices in ^ ^ 2 - 2 x ^ ^ 1 + 2 x ^ ^ 2 ^ 7 

This chapter describes a study of La2_23;Sri+2a:Mii207 in the stoichiouietry range 0.55 < x- < 

0.7 using high energy x-ray difii'action and resonant x-ray diffraction at the Mn K edge. As 

the Sr doping is varied the long range ordering changes ironi a checkerboard pattern Wigner 

lattice into a quasi bistripe and finally develops into a complete bistripe phase. Despite a 

proliferation of studies performed on the half doped bilayer, there have been relatively few 

papers written on samples with x > 0.5. This may be partially due to the difficulties in 

growing such crystals. 

The same arguments that Goodenough [4] applied to Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 can also be applied 

to the bilayer series. According to his theories it would be expected that in the LaSr2Mn207 

doped bilayer, charge and orbital ordering would occin\ together with magnetic ordering, 

fudeed charge ordering has been observed in tlie half doped bilayer manganites, both using 

resonant and high energy difti'action. As wil l been shown iu chapter 7, the A F M ordering 

of these crystals has been observed not only using neutron diffraction, but also using soft 

x-ray resonant diffraction. Despite a large number of studies using a variety of techniques 

the complicated phase diagram of the bilayer rnanganite series is still under review, fnit ially 

Dlio et al. [33] produced a phase diagram (Fig. i . f 2 ) that had a charge ordered phase over 

a large area of the doping range, from x = 0.475 up to at least x = 0.75. Dho et, al. [33] also 

suggested a collapse of the charge ordering below Tyv followed f)y a re-entrant effect at -̂̂ 50 K. 

A later phase diagram proposed by Qui ef. al. [32] (Fig. i . i i ) shows a breakdown in both 

the charge and magnetic long range order, which appears to be unicjue to the bilayer crystals 

in the phase diagrams of the manganites. This chapter provides evidence of the existence 

of charge ordering persisting at least up to a; = 0.7, with no-evidence of a breakdown in 
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electron long range correlations. 

The X = 0.475 and 0.5 samples have akeady been studied by the Wilkins et al [35]. 

Charge ordering in the half doped bilayer was observed at ( i , i , 0 ) , and cooperative Jahn-

Teller distortions at ( | , - j ,0) . These distortion and charge order signals have unusual tem

perature dependences compared to the Lai_a:Sri+2:Mn04 series. Instead of the superlattice 

peaks appearing at Tco/.JT and remaining at a roughly constant intensity to low tempera

tures, they appear at TCO/JT and tlieu decrease in intensity again at T/v. I t appears that 

the onset of the antiferromagnetic ordering between the ab planes has the effect of quenching 

the long range order within the ab plane. 

As wi l l be shown, different behaviour is observed as the doping of Sr is increased. A l 

though the temperature dependence is similar in the x = O.C to the half doped samples, the 

wavevector at which the superlattice peaks appear is significantly difterent, and indeed shows 

a striking variation around T ^ . The x = 0.7 bilayer has no A F M phase, and as such there 

are significant differences in the temperature dependence of the electron ordering. A non 

Wigner-lattice bistripe phase is proposed in the a; = 0.6 samples which takes into account 

the wavevector of these superlattice peaks and the azimuthal dependence of the J T / 0 0 

ordering. Very recently there has been similar work published by Luo et al. [56]. They have 

midertaken electron microscopy studies, showing a pattern of superlattice reflections due to 

the crystal distortion, and used the position of the superlattice reflections to produce an 

orbital lattice for the x = 0.6 identical to that suggested in this chapter. 

Further resonant scattering experimental results suggest that a full bistripe phase is 

developed for samples with x = 0.7. The absence of an A F M phase produces a temper

ature dependence of the superlattice order peaks that is similar to that observed in the 

Lai_3:Sri+3:Mn04 series. 

3.1 Experimental Methods and Results 

High quahty siirgle crystals of La2_22:Sri+2j:Mn207 were growai using the floating zone 

method at the University of Oxford [74]. These crystals were pre-aligned using an in-house 

Cu rotating anode x-ray generator [64]. Synchrotron experiments were performed using high 

energy (100 keV) x-ray diffi-action and resonant x-ray scattering at the Mn K edge. High 

energy single crystal x-ray diflraction was performed at the BW5 beamline at HASYLAB, 

Hamburg [66]. The beamline is ecjuipped with a wiggler insertion device, and a water cooled 
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Cu filter to produce x-rays in the spectral range 60-150 keV. The analyser and monoclu-oma-
tor were matched SiGe graded crystals to provide a resolution matched to the sample rocking 
curve width. In this experiment, the incident x-ray beam had a beanisize of 1 x 1 rrun, and 
an energy of 100 keV. Photon detection was provided by a solid state detector, energy gated 
through a single clianuel analyser in order to remove higher harmonics. The samples were 
mounted on a the cold finger on an APD displex cryofurnace capable of a temperatiu'e in 
the range 10 K < T < 400 K. The orientation of the sample was such that the c axis was 
parallel to the incident beam, and the ab plane perpendiciUar. 

Resonant x-ray diffraction was undertaken at the U K CR.G beamline, BM28 at the ESRF 

[75]. A n incident beam energy in the region of 6.555 keV (Mn K edge) was provided by 

a double bounce S i ( l l l ) water cooled monoclu'omator, wi th harmonic rejection mirrors. 

Crystals pre-cleaved with the c axis surface normal were mounted with the c axis along 

the scattering vector, allowing access to the (OOZ) type reflections. The sample enviroinnent 

was similar to that at BW5 with a closed cycle cryostat held in a Eulerian cradle. A Cu 

(220) single crystal was used for polarisation analysis which at 6.555 keV has a scattering 

vector 47° from the incident beam. This allows a leak-through of ~ 3.5% between the two 

polarisation channels. 

The results in the following three sections are organised by doping stoichiometry, starting 

with X = 0.55, and increasing through the chapter to x = 0.7. 

3.1.1 X = 0.55 

The sample was mounted on the high energy beamline. Upon cooling the sample below the 

charge ordering temperature {Tea) superlattice peaks appeared at wavevectors ( j , j , 0 ) and 

(5,5,0). These superlattice peaks, arise from Jahn-Teller (JT) structural distortions and real 

space charge ordering (CO). They were found regularly throughout reciprocal space with the 

,TT peaks of intensity ~ 15000 counts per second, and the CO peaks were in the region of ten 

times weaker than the JT peaks. In this chapter, a nomenclature wil l be adopted whereby 

the JT peak occurs at {h ± 6, k ± 6,1) positions and the CO pe.iik at {h ±2d,k ± 26,1). In 

this case with x = 0.55 and 6 = 0.25. 

The peak shapes from both the JT and CO signals displayed a Gaussian lineshape (Fig. 

3.1). This suggests that the experimental resolution was limited by the instrument, and not 

giving a-true indication of the sample. Indeed a measurement of the (2,0,0) Bragg peak 
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Figure 3.1: The Une shapes of (left) the Jahn-Teller (2 - S,-S,0) and (right) the charge 
order (2 - 26,-26,0) peaks taken at 170 K measured from the x = 0.55 sample in the [100] 
direction in Lao.9Sr2.iMn2 07 {x = 0.55). The inset shows the (2,0,0) Bragg peak. The solid 
lines show Gaussian fits to the data. EiTors are within the size of the symbols. 

shows a similar width and shape. The peaks had a far greater width iu the [00/] direction. 

This is attributed to the two-dimensional nature of the crystal structure. 

The x = 0.55 sample was cooled to the base temperature of 12 K, antl measurements 

were taken on the JT and CO peaks throughout a wai'ining cycle. At each temperature 

thermal (uiuilibrium was achieved before the intensity and the width were measured. In 

order to accurately measure the commensurate wavevector, the position of two satellite 

peaks opi)osite each other with respect to a Bragg peak was determined. No significant 

change of the; position (Fig. 3.2a) or peak width was detected throughout the t(>mperature 

range. The measured integrated intensity displayed a significant increase at ~120 K and 

then reached a maximum at (180 K) (Fig. 3.26). The intensity of the peaks then fell 

sharply with increasing temperature, until rt!aching background at 220 K. This behaviour 

is extremely similar to that observed in the x = 0.475 and 0.5 compounds [35]. A slight 

increase in the transition temperatures {TN, TOO) of about 10 K was observed compmed to 

that found in the ar = 0.5 sample [35]. 

3.1.2 0.575 

The only satellite peaks detected by high energy x-ray diffraction in Lao.8,5Sr2.i5Mn207 

were located at (h ± 6,k ± 6,1) positions. These peaks, associated with JT distortions, 

were significantly weaker than those found iu the a; = 0.55 sample. Comparing the relative? 

int(>nsities of the peak strength at ±2d' with that at ±6 in the x = 0.55 system, a signal of 

similar proportions in the x = 0.575 sample would not have been detec ted. As such it is 
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Figun; 15.2: Tup punel: Measurement of the wavevector of the Jahu-Teller distortion peak at 
(h ±6,k± 6,1) for the dophig levels x = 0.55 (black triangles), x = 0.575 (blue circles), and 
X = 0.6 (red sciuares) as a function of temperature njxm warming from base temperature. 
Middle panels: Integrated intensity of the Jahn-Teller pc!ak for the x = 0.55,0.575,0.6 (as 
above). Lower panel: Intensity of the charge ortler in the a; = 0.55 (black triangk^s) and 
x = 0.6 (red squares) doping levels. The maximum intensity of the suptulattice peaks 
corresponding to in the samples is shown by the vertical dashed lines. 
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likely that charge ordering does exist, but it is too weak to detect. The peak at (2 - S, -S, 0) 
was much broader in the x = 0.575 sample than in the x = 0.55 sample, and as such, the 
measurements were not hmited by the instrumental resolution. The shape of the peak was 
Lorentzian squared in the high resolution [100] direction. This suggests that the resolution 
efl'ects are negligible to the width of the peak, despite this we observed no significant variation 
of the peak width with temperature. Unlike the x = 0.55 sample the Jahn-Teller signal in 
the x = 0.575 sample does display a significant variation in the wavevector, S (Fig. 3.2a). 
This variation follows a strikingly similar pattern to the variation of the intensity of the 
JT distortion as a function of temperature. Initially at low temperature 5 ss 0.202 ± 0.002, 
however on warming, and with increasing intensity, this value reaches S = 0.222 ± 0.002. 
As the temperature is further increased above TN towards Tco, S reduces back to below 
S = 0.200. 

3.1.3 x = 0.60 

Satellite peaks were found using high energy x-ray dilfi'action at both {h ± 6,k ± S, I) and 

{h ± 26, k ± 26,1) in the x = 0.60 sample (Fig. 3.3). The Jahn-Teller peak is significantly 

stronger than that occurring in either the x = 0.55 or x = 0.575 doped samples. The 

charge order peak however, was some 40 times lower in intensity than the Jahn-Teller peak, 

compared to only 10 times lower in the x = 0.55 sample. As with the x = 0.575 sample 

the peaks are not resolution hrnited and they can be fitted accurately with a Lorentzian 

squai-ed hneshape. Similar to the x = 0.575 sample there is a significant variation of the 

incorrmieusurate wavevector, 6, with the intensity (Fig. 3.2c, 6), and this is present also in 

the charge order peaks. 

Resonant dittraction at the M n K edge of the x = 0.6 bilayer sample was performed 

specifically to look at the anisotropy of the structural distortion and concomitant orbital 

order. These results rely on the 3d electron orbitals inducing an anisotropic eflect to the 

4p electron orbitals. The resonant signal of the {6,6,10) was collected, which was found to 

resonate in both the a — a and a — IT channels (Fig. 3.4). These resonances occurred at 

the same energy as the absorption edge measured at the (0,0,10) Bragg peak, and display a 

Lorentzian lineshape. 

As expected these resonances can be fitted with a Lorentzian liueshape, typical of a dipole 

transition [76]. This resonant energy is identical to that seen in Lai-xCaxMnQa by XANES 
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by Bridges et al. [77], who attribute this main peak to a dipole transition. Bridges et al. also 
observed weak pre-edge featiu'cs ^ 15 eV below this which could be due either to forbidden 
quadrupole transition or hybridisation of the Ap level. We did not observe these peaks by 
diffi"action in any of the bilayer samples. 

Azimuthal Dependence 

Due to the anisotropy of the shape of the probability density of the electron orbitals, i t is 

expected that the scattering from the orbital ordering wil l vary as the sample is rotated 

around the scattering vector. This is known as an azimuthal dependence. By modeUing tht̂  

expected variation and then making a compai-ison with experimental data, it is possible to 

get an idea of the nature and origin of the orbital ordering pattern. 

The azimuthal angle dependence was coUected by measuring the integrated intensity of 

the superlattice peak in each polarisation channel for a regular set of azimuthal angles. Due 

to the simultaneous presence of a signal in both polarisation channels we have calculated the 

Stokes parameter of the scattered x-ray beam; defined by 

Pi (Stokes parameter) = -f——^2_JL (3 1) 

This has the effect of self-normalisation and removes any effect of angular changes in the 

size of the geometric beam footprint. The integrated intensity of the signal in either channel 

was measured through a scan in 0 of the polarisation analyser crystal. I t should be noted 

that the Jahn-Teller structural distortion and the orbital ordering have the same symmetry 

around the Mn^+ ion. As such this azimuthal dependence is valid for both pheuoimnia, 

independent of any sensitivity arguments. 

A model of the charge and orbital order was constructed for the high doped phase (Fig. 

3.5). This model was made in such a way to agree with the fivefold periodicity. Using this 

model the azimuthal dependence has been calculated by using the Anisotropy of the Tensor 

of Susceptibihty (ATS). The calculations for performing this simulation are outlined in the 

Appendix. 

The azimuthal dependence of the ((5,(5,10) superlattice peak is displayed in Figure 3.6, 

together with the simulation. The ex])erimentally determined Stokes parameter does not 

fall to -1 as predicted by the ATS simulation. This is due to the a — a signal being much 

larger than the a — ir and so even a relatively small a — a signal dramatically increases the 
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b) 

Figure 3.5: The accepted orbital pattering in the x = 0.5 doped bilayer (left), compared 
to the proposed orbital pattering in the higher doped x = 0.6 bilayer (right). This orbital 
pattern has a fivefold increase in the chemical unit cell in the [110] direction compared to 
the fourfold increase found in the x = 0.5 sample. 

parameter value. This small a - a signal is probably due to small amount of background 

scatter present in this channel. Overall though, there is a general agreement between the fit 

and the data, suggesting a correct model of the orbital anisotropy has been used. The total 

angular range of <!> was limited by a restriction of the movement of the motor. 

3.1.4 x = 0.7 

LHi).(iSr2.4Mn2 07 lies in a different part of the phase diagram than the mid doped bilayer 

crystals. Although there is some tiuestion about the presence of long range electron ordering, 

it lias been shown to have no low temperature? A F M magnetic phase. As suc:h, if any long 

range electron ordiu'ing does exist, i t would not be expected to decrease in intensity at low 

t(>mp(!ratnre as has heen seen in the prc^vions sections. 

The sample of La().(iSr2.4Mn207was grown using the same method as the lower doped 

crystals. Experiments were jierformed solely at the resonant scattering bf^amline BM28. The 

sample was mounted with the c axis vertical, and the ab plane horizontal. The scattering 

geometry was vertical, however a rotation of the sample out of the scattering plane allowt>d 

sufficienit access to superlattice i)eaks near the (001) axis. The sample was mounted in this 

g(H)metry as it was formed as a very thin plate. 

Following previous exj)(.?rience of the bilayer sampk's, superlattice peaks were searched 

for around the (0,0,10) and (1,0,5) superlattice jjeaks. Figure 3.7 shows a [110] scan out 
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Figure 3.6: The azimuthal dependence of the Stokes parameter (equation 3.1), calculated us
ing the structure proposed in Figure 3.5 (solid red line), with the experimentally determined 
intensity of orbital order signal measured in the a - a and cr - TT channels (black dots). 

from the (0,0,10) Bragg peak at 10 K. This ck'arly shows a peak at both (0.18,0.18,0) and 

(0.36,0.3(),0), nt>ar where the orbital and charge order peaks would be expected. The lower 

axes on this figure show tlu; (niergy dependmices of these peaks in the cr —> CT and a TT 

chamu'ls. As has been observed in the x = 0.6 samples, the orbital order signal is seen to 

res(niat(? in both channels, and the charge order signal is only seen in the a —• a channel, 

where it too resonatt's at the Mn K edge. 

By comimrison, Figure 3.8 shows an id(>ntical scan in the [110] direction through the 

(1,0,5) Bragg peak. In this scan there is a very sharp featxu-e at (1.18,0.18,5), and interestingly 

no signal at the charge order position. Again, as j^reviously oV)served, the Jahn-Tt^ller signal 

shows an absorption edge at the Mn K edge. The JT peak is also considerably weak(>r than 

observed in previous samples, indeed it is weaker than the measined orbital onk'r signal. 

This may not be a true measurement, as the considerable geomi»trical c:hange n(>C(>ssary to 

access this reflection wil l mean a differcMit part of the crystal is illuminated. This very low 

intt'usity could exjjlaiii tiie a|)])ai'ent absence of the charge order peak around the (1.0.5) 

Bragg peak. 

The magnetic phase boundary between Lac),8Sr2.2Mn207 and Lao.6Sr2.4Mn2 07 samples 

raises the jjossibility of the intensity of the su])erlattice peaks showing a completely ditt'erent 

temperature- (k>pendence than that sinni in samples where :r < 0.(). Figure 3.9 shows that 

there is no iHuluction in the intensity of either t lu- charge or orbital order signals at any point 
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Figure 3.7: (top) A sc:an in the [110] direction from the (0 0 10) Bragg pĉ ak in 
Lao.6Sr2.4Mn2 07 at 10 K showing the orfntal order and charge order superlattice peaks, 
(lower) The energy dependence of these peaks in each polarisation channel is shown. Note 
there is no chai-ge order peak in the cr - TT channel. A l l data normalised to a ring current of 
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Figure 3.8: A scan in the [110] direction from the (1,0,5) Bragg peak showing the Jahn-Teller 
superlattice peak. The energy dependence of this peak is shown in the inset. The data is 
normalised to a ring current of 200 mA. 

during cooling. The Jahn-Teller signal shows a strange hybrid de[)endence, where there is a 

very small reduction of intinisity below 250 K, but oidy by 20%. These results are normalised 

with res]KK 't to the nearest Bragg peak (for the CO and 0 0 peaks, this is the (0.0,1(1), and 

for the JT peak the (1,0,5) ). 

The temperature deixnideuce of the charge and orbital order show very similar (charac

teristics. The intensity increases steadily upon c ooling fi'om appt?ariiig at 320 K until 50 K, 

where the intensity remains constant as the temperature is knvered further. By compari

son the temperature dependence of the Jalm-Teller peak increases rapidly from 330 K until 

250 K, wluu'e the intensity then decreases slowly until i t is 80% of the peak value at 150 K, 

it then increases in intensity slowly as the temperature is reduced further. 

The existence of tli(>se sujjerlattice peaks demonstrates u n i H i u i v o c a l l y that there? exists 

long rang(> electronic ordi-r in the x = 0.70 sample. The abscnice of a cjuenching effect on 

the charge and orbital ovcier signals reinforce the evidence that there is no A F M phase. The 

wavev(>ctors of these peaks reflect the absence of any change in magnetic state, as t lK\y stay 

constant throughout the temperature region (Fig. 3.10). There is a small decrease in the 

wavevectors as the temperature approaches TCO/OO/JT-. however this is much smalk>r than 

the observed change in t h e x = 0.6 a n d x = (1.575 sainpk's. 'Hiere is also no change in t lu^ 

wavevector of the Jahn-Teller peak corresponding to the slight reductk)n in intensity. 

The increase in the doping level changes t h e ordering pattern, both of t h e charge and 
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Figure 3.10: Variation of the wavevector 6, for the charge order and Jahn-Teller distortion 
peaks in Lao.6Sr2.4Mn207as a function of temperature. 

of the orbitals. The doping of Lafl.6Sr2.4Mn207 is close to a 2/3 Sr doped material, which 

one may expect to be particularly stable. I f the quasi-bistripe orbital model predicted for 

the X = 0.6 is extended, then the orbital pattern wi l l develop into either a fu l l bistripe or 

Wigner lattice model. These models are both shown in Figure 3.11. 

These two order models can be differentiated between by studying the azimuthal depen

dences of the orbital order peak. As in the x = 0.6 the Stokes parameter of the peak 

is used as this removes any influence of beam footprint and scattering geometry. Fig

ure 3.11 shows azimuthal simulations for both of these models for the {6,6,10) orbital peak 

in Lao.tiSr2.4Mn207. I t is evident that at this wavevector the peaks have a very similar 

azimuthal dependence. Ideally a superlattice peak further from the [001] would have been 

used, as this would have a greater variation in the two azimuth dependences, however the 

experiment was restricted by geometric limitations. Figure 3.13 shows the data mapped onto 

the bistripe simulation. This simulation fits the data significantly better at the two minima 

at 90° and 270° than the Wigner lattice model. The azimuthal data was taken in much 

smaller steps than the x = 0.6 sample, and in addition the diffr-actometer was re-orientated 

in order to collect data over the ful l 360° without the removal of the sample or the cryostat. 

The absence of data points at certain parts of the rotation is due to signal contamination by 

multiple scattering. This is most unfortunate around 180°, as this area shows the greatest 

difference between the two simulations. 
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Figure 3.11: Two possible ordering patterns for Lao.6Sr2.4Mn207. a) The bistripe model 
and b) the Wigner lattice model. Blue spheres represent the Mn''+ and rĉ d and green lobes 
represent the Mn^+ ions. 
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Figure 3.12: Modelled Stokes parameter for the two possible orderings for Lao.6Sr2.4Mn207. 
The upper panel shows the predicted aziniuthal dcipendencte for bistripe model, and the k)wer 
panel shows the same for the Wigner lattice model (Fig. 3.11) 
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Figure 3.13: Azimuthal dependence of the induced orbital order signal in Lao.fjSr2.4Mu207 
with the projected azimntlial dependence for the bistripe order model (Fig. 3.11) 

3.2 Discussion 

The distinct (change in the bcihaviour of the bilayer suggests that there are a numljer of 'sub' 

phases that exists at differmit doping regions in the mattaial, similar to that observed for 

Ndi_j;Sri+a:Mu04. There is the previously d(!scril)ed checkerboard phase, encompassing the 

range (0.47-'j < a' < 0.55), tluui the quasi-bistripc? phase (0.575 < a* < 0.()5). Finally there 

is the fully bistripe phase where x > 0.65. These three different phases display ( (msiderably 

different behaviour. The. most obvious change is the magnetic phase Ijoundary l)etween the 

A F M cjuasi-bistripe phase and the paramagnetic bistripe phase. 

Substantial discussion was generated after the original discovery of the charge ordered 

systems in the ABMnO'j compounds, as to the relative merits of the bistripe [78] and Wigner 

[19] lattice models [79, 80, 81]. These models provide solutions to the orbital ordering of 

compounds where tlu> ratio of nominally Mu''+ and Mn''+ is not 1:1. Tlu> lowest stable 

bistripe and Wigner lattice models have x = O.Cifi, with an orbital order propagation vector 

of ( | , 0,0). The samples studied show two sei)arate higher doping phases, the higher of these 

two phasi<s corresjjonds to this stable ordtu' pattt>rn. The lower ])hase lies midway Iw^tween 

the stabU^ cluxterboard and this second phase. A possible model for this mid phase has been 

outUued (Fig. 3.5), which offers similarities to both the bistripe and Wigner crystal model. 

The unusual aspect of this m(jdel is the uneven pattern of the Mu '+ stripes. This asynunetric 
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aspect is necessary to generate the five-fold increase in the clieniical nnit cell recjnired by 
the position of the satellite peaks. This quasi-bistripe order has also been proposed by Liio 
et al. [56], who looked at the same stoichiometry using electron diffraction. They created 
a model in response to the position of the superlattice peaks observed in the flilfraction 
pattern. In addition they proposed the existence of a bistripe system for higher doped 
bilayers, however do not report any experimental studies on these systems. It should be 
remembered at this point that these models are all over-simplistic. As described in Chapter 
2, it is not expected that the valence electrons on the Mn reside entirely on the Mn ion, but 
rather are spread over the MnOf, octahedra. 

The behaviour of the x = 0.55 sample is very similar to that of the lower doping levels. 

This can be seen by comparing the results for the x = 0 .55 sample with those reported 

by Wilkins et al. [35]. The interaction between the A F M order below Ta^ and the orbital 

and charge ordering appears to be unique to the bilayer manganites. The onset of the 

ferromagnetic planes ordered antiferromagnetically simultaneously reduces the intensity of 

the in-plane ordering. I t was originally thought that the CO completely collapsed [33] and 

then was re-entrant again at lower temperatures. This collapse now appears to be incomplete 

and any increase at low temperatures is very small. Similar behaviour was also seen in 

X = 0 .475 and 0.5 [35]. I t has been suggested that a spin h-eezing occurs below 100 K [34] , 

which corresponds to the minimum in the chai-ge order reflection intensity. This suggests that 

there are spin fluctuations occurring below r,/v which gradually slow to form a spin-frozen 

state at 100 K. 

The maxinmm value of the JT superlattice peaks corresponding to T v̂ changes discretely 

as the Sr doping increases. Figm-e 3.2 shows vertical lines displaying an increase of 3 0 K 

of TN i l l the checkerboard and quasi-bistripe phases. Concomitant to this increase in T^, 

Tco is also seen to increase as the doping increases. Wilkins et al. [35] measured Tco of 

LaSr2Mn207 to be 220 K , whereas Figure 3.2 shows Tco of Lao.8Sr2.2Mn207 is 3 1 0 K , and 

Figure 3.9 shows Lafl.(iSr2.4Mn207 to have a Tco of 3 3 0 K. The value of Tco does not seem 

to be related to the correlation length of the ordering that is formed below Tco, but rather 

to be more directly related to the La,Sr ratio. The confirmation of this effect in the A F M 

phase on the long range electron order is provided by the temperature dependence of the 

electron order in the Lao.6Sr2.4Mii207 sample. This shows no decrease in intensity, unlike 

that obsei'ved in the checkerboard and cjuasi-bistripe phases. 
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of the Jalni-Teller superlattice peaks in the x = 0.55,0.575,0.60,0.7 
samples. The solid line shows a Lorentzian squared f i t for the x = 0.575 and 0.60 samples, 
and a Gaussian f i t for the x = 0.55 sample (Section 3.1.1). The intensities of the peaks have 
been nomiahsed, and the centre of the fits set to zero. A l l the Unear backgrounds have been 
removed after fitting the data. 

The enhanced stability of the JT distorted phase was shown before by Campbell et al. 

[55], however no explanation was given for this. Possible scdiematics of the orbital and charge 

ordering in the higher doped bilayer manganites were shown, but this does not explain why 

Tco(=jT=oo) iircreases as the Sr level inc reases. I t woulei perhaps be more easily explained 

if the half doped mangainte had the highest Tco as this could be explained by the stable 

checkerboard ordering. The correlatit)n k'ugtlis of the orck'ring appear to be unrelated to the 

value of Tco- The correlation lengths of tlie ordering, calculated from the widtl i of tlie JT 

superlatti('e peak, show a high correlation length for the half doped checkerboard and the 

bistripe phase, and a much lower correlation lengtli for tlie ciuasi-bistripe phase (Tab. 3.1 

and Fig. 3.14). Tins suggests that the ordering temperature is unrelated to the form that 

the ordering takes. 

Unlike previous reports [82, 17] a smooth transition of the wavevector with doping level 

is not observed. I t has been suggestcnl that 6 follows the trend 5 = howev(>r discrete 

changes in the wavevector is seen, shown graphically in Figure 3.15. It appears more likely 

that the value of 8 varies such that is in the nearest stable commensurate position. This is 

contrary to that observed in the Lai_:,.Sri+j;Mn04 manganites, whtu'e the conunensiu-ability 

seemed entirely determined by the the dopant stoichiometry. In addition the wavevector is 

not stable t hroughout the tempt^rature range of the charge ordererl regime in the case of the 
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X Position at 10 K Correlation Length 
(10-2 ^ - 1 ) 

0.475^ 0.250 ± 0 . 0 0 2 3300±50 
O.51 0.250 ± 0 . 0 0 2 3300 ± 50 
0.55 0.250 ± 0.002 < 1000 ± 20 
0.575 0.202 ± 0 . 0 0 2 270 ± 10 
0.6 0.197 ± 0 . 0 0 2 450 ± 10 
0.7 0.175 ± 0 . 0 0 2 1000 ± 20 

Table 3.1: Position and correlation lengths of the Jahn-Teller superlattice peaks with respect 
to the doping of the sample. Correlation lengths were measured at peak intensity and the 
wavevector, 6 was taken at base temperature. 
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X MeasijreJ values 
Theorelical Trend 

0.225 

5 0.2 
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Figure 3.15: A comparison between the measured value of the wavevector, 6 for each doping 
level wi th the theoretical trend generated through the equation 5 = 

X = 0.575 and x = 0.6 samples. 

The wavevector of the superlattice peaks in the quasi-bilayer pliase is particularly in

teresting, as it varies significantly with a change of temj^erature. This variation appears to 

be directly Mnked to the intensity of the superlattice reflections. The change in wavevector 

suggests that the ordering changes within a particular crystal. 

F\-om base temperature, increasing the temperature of the sample alters both the intensity 

and the inconnnensurate wavevector of the charge ordered peaks of the high doped phase. 

The wavevector, 5, increases, however it does not rt!ach the stable checkerboard value of 

6 = 0.25. As 6 increases we can imagine the 2-1 (3+; 4+; 3+: 4+; 4+; 3+) stripe model 

gradually turning into the mid-doped stripe phase (4+; 3+; 4 ± ; 3+) by losing double stripes. 

The incommensm'ability reaches a point of maximvun intensity where every other double 

stripe is now a single stripe and so instead of a double stripe and then a single stripe 

repeated, there is now a double stripe and then two single stripes liefore a second double 

stripe (3+; 4+; 3+; 4+; 3+; 4±; 4 ± ; 3+) . I t would be expected that this model would not 

' Data taken from VVilkins et at. [35] 
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be as well correlated as there are not sufficient ]VIii'*+ ions. This explains the lack of increase 
in correlation length oftwi setui as the intensity of tlie signal increases. As the temperature 
increases further, and the intensity decreases, 6 reverts back to the 6 = 0.2 observed in the 
high doped samples. 

Azimuthal analysis is becoming an increasingly important technique for resonant x-ray 

scattering. By rotating the sample it is possible to get an idea for the anisotropy of the 

electron orbits in the sample. In the manganites, the quadriqjole orbitals on the Mn^+ ion 

are the source of this anisotropy. Comparing azimuthal simulations with experimental data 

provides reinforcement of the predicted orbital ordering in the higher doped manganites. 

In the case of the quasi-bistripe phase, the azimuth measurements agree reasonably with 

the simulation. Two distinct models were presented for the fully bistripe x = 0.7 phase. 

Although the two simulations show common featm-es, the experimental data agrees more 

closely to the simidation for the bistripe phase. 

Other publications have used azimuthal simulations to confirm asymmetric ion ordering, 

in particular, a similar study has been reported by Di Matteo ef. al. [37], on the x = 0.5 

doped bilayer. In this paper, Di M a t t f » et al. simulated the traditional Jahn-Teller distorted 

checkerboard pattern and found an excellent agreement with their experimental resonant 

scattering data. 

3.3 Conclusions 

X-ray diffi'action experiments have been undertaken on the higher doped bilayer crystals; 

La2-23;Sri+2xMn207, where 0.5 < 2; < 0.7. Three distinct phases are observed within this 

doping range. The first phase up with x < 0.55 shows similar characteristics to the half 

doped samples, wi th a commensurate wavevector of 0.25 for the orbital and Jahn-Teller 

distortions. The second phase where (0.575 < a; < 0.65) forms a quasi-bistripe phase, with a 

wavevector varying throughout the temperature range below Too- The wavevector increases 

with increasing intensity, and it is speculated that this approaches a more stable condition 

as d —̂  0.25. Finally where x ^ 0.65, the system enters a ful l bistripe j^hase. The Wiivevector 

is stable, and the correlation length increases significantly from the quasi-bistripe phase 

approaching that observed in the half doped checkerboard pattern. 



Chapter 4 

Magnetic field effects in 

La2-2xSri+2xMn207, x = 0.4,0.5 

The data in this chapter investigates the effects of an external magnetic field on the long 

range order in the bilayer manganites. The effects are studied on charge disproportiouation 

and Jahn-Teller distortions, and also on polarons that occur just above T/v in the underdoped 

bilayers. 

Although there have been significant investigations into the presence of long range order

ing in the manganites, relatively little work involving high magnetic fields has been reported. 

This is partly due to the availability of experimental resources. Resonant x-ray scattering 

is now a standard tool, however high magnetic fields are difficult to use because of the need 

for non-magnetic diffiYictometers, combined with a high acceptance angle needed with the 

magnet. High energy x-ray diffraction dispenses with the latter of these problems, as the 

angular deviation of the x-rays from the incident to exit beam is typically less than 10°. The 

number of experimental groups conducting single crystal high energy diffraction is fairly 

limited, and the simultaneous use of high field magnets is rare. 

The existence of Jahn-Teller structural distortions in the bilayer maiiganites has been 

discussed in Chapter 3. The first half of this chapter investigates the effect of an applied 

magnetic field on the strength of the distortions on the x = 0.5 bilayer, LaSr2Mn207. 

These results form a preliminary study, and more data is needed, possibly fi'om rt^soiiaiit 

difti'action in order to gain a more complete understanding of these effects. The drive Ijeliind 

this research is based on the idea that as the onset of antiferromagnetic ordering causes a 

significant reduction of the structural distortions, an applied magnetic field may induce a 

change in the magnetic state, causing changes in the long range orrler. 

By examining the phase diagrams of the f.)ilayer manganite (Fig. 1.12 and Fig. 1.11), i t 

75 
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can be seen that charge ordering is only present in the A F M phase down to x = 0.475. The 
underdoped bilayers with x = 0.4 enter a ferromagnetic pliase below 110 K. Just above T c 
diffuse scattering around Bragg peaks, and weak addition incommensurate satellite peaks 
have been observed. The second half of the chapter wi l l look at the existence of this diffuse 
scattering, and the behaviour of this scattering in an applied magnetic field. 

4.1 Structural Distortions in LaSr2Mn207 

4.1.1 Experimental Method 

The experiments were conducted on the BW5 beamline at HASYLAB, with a 10 T cryo-

maguet. The cryomaguet is a four-pole magnet providing a horizontal field, wi th the magnet 

poles positioned such that the field is either parallel or perpendicular to the incident beam. 

This design of magnet limits the angular acceptance, however this is not a problem when 

using high energy difh'action. 

The sample of LaSr2Mn207 was grown at Argonne National Laboratory using the floating 

zone method. The sample was cleaved with the c axis normal to the sample surface. This 

resulted in the thin plate-like sample with a depth of approximately 0.7 mm. The sample 

was mounted with the c axis vertical (perpendicular to the scattering plane), aUowing access 

to the entire a - 6 crystallograi>hic plane. The cryomagnet restricts the movement in the x 

and (j) angles, and so the experiment was conducted within this plane. Because the sample 

was mounted on a cleaved surface, it was possible to keep x and (f> constant throughout the 

experiment. 

The superconducting magnet is kept cool by hquid cryogeus. The coils are in a bath of 

liquid hehum, which is insulated from room temperature by a jacket of liquid nitrogen. The 

sample temperature can be varied from 4.2 K to 300 K, controlled by a small heater coil on 

the sample stick, which sits in a vacuum in the centre of the cryomagnet. 

4.1.2 Results 

Observations were made of superlattice peaks at {h ± 0.25, k ± 0.25, /) and {h ± 0.5, k ± 0.5, /) 

type positions. Without resonant diffraction, there tuie limited means of testing the origin 

of the superlattice peaks. They are at the expected wavevector, and so we assume these 

are due to Jahn-Teller distortions and charge ordering respectively, as described both by 
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Figure 4.1: A 0 ~ 26 scan through the (1.5,0.5,0) charge order superlattice peak in 
LaSr2Mn207 with 0 T and 10 T applied magnetic field. The data is normalised to a ring 
current of 120 niA. 

Wilkins et al. [35] and in the previous chapter. In addition, upon warming the sample, the 

superlattice peaks disappeared at the previously observed transition temperature. Btxause 

of the limited time available for the exptuinients, all the measurements were taken at 4.2 K. 

Figure 4.1 shows a superlatti(;e peak at (1.5, 0.5, 0) showing the presence of charge 

ordering in the sampl(\ The figure shows a 6 — 26 scan through the peak, wi th applied 

magnetic fields of 0 T and 10 T. For this measurenunit the magnetic field was parallel to 

the incident beam. No obvious effect, on either the peak posituui, wklth of liu('slia|)e was 

found upon application of a lOT magnetic field. Many other charge- order sui)(>rlattic(> ])eaks 

were measured, none of which displayed any significant change in intensity upon applying a 

magnetic field, either parallel or perpendicular to the inc'ident beam. 

Figtu-e 4.2 shows the Jahn-Teller superlattice peak at (1.25, 0.25, 0). As the measurements 

are taken using high energy x-rays, this t(!chnicju(! is not sensitive to orbital order, and so 

we are only observing the structural distortion of the crystal. Remarbibly, this superlattice 

peak decr(vise(i significantly in inttuisity as the niagnt!tic field was ajjplied. The figur(> shows 

a 6,26 scan through the peak with apjjlied magnetic fiekls up to 10 T. I t can be seeu t hat the 

greatest change of intensity is between 2 and 4 T. There appears to be no reduction in the 

correlation length of the .lahn-Teller distortion as the magnetic field is apjjlied. Figure 4.3 

shows scans in the [110] direction through the charge order and Jahn-Teller superlattice 

peaks with an appliwl fit^ld of 5 T. This shows that the ordering is very highly correlated, 
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Figure 4.2: 0-26 scans through the (1.25, 0.75, 0) Jahn-Teller superlattice peak in 
LaSr2Mn207 with appUed magnetic fields. The magnetic field direction was parallel to 
the incident beam. Data normalised to a ring current of 120 mA. 
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Figure 4.3: Scans in the [110] direction through reciprocal space of the Jahn-Teller distortions 
(left panel) and charge ordering (right panel) wi th an applied magnetic field of 5 Tc-sla. Data 
normalised to a ring current of 120 mA. 

espec ially the structural distortion. 

The response of the intensity of the Jahii-T(>iler signal to the applied magnetic field does 

not appear to be identical for each peak in recij)rot;al space. Figiu'e 4.4 shows the intensity 

variation of three separate Jahn-T(>ller jieaks. In aU of these cases the magnetic field was 

parallel to the incident beam (roughly perpendicular to the scattering vector). As can be 

seen the response of the superlattice peak at (1.25, -0.75, 0) is much smaller that the response 

of the other two peaks. This peak is in a ditt'erent quadrant of reciprocal space to the other 

peaks. This means that there is a significant rotation in the 0 directk)n, turning the wystal 

with r(>,sj)ect to the npi)lied magnet ic H(>ld. As sui h this may t hangi; the orientation of the 
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Figure 4.4: Intensity of different Jahn-Teller superlattice peak as a function of applied mag
netic field. This intensities of the Jahn-Teller peak are divided by the intensity of the ( 2 
0 0 ) Bragg peak for each magnetic field measurement. This removes any effect of sample 
movement. The results are then normalised to unity for a zero field. 

major domain within the crystal with respect to the magnetic field. 

4.1.3 Discussion 

A response has been observed of the structural distortion upon application of an external 

magnetic field. It is, however, not entirely clear as to the extent of the effect of the magnetic 

field, especially regarding the relative orientation of the crystal in the field. It is unsurprising, 

however, that upon applying a vector fiekl the response would be anisotropic. Possibly the 

most unexpected result is that there is a marked response by the Jahn-Teller distortions, and 

yet the charge ordering seeurs unaffecttKl. As such, the qucuiching process is not idcnitical to 
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that observed by the onset of A F M order at T/v where both ordering parameters are afiected 
equally. 

There have been relatively few published studies on high magnetic field effects on the 

bilayer mangaiutes. Hayashi et al [83] looked at the magnetoresistance and magnetic proper

ties under high magnetic fields, looking at fields up to 40 T. They found that the application 

of such a field gradually changed the magnetic state to a ferromagnet, and at the same time 

reduced the magnetoresistauce. Chen eJ. al. [84] studied the resistivity of LaSr2Mn207 with 

respect to a magnetic field, however their publication concentrated on the temperature range 

220 K to 300 K, above the charge order transition. 

In comparison to other compounds, Garcia-Landa et al. [85] looked at Nd2-23:Sri+2;i:Mn207 

single crystals under fields up to 30 T. They observed signs of spin-flipping, however this was 

induced in fields greater than 10 T, and was more pronounced in the lower doped samples 

{x = 0.35 - 0.4). Tomioka et al. looked at Pro.sCao.sMnOs [86], and found that a metal-

insulator transition (accompanied by a, melting of the charge ordered state) could be induced 

by a field as low as 6 T. 

No change in the intensity of the charge order reflection occurred in LaSr2Mn207, as such 

it appears that 10 T is not sufficient to cause a metal-insulator transition. Indeed, if this was 

so, one would expect a complete reduction in the intensity of the Jahn-Teller distortions. It 

seems more hkely that the magnetic field is affecting the spUtting of the electronic bands in 

the Mn ions, which thereby causes a reduction in the Jahn-Teller distortion. The distortion 

and the sphtting of the two e,j bands in this sample is very small (this wi l l be discus.sed 

fintJier in Chapter 7). I t is possible that the application of a magnetic field is reducing the 

energy gap between these two bands even further. This reduction in the energy gap between 

the two levels, then decreases the dominant occupancy in the lower energy level, reducing 

the structural distortion. 

4.2 Electric Polarons in Lai 2Sri 8Mn207 

Diffuse scattering has been observed by Vasiliu-Doloc et al. [46] in the underdoped bilayer 

manganites around Bragg peaks above T^-. In addition weak diffuse peaks have also been 

observed to occur at incommensurate positions between the Bragg peaks. These two areas of 

diffuse scatter are showai in figure 4.6. This scattering is thought to originate from polaron 

formation. A polaron is a general tei'iii for a isolated charge or rnagno^tic moment, coupled 
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Figure 4.5: Schematic impression of a polaron. The inner large particle distorts the nearby 
crystal lattice. Regular positioned polarous throughout a lattice can be detected through 
difii'action. 

with a strain field. This causes a perturbation in the crystal field (Fig. 4.5), thereby forming 

a scattering cross-section. The origin of these polarons can be as simple as the presence of 

impurities within a sample, or they can arise from an isolated charge or magnetic moment. 

The appearance of the scattering in two distinct areas suggests two different arrangements 

of these polarons. Firstly the scattering around the Bragg peaks (figure 4.6a) is caused by 

a polaron lattice that is coupled with the crystal lattice. This coupling is relatively weak, 

as the broadness of the scattering (almost one-fifth of a Brillion zone in the a-b plane, and 

almost continuous along the c axis), suggests an extremely disordered system. By contrast 

the second type of polaron (Fig. 4.()b) observed, occurs at {h ± 0.3, fc,/) and {h,k ± 0.3,/) 

positions. This suggests a distinct periodicity approximately three times that of the crystal 

lattice. Again the scattering is broad, however not to the extent of the scattering aromid the 

Bragg peaks. In many respects this appears at first glance like very w(!ak disordered charge 

ordering. 

4.2.1 Experimental Method 

The experiment was also conducted on the BW5 beamline, with a helium cooled cryomagnet 

producing an applied field of up to 4 T. Due to the limited movement in x and 0, the sample 

was orientated in order to maximise access of the a-c plane. The incident beam size at the 

sample was 1 mm x 1 mm, and the analyser and monochromator were both Si-Gc: graded 
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Figure 4.6: Polaron ordering in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207. (a) Contour plot showing the lobe-shaped 
pattern of diffuse x-ray scattering at T = 300 K around the (0,0,8), (0,0,10), and (0,0,12) 
reflections. (6) Contour plot of the x-ray int(!nsity in the (hk) plane at I = 18, collected at 
T = 125 K. Three incommensurate peaks are observed, characterised by the wave vector 
(±e ,0 , / ) or (0, ±e,Z). The expected fourth peak was not accessible experimentally. Figures 
from Vasiliu-Doloc et al. [46]. 

crystals. D(itt>ction was provided by a solid state detector, wi th a single channel analyser 

I)roviding an eni'rgy gate to remove higher harmonics. 

The sample has a Tc of api)roximati;ly 111) K, and previous publications have suggested 

that the polaroiis appear just above this phase transition. In order to detect these polarons 

the sample was cooled to 150 K. A t this tiuiii)t?rature diffuse scattering could he detected 

around the Bragg peaks, and at (2.3,0,1). 

4.2.2 Results 

The shape of the diffuse signal from the polarons at (2.3,0,1) was anisotropic in reciprocal 

space (figure 4.7). In the out of plane direction in the c axis, the scattering encompasses 

almost an entire Brillion zone, while in the [100] direction the peak was confined to virtually 

one-tenth of that distance. This peak width in the [001] direction suggests a correlation 

length of 62.5 ± 1 A. The shape and diffuse nature of the peak remained virtually constant 

throughout the temperature range. The small peak to the left of the main signal in the left 

graph of Figure 4.7 originates from multiple scattering. 

As the sample was cooled, the temperature was held at regular iiitiirvals while 0/20 scans 

through the (2.3,0,1) peak measured the hitc?grated intensity of the peak. This intensity, 

shown in Figure 4.8, was seen to drop dramatically at T(j. The sample was further cooled 

to 50 K, before the same procedure was conducted while warming. The measurements from 
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Figure 4.7: Scans in reciprocal space through the polaron signal observed at (2.3,0,1) in 
Lai.2Sri.8Mn207 at 130 K. Data normalised to a ring current of 120 mA. 

cooling and warming are similar, suggesting that there is very little thermal hysteresis. The 

temperature di^pendtuice shows tlu> polarons existing abov{> To to '-^240 K. 

The diffus(> distribution around the Bragg peaks could also be observed above Tc- In 

order to measure this intensity, it was hiipossible to scan through the (2,0,0) Bragg jjeak. 

as this would have saturated and damaged the detector. In addition, placing suffic lent 

attenuation in the scattered beam path would have prevented the detection of the ditt'use 

scatter. As such, scans were conducted hi the [100] direction at I = 0.5, and in the [001] 

direction at h = 2.06, shown in figure 4.9. These scans are I'tt'ectively horizontal and vtu'tical 

slices through the colour map in figure 4.(ui. 

The scans confirm the unusual lobe shape stnui by Vasiliu-Dok)c, with scattering iutcnisity 

ai)pearing ahgned approximately in the [100] direction. This scattering around the Bragg 

peaks was significantly more dittiise than that obsi'rved at (2.3,0,1), and due to their close 

proximity around the very strong Bragg peaks it was impossible to get a intt^grated intensity 

measurement of the diffuse scatter by going through the centre of tli(> scattering. Instead, 

identical scans were taken ak)ng the [001] direction through (2.06,0,0) at specific tempera-

tiu'es, as the sample was warmed. These scans are shown in figure 4.10. The two images 

show the same data, the strong intensity in the middk> of the scan is dne to a scattering rotl 

along the principal axis. 

Compared to the polaron signal at (2.3,0,1), the increases of intensity above Tc is much 

more gradual. The intensity reaches a maximum at ~14() K, whereas the signal from the 

more correlated polarons had reached a maximum at 120 K. Tlu- hill tcnnperature range that 

the polarous exist in is similar in both cases, between ~10() K, and ~240 K. 
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Figure 4.8: Temperature dependence upon cooling (blue, open circles), and warnung (red. 
closed circles), of the correlated polarons centred at the wavevector (2.3, 0, 1). The sudden 
increase in the intensity of the polarons at 110 K is simultaneous to the reported transition 
between the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases. There is no evidence of significant 
thermal hysteresis. 
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Figure 4.9: [100] {left) and [001] {riiilii ) sc ans through the diffuse polaron signal around the 
(2,0,0) Bragg peak in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207 at 130 K. The dashed hues show the position of the 
perpendicular scan in the opposite panel. Data normalised to a ring current of 120 niA. 
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Figure 4.10: Temperature dependence of the diffuse scattering around the Bragg peaks. At 
each temperature a scan in the [001] direction through (2.06,0,0) is taken. The upper and 
lower axes show the same graph displayed from a different viewijoint. Data normalised to a 
ring current of 120 mA. 
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Figure 4 .11: A p p l i e d magnetic f ie ld dependence of t l ie uncorrelated diffuse polarons, mea
sured at 130 K . The upp(>r and lower axes show the same graph displayed f r o m a chfferent 
v iewpoin t . D a t a normalised to a r i ng current o f 120 n i A . 

Measurements were taken of the dei)(uidence of the intensi ty of the ])olarons w i t h respi'ct 

to an api)lied magnetic tic>l(i. Figtu'e 4.11 sliows the magnetic field dependcnice of the dillusc 

scattering around the (200) Bragg peak. The measurements were taken at 130 K , above 

Tc- W i t h the appl ica t ion of 2 T , th(> intensi ty of tlu^ diffuse scattiu' reduces signihcantly. 

A fu r the r increase o f the f ie ld s t rength up to 4 T appears to have l i t t l e (>ffect. A s imilar 

magnetic f ie ld dependence was also seen in the polaroi i signal at (2.,{,0,1). 

4.2.3 Discussion 

The observation of polarous in Lai.2Sri.8Mn207 has been SCHJU previously through neutron 

scattering. This work confirms the existence of these polarous, and also suggests that they 
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are no t solely magnetic in nature. High energy x-ray s(:attering is generally insensitive to 
magnetic moments, and so i t is h ighly l ikely t ha t the polarons fonnd here correspond to 
charge scattering. This , o f course, does not mean tha t the polarons detected by neut ron 
scattering a.re unrelated to those described here. The i r respective properties are so s imilar , 
t ha t i t seems hkely tha t the two techniques are sensitive t o different faces o f the same 
phenomenon. 

I n the higher doped bilayer manganites, i t has been sain t h a t the mixed valence state 

results in a low temperature real space order ing o f the charges ( W i l k i n s et al. [35] and Cha i> 

ter 3) . Th i s sample lies below the charge ordered and magnetic phase in the s toichiometr ic 

scale, i n fact entering a ferromagnetic state below Tq. Above, this temperature the observa

t ion of polarons, b o t h around the Bragg peaks, and also at specific sites in reciprocal space, 

suggest some k i n d of charge segregation. I t seems possible t ha t there is some f o r m of charge 

d ispropor t iona t ion , even i f this is very weakly, or not at a l l , ordered. As such, on ly diffuse 

scatter is seen ciround Bragg peaks, and very weak diffuse scatter at positions i n reciprocal 

space. T h e observation of diffuse scatter at positions {h + 0.3,/c, I) suggest t ha t there is a 

weak order ing of some of the polarons, w i t h a per iod ic i ty of approximate ly 3 t imes the un i t 

cell. Th i s scattering is s ignif icant ly weaker and more diffuse tha t observed in the charge 

order phase. T h e onset of lerromagnetisrn t o t a l l y removes any polaron signal, either a round 

Bragg peaks, or at (h + 0.3, k, I). I n add i t ion the appl ica t ion of a 3 T magnetic field .severely 

reduces the signal s t rength. Th i s suggests t ha t the system may be aligned ferromagnet ical ly 

s l ight ly above Tc by the apphcat ion of such a field. Osboru et al. [43], in terpre ted this 

scattering to be canted ferromagnetic scattering above Tc, and as such i t is not surpris ing 

tha t the appl ica t ion of a magnetic field reduces this cant ing angle. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Magnet ic field effects have been investigated in b o t h LaSr2Mu207 and Lai .2Sr i .gMn207. 

The s t rong Jahn-Teller d i s to r t i on seen in the half doped manganites has been shown to 

vary under field, suggesting a change in the band structm-e. Interestingly, no evidence has 

been seen for an effect on the charge ordering. The experiments were conducted using h igh 

energy x-rays and so no direct observation o f o r b i t a l order ing was possible. T h e effect on 

the Jahn-Teller d i s to r t ion , a l though s t r ik ing , has not been completely understood, especially 

regarding the effect of the different magnetic: field directions. 
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Weak diffu.se scat tering has been seen above Tc in Lai .2Si ' i .8Mn207. Th i s is a t t r i b n t e d to 
unordered charge d i spropor t iona t io i i . Fur ther coohng of the sample below Tc quenches any 
diffuse scatter. In add i t ion , the appl ica t ion of a 3 T magnetic f ie ld reduces the intensi ty of 
the polaron scattering significantly. The system is thought to exist i n a canted ferromagnet ic 
state above Tc, and such cant ing is reduced by the appl ica t ion of a f ield. 
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Chapter 5 

Soft X-ray Magnetic Scattering 
Par t I o f this thesis investigated charge and o r b i t a l order ing phenomena w i t h resonant d i f f rac 

t i o n at the manganese K edges. Th i s generated interesting results, b u t i t was l i m i t e d by the 

indirect probe of the M electron band. Par t I I of the thesis reports on experiments looking 

di rect ly at the 3d band th rough resonant scat tering at the L edges. I n par t icular , the Ln 

and Liii edges, corresponding to dipole t rans i t ion f r o m the 2p 3d electron bauds. 

The fo l lowing two chapters investigate the single layer and bilayer manganites, respec

tively. Th i s chapter describes the published l i terat iu 'e of soft x-ray d i f f r a c t i o n , and i n add i t ion 

describes the three soft x-ray chambers used to generate the results in this thesis. Chapter 6 

builds o n the work undertaken on Lao.5Sr i .5Mn04 and studies in deta i l at the temperature 

dependences and an az imut l i a l dependence. Chapter 7 investigates the o r b i t a l and magnetic 

order ing i n La2-23;Sri-|.23:Mn207. B o t h of these chapters display laiergy spectra f i t s calcu

lated f r o m theoret ical models by the g roup at the Ahdus Salam International Centre for 

Theoretical Physics, Tiieste, led by M . A l t a r e l l i . 

5.1 Soft X-ray Magnetic Scattering - A Review 

Resonant x-ray magnetic scat tering at the M n L edge was predicted by Hannon et al. [62], 

long f je fore any experiments were undertaken. Even using synchrot ron radia t ion , resonant 

scattering has concentrated on the absorption edges tha t are available in t l ie energy range 

3-20 keV. Thus , direct scat tering in to magnet ical ly active electron bands Inw been l imi t ed to 

the heavier elements, such as the actinides and the rare earths. More recently however, there 

has been a realisation tha t t h rough using soft x-ray spectroscopy beamlines, i t is possible to 

scatter at very low incident x-ray energies, d i rec t ly accessing the magnetic properties of the 

'Ad t r ans i t ion metals. 

The results published to date f r o m this 'new' technicjue fa l l neat ly intS"four categories. 
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The f i r s t category encompasses the s tudy of multihxyers, wh ich some may argue is re f lec t iv i ty 
rather t h a n d i f f r ac t ion . The second category covers the manganites, wh ich is by far the most 
pro l i f ic area. Th i s has been pursued by a mimber of groups, and covers the cubic, single 
layered, and bilayer manganites. The t h i r d category covers the cuprates. This is po ten t ia l ly 
one of the most interesting topics, due to its relevance to high Tc superconductors. The 
ffnal category is t ha t of the uickelates. 

A l t h o u g h the most p rominent results generated th rough soft x - ray d i f f r ac t i on has been 

w i t h the t rans i t ion metals, studies have hem conducted on more exotic compounds. I n 

par t icu lar . Spencer at al. [87] looked at the magnetic peak i n hohi i iurn (at the My edge). 

5.1.1 Soft Reflectivity from Multilayers 

The first scattering experiment at a t r ans i t ion meta l L edge was per formed by Kao et al. 

[88]. I n this paper they describe an experiment di rect ly test ing the pred ic t ion by Harmon of 

a resonant enhancement. The experiment was per formed on a single crystal of F e ( l f 0) , 35A 

thick. T h e experimental setup on the U-15 beamline on the uv r i ng at Na t iona l Synchrot ron 

L igh t Source (NSLS), had a fixed 26 angle of 3 5 . 2 ° , and the i rou clamped in the jaws of an 

electromagnet w i t h a field of 400 G, or ientated w i t h the field p iupendicular to the scattering 

plane. T h e experiment was no t pe r formed in vacuum, b u t in a 50% argon-ethane gas m i x t u r e 

at 28 to r r . Figure 5.1 shows the results of the experiment, w i t h an inset d isplaying the 

exper imental setup. The experiment measured the asymmetry ra t io of the Fe resonance, 

when the magnetic field d i rec t ion was reversed. The solid lines show the measured da ta 

for each magnetic field d i rec t ion . The results show an extremely large resonance at the Fe 

L edge, as predicted by Hannon et al... B y const ruct ing a s imjj le mode l of the ref lect ivi ty , 

they were able to demonstrate t ha t these results were sensitive to the magnetic parameters 

calculated for i ron . A l t h o u g h this was really a demonst ra t ion experiment , i t has paved the 

way to fu r the r soft re f lec t iv i ty experiments. 

K a o ef. al. [89] later extended this experiment by looking at a Co t h i n film w i t h circular 

polarised l ight . Th i s experiment was per formed on the A T & T Be l l Laboratories Dragon 

beamhne at the NSLS. B y combining the dichroic eft'ects of drcvdar polarised l ight w i t h 

magnetic ref lect ivi ty , a symmetry ratios are obtainable for weak magnetic moments, as a 

func t ion of depth i n the mater ia l . Figure 5.2 shows the resonances at the Co L edges for 

various 26 angles. Th i s figure shows the expected re f lec t iv i ty curves, and is superimposed by 
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Figure 5.1: Specular re f lec t iv i ty of p-polarized hght / + and / " , and asymmetry rat ios R 
rneasm-ed f r o m a 35-A F e ( l f O ) crysta l . The line t h rough the asymmetry rat ios is on ly to 
serve as a guide to the eye. Inset: Scat ter ing geometry. T h e polar iza t ion of the rad ia t ion is 
i n the scattering plane, the apphed magnetic f ie ld is perpendicular to the scattering plane, 
and the scattering angle, 20, is 35 .2° . Figure from Kao et al. [88]. 

the asynnnetry ra t io . This ra t io appears to fol low the ref lec t iv i ty curves out of phase. The 

exi)eriment helps to demonstrate t ha t this technique could l)e used to separate the nii ignetic 

and structm^al roughness of t h i n f i lms . 

Xi(kt>l was the next t rans i t ion meta l to bi> studied, in t h i ' f o r m of a N i / A g nni l t i l ay i ' r by 

Tonnerre et al. 190]. Th i s experiment per formed on s ta t ion SB3 on Super A C O at L U R E , 

observed the ant i ferromagnet ic peak of the a r t i f i c i a l layered s t ructure. Figin(> 5.3 shows this 

peak at 14° at the N i L3 absorpt ion edge. Aga in , as w i t h the Co and Fe by Kao e.t ai, a huge 

resonant enhancement is seen at the L ; j t^dge, and as such i t is pt)ssible to d i rec t ly observe 

a magnetic peak in the mul t i layer . In add i t ion to this experiment, s imi lar studies were also 

made on C o / C u [91], F e / M n [92], Fe /Co [93] and Gd /Fe [94]. 

The f i r s t t rue imdt i layer soft x- ray i>xpi!riment was conducted by Hase et al. [95, 96] who 

look(>d at samples o f C o / C u mult i layers w i t h 25 and 50 repeats. The a i m of th is experiment 

was to question the relat ionship between the s t ruc tu ra l and magnetic roughness; which had 

pr(>viously been assumed to be d i rec t ly reflated. Figure 5.4 shows the specular scatter a round 

the s t ruc tu ra l Bragg peak, and the ant i fer romagnet ic peak. Th i s clearly shows s ignif icant ly 

more scatter around the magnetic peak. B y modeUing the re f fec t iv i ty curves, Hase et al. 

wiu'e able to show tha t the magnetic roughness was one or two orders of magni tude larger 

than the s t ruc tu ra l roughness. 
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Figure 5.2: Ref lec t iv i ty as a func t i on of grazing angle measrn-ed at the peak of the Co L3 
edge (786.5 eV) . The solid and broken lines denote the two opi)osite magnet izat ion directions 
used i n the measurements. Also included in the figure is the asynnnetry ra t io derived f r o m 
the two reflec^tivity curves. Figure from Kao et al. [89] describimj a Co thin film. 
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Figure 5.3: Di f f i ' ac t ion pat terns of a A g / N i mul t i l ayer for d i f ferent energies a round the N i 
L3 absorpt ion edge using a l inear ly polarized beam. T h e intensi ty o f the A F peak (see t ex t ) 
has been scaled by a factor o f 50. T h e various curves have Vjeen ver t ica l ly sh i f ted by 2000, 
4000, and 7000 respectively. Figure from Tonnem. et al. [90]. 
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Figure 5.4: FuU reciprocal space maps of the diffuse scatter a r m m d the magnetic (a) and 
s t ruc tu ra l (b) Bragg peaks. The c-ontom's are i n increments of 0.4. The ins t rument resolved 
specular ridge is seen in the da ta as a streak at q^: = 0. Figure from Hase et al. [95] describing 
a Cu/Cu multilayer. 
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Figure 5.5: (a) Scattering w i t h D^h cont r ibut ions reduced by 6. (b) Peak deta i l at lower 
6 values. Figure from Castleton and Altarelli [97] describing the orbital order peak i7i 
Lao.r,Sr\,^MnOi. 5 indicates the size of the tetragonal crystal field. Other symbols relate 
to further figures in their paper. 

5.1.2 The IManganites 

The interest i n s tudying La().5Sri .5Mn04 was sparked by a theoret ical paper by Castknon 

and A l t a r e l l i [97], i n which they calculated the jiossible differences i n the resonant sj)ectra 

between a s t rongly .Jahn-Teller d is tor ted system, and a weakly d is tor ted one. Figure 5.5, 

shows the spectra of the o r b i t a l order peak, w i t h vai-ious crys ta l held values {D^h). Very 

simply, th is suggests tha t the ma in peak at t i n ; L.^ edge (centred around 642 eV) was ma in ly 

due to the crys ta l field d i s to r t ion , and decreases rap id ly in intensi ty as the field is reduced. B y 

contrast the edge (centred around ()5() eV) ajjpears re la t ively unchanged by the reduct ion 

in crys ta l fiekl, sugg(>sting t h a t this peak is due far more t o the Goodenougli type o r b i t a l 

orderuig. These calculations were based on atomic mu l t i p l e t calculations, using the Cowan 

code [98] and Racah calculations [99]. 

I t was some three years later before expcuimcuitaUsts managed to test the ideas of Castle

ton and A l t a r e l l i . I n fact the f i r s t exper imenta l s tudy o f a manganite looked at the (001) 

ant i ferromagnet ic piuik in LaSr2Mn207 . Th i s precursor to the study of o rb i t a l ordering, was 
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Figure 5.6: A n energy scan at fixed wave vector t h rough the (001) aut i ferromagnet ic order ing 
reflect ion at 83 K . T lu - inset shows a scan t h rough the same peak i n the (00/) d i rec t ion , w i t h 
the solid line being a Lorentz ia i i fit t o the ex{)erimeutal da ta (open circles). Figure from 
WiMns et al. [36] deticribing LaQ,^Sri,T,Mn()i. 

necessary to refine and prove the ab i l i t y of the exper imenta l t(>chnique. The pub l i ca t ion by 

W i f k i n s et al. [36] s imply showed the energy scans at fixed wavevector t h rough the magnetic 

(001) (F ig . 5.6) and charge (002) Bragg peaks. A l t h o u g h there is a modest resonance on 

the charge peak, the magnetic peak shows a resonance far i n excess of any th ing seen at the 

K edge. I n add i t ion a temperature dependence of the magnetic peak was measured, which 

was i n agreement w i t h previous neu t ron studies. 

Shor t ly af ter th is i n i t i a l paper on the (001) peak in La2-2xSri+23:Mn207, W i l k i u s et al. 

[100] and Dhesi et al. [101] published the first results o n Lao.5Sr i .5Mn04. B o t h papers 

display the s imi lar energy resonances of the ( | , - j , 0 ) peak, t h a t f r o m Dhesi et al. is shown hi 

Figure 5.7. I n add i t i on Dhesi et al. also shows a resonance at the M n L\ edge, t h a t was no t 

detected by W i l k i n s et al.. Regarding accurate fitting of the spectra, W i l k i n s et al. p rovided 

no direct fitting, other t h a n compar ing thei r results to the predict ions f r o m Cast leton and 

A l t a r e l l i . Fi-om this paper, they deduced tha t co-operative Jalm-Teller dis tort ions are the 

dominant f o r m of o r b i t a l order ing in this matta-ial. I n add i t i on they suggest t ha t the order ing 

type is 3dx2-z'^/'-idz2^y2 ra ther t h a n M-ix:2_,.-2/M-iy'2_,.2 as pre!viously thought ; again this is 

predicted f r o m the simulations of Cast leton and A l t a r e l l i . Dhesi et al. by comparison 

included fitting of the spec t rum (displayed in F ig . 5.7), calculated t h rough l igand-f ie ld atonuc 

mul t ip l e t calculations. These calculations provide a reasonable fit t o the exper imental data , 
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Figure 5.7: The energy dependence (solid circles w i t h line) o f the i \ , \ f l ) peak recorded 
over the M n £2,3 edges at 134 K and the calculated spec t rum i n D2/1 symmet ry for large 
(red l ine) and smal l (green line) J T D . The inset shows a ( ^ + Aq, \ + Aq,0) scan of the 
forb idden ref lect ion arising f r o m 0 0 at a pho ton energy of 643.8 eV and at T = 134 K (open 
circles). The sohd fine is a Lorentz ian fit t o the peak. The exper imental geometry is also 
shown. Figure from DhcHi et al. [101] describing Lao.5Sri.r.MnO^ 

however there are certain parts of t i n ; spect rum tha t are not modelled at a l l , i n par t icu la r 

the pre edge feature o f the M n L;) edgi' at 642 eV. T h e analysis by Dhesi et al. agrees tha t 

the s t ructure is s t rongly Jahn-Tc^lkir distcjrted, however I hey argued for an occui)at ion of the 

3^3 ,̂2 _r2/3d3y2_, .2 type. 

B o t h papers showed a tempe^rature dependence of the o r b i t a l peak, seemingly disappear

ing at ~230 K , however the exper imental c^hamlier on ID08 used by Dhesi et al. at the t ime 

was on ly able to reach 134 K . W i l k i n s et al. measure? the temperature dependence of the 

difference j jar ts of the resonant spectrum, which they sugg(\sted spl i t at T/v. Below this t em

perature the pi>aks in the L3 par t of t i n ; spec t rum appear to increase in intensi ty more t h a n 

those i n the L2 i)ar t . Direc t l y re la t ing this to Cast leton and Al ta re lH, i t was speculated tha t 

this means t h a t the two causes of o r b i t a l order ing ( tha t of Jahn-Teller and Goodenough) are 

separate, as they l)ehave separately w i t h regard to temperature . 

The.se two papers on Lao.r jSri . f ;Mn04 omcouraged fu r the r study, b o t h by W i l k i n s et al. 

[102] and Staub et al. [103], as weU as more complete theoret ical studies by S to j ic et al. and 

various conferenc;e proceedings and inv i ted publ icat ions [104, 105, 106, 107]. The paper by 

W i l k i u s et al. [102] described results t ha t are jjresented in Chapter 6, and so a thorough 
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explanat ion w i l l be given there. I n essence this paper presents fu r the r more accurate studies 
of b o t h the o r b i t a l order peak i n Lao.5Sr i .5Mn04 and the magnetic (3 ,3 ,5 ) peak. 

T h e spectra of these are then d i rec t ly modelled using mu l t i p l e t calculations. I n add i t ion , 

fu r t ln ! r exper imenta l work shows the az imutha l dependence of the magnetic peak, and the 

temperatm-e dependences of bo th peaks. Staub et al. also showed detailed az imutha l de

pendences, however this t ime of the o r b i t a l peak at (3,3,0) . Interest ingly they observed 

evidence of an addi t iona l component in there a z i m u t h exper imental da ta which is neither 

t w o - f o l d or fou r - fo ld . Th i s is a t t r i bu t ed to complex mixed phase where the (3,3,0) peak is 

composed i n the m a j o r pa r t f r o m o r b i t a l o r ig in , l j u t there is some con t r ibu t ion from a mag

netic or ig in . Th i s idea is undisputed by polar isa t ion analyses of the o r b i t a l signal, however 

these results are very recent, and yet to f je conf i rmed by another exper imental group. 

I n add i t ion to the single layered Lao.5Sr i .5Mn04, b o t h the cubic and the bilayer systems 

have also been studied. T h e former was investigated by Thomas et al. [ 1 0 8 ] at NSLS, w i t h 

Pro.r,Cao.4MnO;(. Th i s was reported shor t ly af ter the papers by Dhesi et al. and W i l k i n s 

et al. on Lao.5Sr i .5Mn04. A l t h o u g h in essence this mater ia l has s imilar properties to the 

layered sample, having b o t h magnetic and o r b i t a l superlattices, the s t rong t w i n n i n g o f the 

sample means t h a t these superlatt ice features are superimposed (Fig. 5 . 8 ) . As such, i t is only 

really possible to s tudy the o r b i t a l con t r ibu t ion above T a ; , as below the signal is swamped by 

the magnetic contr ibut icni . Uniquely, they observed a sh i f t ing o f the energy spectra lietwecni 

the o r b i t a l and magnetic peaks, something t h a t has not been observed in the layered sample 

by other groups. 

Final ly , the bilayer mangani te LaSr2Mn207 has been s tudied by W i f k i n s et al. [ 1 0 9 ] , T h e 

results i n th is s tudy are presented i n Chapter 7 , and again show energy spectra o f the o r b i t a l 

order, as wel l as the previously observed magnetic order peak. Th i s sample is pa r t i cu la r ly 

interest ing, aa the ,Iahn-Teller con t r ibu t ion to the o rb i t a l order ing is seen to be very small 

indeed, and so the spectra sliow a much pui-er Goodenough o r b i t a l order type. 

5.1.3 The Cuprates 

Despite the vast interest i n the cuprates, due to h igh Tc superconductivi ty, and the prol i fer 

a t ion of papers ut ihsing various exper imenta l techniques, there is cur rent ly only one group 

t h a t has published soft x-ray d i f f i ' ac t ion on the C n compounds. Al.)bamonte et al. [ 1 1 0 ] 

s tar ted look ing at the cuprates by s tudying t h i n films of L a 2 C u 0 4 + i , where they observed 
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Figure 5.8: (a) Energy scans at a fixed wave vector at 100 K ( T < T^) and 183 K (T/v < 
T < Too). (Inset) Temperature dependence o f the peaks i n the magnetic ( M O , open circles) 
and o r b i t a l ( 0 0 , closed circles) spectra and the ( j , 0 , 0 ) magnetic ref lect ion measured w i t h 
neutrons (dark squares), (b) H W H M Half-Width-Half-Maximum o f the ( ^ , 0 , 0 ) magnetic 
peak vvxnes en(>rgy, ind ica t ing the increase in absorpt ion at the M n L edges. T h e t i ck marks 
denote the peaks in the magnetic and o r b i t a l spectra. Figure from Thomas et al. [108] 
describing A'o.eCoo.4Africa 
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resonances i n the fluorescence b o t h at the C u L edge, and also the O K edge. I n fact these 
re f lec t iv i ty studies concentrated more on a pre-peak at the O K edge, which they a t t r i b u t e d 
to a "mobile carrier peak". T h e explanat ion of th is peak is t h a t the observation is sensitive 
to a regular d i s t r i bu t i on of holes t h rough the sample (hole crysta l ) , and is caused by the dis
t r i b u t i o n of the carrier density. B y s tudy ing the re f lec t iv i ty fringes, Abbamonte et al. [110] 
a t t empt to interpret the carrier density in the region inmiediate ly above the substrate. A n 
observation of damped fringes, leads to the explanat ion o f either a carrier deplet ion region, 
oxygen in te rd i f fus ion at the substrate, or a s t ruc tu ra l reconstruct ion o f the fihn near the 
substrate. Fur ther model l ing suggested a depletion zone around the substrate. W i t h i n the 
paper, there exists a scan th rough the energy o f the fluorescence a round the C u edge, b u t 
re la t ively l i t t l e discussion regarding i t . 

Fol lowing on f r o m this i n i t i a l t h i n fllm paper, A b b o m o n t e et al. [ I l l ] looked at the spin 

ladder compound Sri4Cu2404i. In a shnilar vein to the previous paper, this concentrated 

on the idea of a hole crystal . I n this case a superlatt ice reflection was found at (0,0,0.2), 

the energy scans at f ixed wavelength are shown i n Figure 5.9. Note tha t i n this flgure the 

energy dependence i n the region of 530 eV is wel l below the tabular value for the O K 

edge of 543 eV, and so Abbamonte et al. descrilie the resonance as a mobile carrier peak, 

rather than a s t ruc tu ra l d i s to r t ion peak. I n comparison the energy resonances o n the C u 

edge correspond well to the t ab i f l a ted value of the L; j (932 e V ) , and L2 (952 e V ) , however 

again Abbamonte et al. argued tha t the small ditterence in the resonant edge between tha t 

f r o m the fluorescence signal and the peak signal indicated tha t the peak arises f r o m holes 

on neighbouring ligands. Very recently Rusydi et al. have measured fu r the r results fr-om 

the Ca doped spin ladder, Sri4_^.Caa;Cu2404i [112]. For the values x = 10 ,11,12, they 

report the observation of a superlat t ice peak, w i t h a wavevector (0 ,0 ,1/3) . W i t h s imilar 

arguments to the previous paper, and observing a s imilar resonance at the pre- 0 K edge, 

they suggested a hole crystal . No observation was made of a superlatt ice peak at ( 0 , 0 , 1 / 4 ) 

i n other appropr ia te ly doped samples, suggesting tha t the lat t ice is on ly stable for o d d 

periodicit ies. 

I n add i t ion to the spin ladder compounds, Abbamonte et al., publ ished results on the 

single layered La2-2i:Ba:iCu04. Single crystals w i t h x = 1/8 were g rown, and superlat t ice 

reflections were observed at (1 /4 , 0, 3 /2 ) below 60 K , corresponding to the expected static 

charge str ipe correlations. I n add i t ion to resonating at the so-called mobi le carrier hole 
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Figure 5.9: En(u-gy dependence of the hole superstructure ref lect ion compared t o X - r a y 
absorpt ion spectra. Black symbols, absorpt ion spectra of Sri4Cu2404i, taken in situ i n 
fluorescence-yield mode, in the v i c i n i t y o f a, the oxygen K edge, which is a I s —> 2p t r ans i t ion , 
and b, copper L3/2 , i /2 (-dges, which are 2p 3d t ransi t ions where the core hole is lef t 
w i t h i ts spin either paral le l ( j = 3 /2 ) or ant ipara l le l { j = 1/2) to its o r b i t a l moment . 
Open circles, da ta taken w i t h the pho ton polar iza t ion E | | a ; filled (urcdes, da ta taken w i t h 
EJlc . The data are in good agreement w i t h ref 13[sic]". "Chain M C P " and 'ladder M C P " 
indicate the respective oxygen mobile carrier prepeaks ( M C P ) where scat ter ing from the 
holes is enhanced. Red symbols, integrated intensi ty of the hole superstructure ref lect ion as 
a func t i on of incident photon energy. T h e reflect ion is visible only wh(>n the X- ray energy is 
tuned to the ladder M C P or the copper L3/2 l igand hole sideband, ind ica t ing the pres(>nce 
of a s tanding wave in the hole density i n the ladder. Figure fivm Abbamonte et al. [111]. 

-Ref 13; N. Nucker et al. Phys. Rev. B 62 14384 (2000) 
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energy below the O K edge, the peak also resonated a few eV higher than the carrier hole 
resonance, which was then interpreted to give an indication to the degree of the Ijehaviour 
as a Mott insulator. Such a peak in reciprocal space, therefore requires both the Mott state 
and the carrier density to be modulated in real space. The sharp resonance at the Cu edge 
was stated as most likely being a, distortion in the Cu lattice. 

5.1.4 The Nickelates 

In addition to the manganites and cuprates, Scliiifiler-Larigeheine et al. [113] have reported 

a soft x-ray diffi'action study of Lai.8Sro.2Ni04. The nickelates show many similar- properties 

to the manganites, and there have been detailed studies using both x-rays [114] [115] and 

neutrons [116] [117] [118]. This soft x-ray study observed both the charge and the magnetic 

order peak in Lai.8Sro.2Ni04 (Fig. 5.10). The nickelate compounds have a distinct advantage 

due to the wavevector of the superlatttice peaks strongly dependent on the doping level. Thus 

it is possible to reach the charge order peaks in compounds with x < 0.28 and the magnetic 

order peaks when x > 0.18. Thus there are a range of doping levels where both tlu; charge and 

magnetic peak are available in the same sample (albeit in different directions). In a<ldition 

there have been theoretical predictions by Hotta and Dagotto [119] that there may be orbital 

ordering occurring in the x = 0.5 sample, although there have been no experimental reports 

so far. In comparison to the manganite and cuprate resonances, the energy spectra from the 

iiickelates is relatively simple, however by modelling the resonance of the charge order peak, 

Schiifiler-Langeheine et al. was able to confirm that the charge order as well as the magnetic 

order resides in the Ni02 layers. 

5.2 Technical Feasibility 

The majority of the difficulties with soft, x-ray diffraction can be summed up by one factor; 

the absorption length of the x-rays. Although x-rays at the Mn K edge suffer from air 

absorption, they have enough energy so that beryllium domes, and flight paths with mylar 

windows can all be used. At the L edges of the transition metals, the x-ray energies are 

typically below 1 keV. The absorption length in air falls to less than 1 cm. No beryllium 

shrouds can be made thin enougli, and so the entire path of the x-rays from the synchrotron to 

the sample to tlie detector must be entirt^ly under vacuum, and only very thin contamination 

windows can be used. In addition the small penetration depth of the x-rays mean that the 
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Figure 5.10: Intensities of the (a) (1 - £ , 0,0) spin-order and (b) (2e, 0,1) charge-order super
structure peaks as a function of photon energy at 60 K for 7r-polarized (dashed hue) light. 
The insets show scans through the respective superstructure peaks on a linear scale recorded 
with TT-polarized light along the [100] (H) and [001] (L) direction; (c) x-ray absorption signal. 
Figure from Schiifiler-lwmjeheine et al. [113] describiny Lai,gS'ro,2Ni04. 
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samples must have a high quahty surface, and the surface must be identical to the bulk. 

The second, more fundamental problem, and ultimately the limit of the usefulness of soft 

x-ray diffraction, is the size of Q space. A n x-ray with an energy of 642 eV (Mn L3 edge), 

has a wavelength of 19.31 A. Therefore in order for a peak to be in the Ewald Sphere at 

this energy, its period has to greater than 9.66 A (half the wavelength) in real space. The 

first observation of a Bragg peak was by Wilkins et al. [36], who observed the (002) in the 

bilayer manganite Lai.osSri.cjsMnsO-. This was an ideal sample, not only was i t available 

in high quality samples, it also cleaved along the required surface. I t therefore required no 

additional surface preparation after cleaving, and is one of the few compounds from which 

a Bragg peak is visifjle at room temperatur'e. Not only that, the study could be extended 

beyond looking at a simple Bragg peak by cooling the sample down and observing the (001) 

magnetic peak. 

Unfortunately, things get a lot harder quickly. The next sample of interest Lao.5Sri.5Mn04, 

was studied simultaneously Ijy Wilkins et al. [35] and Dhesi et al. [101]. Not only did this 

sample have no Bragg peak in the Ewald sphere, the orbital order reflection at ( | , | , 0 ) re

quired cutting and polishing the sample, and then aligning without a Bragg peak for refer

ence. As there is 110 Bragg peak, there is no reference apart from the surface of the crystal. 

Thus i t is extremely important to accurately align and cut the sample so that the required 

reflection is surface normal, in order to find it. 

5.3 Soft X-ray Chambers 

This thesis describes results taken from three different beamlines, beanihne 5U.1 at Dares-

bury Synchrotron, UK; beamline ID08 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 

(ESRF), France; and beamliue X I B at the National Synchrotron Light Soiu'ce (NSLS), 

USA. A l l these beamlines serve a varied user community, and x-ray diffraction is only a 

small proportion of experiments scheduled. The end stations that are in use at each of these 

beamlines are different and are described below. These endstations could be described as 

first generation soft x-ray diffractorneters. As such none are ideal, however modifications are 

continually made to improve their performance. I t is hoped that the successes and difficul

ties discovered in running these endstations can be taken advantage of, if second generation 

chambers are designed and built. In the UK this may coincide with the construction of 

Phase I I beamlines at DIAMOND light source. 
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5.3.1 5U.1, Daresbury, U K 

This soft energy bea.mline is located on m uiidulator at the SRS. The storage ring is a 2 GeV 

machine, with an operating current of 200 niA. The undulator has recently fjeen rephiced in 

aut\nnn 2004, however these resnlts were taken on the previous insertion device, producing 

only linearly polarised light. 

The Chamber 

The diffraction chamber used on this bearnline was originally designed for testing optics. It 

has subsequently been developed for diffr'action and reflectometry. The chamber is cylindri

cal (Fig. 5.11), housing a 9 stage and a 26 arm. The 6 sample stage has two translational 

movements, one horizontal, perpendicular to the beam, and the other vertical. These transla

tions are rotated about the centre of rotation with 6. Further modification added a pseudo-x 

movement, by adding a translation stage onto the 29 arm to move the detector out of the 

scattering plane. The sample stage is cooled by passing liquid nitrogen through narrow bore 

tubes into the chamber and through the sample mount. A heater coil is also mounted on 

the sample stage to enable a stable controllable sample temperature. The base temperature 

is in the region of 83 K. 

The chamber is evacuated by a large tm^bo pump located on the base of the miit . The 

chamber has a large door on the front, enabling easy access. This is invaluable for eifectively 

mounting samples, ajid thus achieving good thermal contact between the sample, mount 

and cooling stage. This also means that modifications can be made to the chamber set

up during experimental time. The door is sealed by a rubber seal, despite this, vacuums 

exceeding 10~^ mbar are achieved within ^ 2 hrs of closing the chamber. A combination of 

simplification and access has made this the most reliable soft x-ray chamber. The limitation 

has always been the liquid nitrogen cooling, meaning a base temperatin'e of 80 K. This 

chamfjer is currently being modified to enclose a closed cycle ''He cryostat, iintial reports 

indicate that the base temperature has been lowered to 40 K. 

Beamline 1.1 

A few results in Chapter 7 were taken on the 1.1 beamline at Daresbury. This was using the 

same experimental chamber as 5U.1. The beamline is based on a bending magnet, and as 

such the fliix is (significantly lower than that on 5U.1. The radiation used on the beamline 
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Figure 5.11: The diffi-actometer installed on the 5U.1 beamliue, Dai-esbury, UK. X-rays enter 
from the left, and are scattering from the sample (shown here at ^ = 0) and detected by the 
pliotodiode mounted on the 26 arm (here at approximately 60°). 

was linearly polarised. 

5.3.2 ID08, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France 

The ID08 beamline is very successful for soft x-ray spectroscopy at the ESRF. Th(- beamline 

has a number of endstations, and can also acconunodate users' own eiidstations. The beam-

line plujtons are provided by two APPLE (Advanced Planar Poiarist^l Light Eniitt('r) type 

variable polarisation inidulators, which are currently configured to provide linear polarised 

light, aligned vertically and horizontally, plus left and right cir<nilar polarised light. 

The Chamber 

The diffraction chamber is a hemispherical shape, with the flat edge vertical and parallel to 

the beam. Orn,o this flat face is mounted the 6 and 26 movements, and also the cooling, 

which is provided by a liquid helium cooled stage, with Cu braids to the sample mount. 

The strength of this chamber has always been the number of available motor movtnnents, 

in particular the ability to pt!rform azimuthal scans. There were initially problems with the 

coohng, especially when the load-lock sample transfer was in use. This suffered from poor 

thermal contact between the sample mount and the cold stage. A vast improvement has 

been made through a combination of dispensing with the samjile transfer, and redesigning 
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Figure 5.12: Detail of the diffraction chamber on the ID08 beamline, ESRF. a) shows the 
main internal structure with the xyz movement mounted on the theta drive, b) sliows the 
detail of the crystal mounting assembly with t\iv liquid ^He cooled braids attached to the 
rear of the mechanism. 

the moimt. The chamber is now capable of achi(^ving a fjase samjjle temperatiu'e of 22 K. 

5.3.3 X I B , National Synchrotron Light Source, USA 

A small quantity of results have come from beamline X I B . The beamline has a number 

of end stations as well as the diffi'actonieter. There are however severe limitations in the 

b(>amline. Firstly the energy is not calibrated, and so eitlier Huorescence or a Bragg p(>ak 

is necessary to initially calibrate the energy. In addition the chamber is not highly relial)le, 

and the control system suffers from over comi)iexity. 

The Chamber 

In contrast to ID08 and 5U1, the scattering i)lane of the difi'ractometer is horizontal (Fig. 5.1 'A). 

This was designed in order to minimise charge background scatter. Unfortunately the inci

dent beam is only ~ 60% horizontally polarised, and so is only partially effective, and the 

mbced incident polarisation makes thecnetical modelhng tricky. The chamber opi^rates at a 

very low pressure (10"'' mbar), and sampk- moiniting is through a load-lock. Despite this 

the bas(; temperature is an impressive 20 K, which was until rec^ently the lowest availaljk^. 

Temperatiu'e is the strength of this beamline as the intxnisity of the beam appears less than 

5U.1, aiifi the reliability of the chamber and the synchrotron is k-ss than ideal. 

5.4 Future Technical Advances 

The soft x-ray diffraction chambers that have been descrif)ed represent the first generation 

of soft diffr'actom(>ters. Clearly the major drive for these chambers has been low temper-
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Figure 5.13: The soft x-ray chamber on X I B , NSLS. In contrast to 5U1 and ID08 the 
scattering is horizontal, in an attempt to minimise charge background. The sample transfer 
asseiirbly can be seen in front of the computer rack in the left hand side of the photograph. 

atures. This is probably the most important singk; function of a chamber. This has been 

relatively successful, and there are reports that other chambers (on BESSY, Germany, and 

SLS, Switzerland) can reach even lower temperatun's (5 K is reported on the lattei ). This 

is likely to be near the. limit of tempcu'atures obtainabk'. The very nature of the tcx'hnicjue 

nKiuir(>s the sampli; to have an entirely open view of th(> incident bl^am and the detector. 

This comphcates and design of a radiation shield, which would normally encase a sam])le. 

There are a number of other featuri's of a dittiactometer, along with temperalurc lhat 

woifld be very useful. Polarisation analysis is increasingly becoming an essential tool with 

transition metal K edge diffraction. Due to the very long wavelengths used, work is uudt^rway 

designing polarisation analysers using multilayers. Theoretically these could be designed 

si)(H ifi( ally for each resonant edge. 

In addition, and in i)arallel to polarisation analysis, a/imuthal scans are a necessary aspect 

of magnetic scattering. This is aheady possible on the ID08 chamber, and the chamber on 

the Swi.sa Light Source, although only with a range of 4> of 180°. 

5.5 Future Soft X-ray Studies 

The initial emphasis driving this new technique has heeu the desire to understand the nat ure 

of the ordering in the transition metal oxides. Unfortunately this is limited by sam{)k's. To 

date, cuprates, nic:kelates and manganit(!s have been studicul. The sixKufic samples have been 
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limited by the requirement of a superlattice peak occurring within the Ewald sphere! This 
becomes even more difficult as one moves down the series. The vanadates and titanates 
would potentially reveal some very interesting results, however their absorption edges are so 
low in energy that finding suitable samples where the reflections fall inside the Ewald sphere 
is virtually impossible. I t is the author's opinion that the future of transition metal studies 
lies in specifically grown thin f i lm samples. Thin films and multilayers can be specifically 
grown in order that the magnetic order has a sufficiently long periodicity. 

There may also be a future for something completely different. Biological samples typ

ically have massive unit cells, and although are chiefly composed of carbon and oxygen, 

there may be instances where additional information can be gained from samples containing 

metals, such as haemoglobin. 



Chapter 6 

Orbital and Magnetic Order in 

Lao.5Sri 5Mn04 
This chapter reports studies on Lao.5Sri.,<5Mn04 using soft x-ray diftrac'tion which was intro

duced in the previous chapter. One of the major reasons for developing soft, x-ray diffraction 

was in order to look at the orbital scattering from Lao.fjSri.sMnOa and to compare with the 

predictions by Castleton and Altarelli [97], as shown in Figure 5.5. The previous chapter 

has also listed some of the hmitations of this technique, in particular the small region of 

reciprocal space accessible. Despite this, both the orbital order peak at (^,^,0) and the 

magnetic order peak at (^,^,5) both he within the Ewald sphere at the Mn L edges. Un

fortunately the charge order peak at ( i , i , 0 ) is outside the Ewald sphere. Attempts have 

been made to look at Lai_a:Sri-|_^,Mn04 with a higher Sr doping, in which the charge order 

peak is accessible, however none have yet been successful due to the difficulty in growing 

high enough quahty samples. 

The main reason for looking at this compound, is to examine the long range ordering at 

low temperatures. I t is well known that the material magnetic^ally orders at T/v « 120 K, 

however is it unknown what effect this has on the possible orbital ordering and charge 

ordering. Indeed, the relationship between the orbital ordering and the structural Jahn-

Teller distortion is a mystery. Are these; two phenomiuia actually the same thing, or are 

they fundamentally different. I f so, which drives what? Is the orf j i ta l order the more basic 

parameter, and does this then drive a structural distortion, or is it vice-versa? There are 

multiple possibilities for the orbital occupancy as shown in Figure 6.1, depending on the 

exact splitting of the e,j electron band determining whether the lower occupied orf>ital state 

is of the d3a.2_y2 type or the da.2_y2 tyjje. 

110 
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c) 

b) 

c 

Figure 6.1: The structure of Lao.5Sri.,»;Mn04. (a) and (b) show two different types of orbital 
ordering, d^x^-z'^/dzy'^-r'^ type in (a) and d^i^^idyi-z'^ in (b). (c) shows that magnetic 
ordering with blue lines representing the ferromagnetic spin chains. The orbitals are drawn 
for the Mn^+ ions, while the small yellow spheres represent the oxygen atoms, and lai-ge blue 
spheres represent the Mn^'^ ions. 

6.1 Previous soft x-ray diffraction in Lao DSri 5Mn04 

Because of the interest in Lao.5Sri.,5Mii04 virtually every soft x-ray beamline ha.s published 

results f rom this sample. Initially Wilkius et al. [100] published an energy scan of the 

orbital order peak, and a temperature dependence of various features in the energy scan at 

the M n L 3 and L2 edges. The energy scan is significantly more complex than that observed 

at the M n K edge, appearing to have tlnee distinct peaks at each edge. Unfortunately the 

energy resolution of the beamline 5U.1 where the data was collected is only 0.5 eV, and so 

fine structure is difficult to separate. The temperature dependence suggests that there is a 

deviation of the intensities of these points on the energy spectra at , perhai)s suggesting 

that the magnetic ordering affects the orbital ordering, or the crystal field. There was no 

theoretical f i t t ing displayed with the data, although comparisons were made with Castleton 

and Altarelli [97]. 

Shortly after Wilkins et al, Dhesi et al. [101] published similar results collected from the 

1D08 beamline at the ESRF. This paper also concentrated entirely on the orbital order peak 

in Lat).5Sri.5Mn04. The ID08 beamline does have a significantly higher energy resohitiou 

~ 100 meV), and so the three features at both the L3 and L2 edges are more distinct. 

Despite this, there are no obvious additional features that were not observed by Wilkins et 
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al. Interestingly Dhesi and co-workers ofiserved a resonance at the Li edge of manganese, 
which Wilkins did not report (possibly this was unobservable due to the lower beamline 
intensity). This they compare to the Mn K edge resonance, as the Li involves maiidy s —p 
virtual transitions. A temperature dependence of the orbital reflection was also measured 
by Dhesi et ai, however the lowest temperature reported was 130 K, and so the interesting 
observations made by Wilkins at al at TA/ are are not comparable. 

Of more interest is the theoretical fits that Dhesi et al. published with the orbital 

spectra. These calculations were done using ligand field atomic-multiplet calculations, and 

the conclusion that was reached was that the electron occupancy was almost entirely on the 

3^2 _ J.2 orbital (Fig. 1.16). Interestingly in the same month Huang et al. [120] published a 

study of Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 using soft, x-ray hnear dichroism. This is a well developed technique 

that involves looking at the absorption spectra of the sample in different orientations. Thus 

there is no need to accurately ahgn the sample in a specific orientation, as is the case wi th 

difh'actiou, rather a difference is observed in the spectra when the polarisation of the incident 

beam is perpendicular or parallel to the c axis of the sample (Fig. 6 .2 ) . 

Huang and co-workers also presented a theoretical model, calculated through LDA+C/ 

band structure calculations. The LDA (Local Density Approximation) model is a first prin

cipal approach, that is there are no parametcyrs that can be adjusted through empirical 

means. The straight LDA model is somewhat deficient for strongly correlated systems, as it 

is hafie.cl on a many-body problem which is mapi^ed onto a non-interacting system. The U 

represents the Coloumb repulsion, which modifies the system, and produces more realistic 

results. I t hfis successfully been u.sed to study perov.skite materials such as PrBa2Cu307 

[121] , and Jahn-Teller active materials such at KCuFy [122] . The LDA+U model by Huang 

et al. is shown in the bottom panel of Figm'e 6.2. They have modelled both the occupancy 

of the d.j.2_^2 type orbitals and the rf3^,2_y2 orljitals and shown that there exists a signifi

cant difference f)etwt!en the two. Perhaps the most striking diff'ertuice is the sign of the L2 

part of the spectrum. The orf j i ta l shows a peak, while the d-i,j.-2_,,2 shows a trough. 

The experimental data show a peak for all doping levels. In addition there are differences 

in the L3 part, and again the d-j.2_^2 orbital type is a closer match. This suggests that in 

Lan.5Sri.r,Mn04 the orbital occupancy is dominated by the d.^-2_y2 orbital. The principal 

difference between these two orbital types, as shown in Figures 1 .17 and 6 . 1 , is that the 

3y2 _ j,2 ^Qy. 3^2 _ j,2^ involves an elongation in a single direction (in the direction of the 
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Figure 6.2: (a) LD in Mn L2.3-edge XAS of Lai^a:Sri+„;Mn04 with varied doping. Linear-
dichroism spectra were derived from XAS normalised to the same peak intensity at Mn L3 
edge and measured at 300 K for x < 0.35 and 150 K for x = 0.5. (b) Calculated LD spectra 
of Mn''^+ ions with d-j-i _ ^2 /d^a _ ^2 and ^3^.2 _,.2 /d^y2 _,.2 orbitals occupied. Figure from Huang 
et at [120]. 
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Figure 6.3: Photon energy dependencies of the intensity of the ( | , | , 0 ) reflection in 
Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 taken at T < TN (40 K) and T/v < T < Tco (160 K) are compared 
with two different azimuthal angles with incident TT polarisation. Fiyure from Staub et al. 
[103], 

orbital), whereas the - (or - y-) orbitals effectively cause a contraction in a single 

direction (in the direction with no orbital). 

Recently, Staub et al. [103] have published soft x-ray diffraction data from Lao..>jSri..5Mn04. 

This was measured at the Swiss Light Source, on the SIM beaniline. As with Wilkins et 

al. and Dhesi et al., their measurements were confined to the ( | , | , 0 ) orbital order peak. 

A temperature dependence of the peak was measured with an incident energy of 645.2 eV. 

There appears a jump in the intensity as the temperature is reduced fjelow TN, however no 

dependencies were measured at other energies for comparison. The temperature dependence 

was measured down to 30 K, lower than published by either Wifkins et al. or Dhesi et al., 

however no major features appear below T^. A big advantage in the end-station used by 

Staub et al., is the ability to perform azimuthal scans. 

The data from Staub and co-workers suggests that the nature of the orbital order peak 

changes at Tiv. They display energy scans taken at (p = 90° and ^ = 0°, both between Too 

and TN and below T/v (Fig. 6.3). For the scans taken at cp = 90° there appears no change 

between the two temperatures. The scan taken at <̂  = 0° shows very little scattering above 

T f j , and then shows a very different energy scan to those taken at cp = 90 ° below TA? . 

In addition, azimutlial scans of intensity at different energies were performed on the 
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Figure 6.4: Azimuthal angle dependence of the intensity of (3,3,0) reflection taken at various 
photon energies and TT incident polarisation for (a) 160 K and (b) 40 K. (c) The azimuthal 
angle dependence of the two features at 40 K which no longer show two-fold synunetry, 
compared to calculations based on an orbital (or JT) and a magnetic contribution with 
a = 35°. Figure from Staub et al. [103] a = 35° corresponds to the magnetic moment 
aligned 35° from the [110] direction in the ah plane. 

orbital order peak (Fig. 6.4). This showed a general agreement with the majority of the 

azimutlial scans showing a twofold symmetry. The anomaly occurred with the k)w energy 

feature at 643.4 eV, which coifld be described as a pre-edge peak. This feature apiiears to 

show a diflerent azimuthal dependence (fig 6.4c). This is the same feature that Dhesi ef 

al. found difficult to predict theoretically. Polarisation analysis of the scattered beam was 

also shown by Staub and co-workers. This is a major achievement at soft energies. This 

showed that the entire spectrimi existed pun^ly in the TT —> CT <'hannel and not in tli<> a ^ a 

channel, suggesting that the peak is entirely magnetic, and not charge based. This inchukHl 

the pre-edge featur(\ 
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Finally, Wilkins et al [102] have pubhshed a second study looking at both the (3,5,0) or
bital order and ( j , j , ^ ) magnetic order peak, showing spectra of both peaks at tlie Z/2,3 peaks 
together with a temperature dependence of these peaks, and an azimuthal dependence on 
the magnetic peak. This paper is based on the results presented in this chapter, together 
with theoretical fits, which wil l also be described. 

6.2 Experimental Method 

Unhke previously published I'esults on LaQ.5Sri.5Mn04, this experiment looked at both the 

orbital order peak ( | , | , 0 ) , and the magnetic order peak at (5,5,5-) . This proved to be 

extremely useful for the multiplet calculations. A n azimuthal scan was performed on the 

orbital order peak. No polarisation analysis was conducted, due to experimental limitations 

of the chamber. 

The experiments were performed at beamlines 5U1 at Dares bury and ID08 at the Eu

ropean Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). Single crystals of Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 with di

mensions 10 X 3 X 3 n u i r ' were growir at the University of Oxford using the floating zone 

method. They were cut with either [110] or [lT2] directions surface normal and polished 

with 0.25 /.im diamond paste to a flat shiny surface. 

The crystals were inounted in the ID08 four-circle dittractometer (see section 5.3.2) op

erating at a base pressure o f 1 x 10̂ *̂  mbar, and equipped with a photodiode detector. 

The beamline x-rays are jjrovided by an APPLE type undulator, configured for horizon

tal, vertical, left and right circularly polarised light. The x-ray beam has an incident flux 

of 10^^ photons s~̂  at 650 eV with an energy resolution of 200 meV. Sample cooling was 

achieved using a liquid ''He cryostat attached to the sample stage by copper braids resulting 

in a base temperature of 63 K. 

On the 5U1 beamline (see section 5.3.1), crystals were mounted on a two circle diffrac-

tometer enclosed in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 1 x 10"* mbar. The 

incident beam has a resolution of 500 meV, and a beamsize of 1 x 1 nmi^. The sample was 

mounted on a licjuid nitrogen cooled copper Ijlock, with a small manual x adjustment for 

initial orientation. The base temperature achieved was 83 K. Temperature stafjility between 

83 K and 300 K was achieved with a heater element, and control thermometer mounted next 

to the sample. 

At both f)ea,nilines the experimental procedure was identical. The incident energy was 
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set to the manganese L3 edge, and superlattice peaks located at the ( j , j , 0 ) and ( j , j ' j ) P°" 
sitions. Each reflection was measured on a separate sample. Energy scans of the reflections 
were performed at fixed wavevector. The integrated intensity was measured by longitudinal 
scans through the peak at fixed energy. 

The azimuthal dependence of the orbital order superlattice reflection was measured on the 

1D08 diffractometer by rotating the sample around the scattering vector, Q. In the absence 

of an orientation matrix this was achieved by rotation of the (p axis in the diffi~actometer. 

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Orbital Reflection 

Figure 6.5 shows the energy dependence of the intensity of the scattered beam at fixed 

wavevector of Qoo = i\, This shows a strong resonance at the L3 edge, and a weaker 

resonance at the L2 edge. These energy resonances are not simple Loreutzian peaks, as has 

been seen previously at the Mn K edge, but contain some fine structure. Each peak appears 

to be comprised of three separate featiu'es, although these are not in the same ratio in each 

peak. Concentrating on the lower energy peak at the L3 edge, there is an extremely sharp 

peak at 640.5 eV, approximately 2 eV below the main resonance. This peak has a small 

high energy shoulder to it. Then there is the main resonance at 642.5 eV. This is fairly 

symmetrical, with no obvious shoulders. Finally there is a very weak peak, some 4 eV above 

the main resonance. 

The resonance at the L2 edge is weaker by comparison to the L3 edge and much broader. 

The definition between the peak features at the L2 edge is less distinct, than those at the I /3. 

Again, however, there are three obvious peaks, and the separation of these peaks in energy 

from the main peak is similar to that observed at the L3 edge. The high energy peak is far 

more distinct at the L2 edge, having an intensity almost half that of the main resonance. In 

comparison the peak intensity of the L2 edge is just over one half that at the L3 edge. 

6.3.2 Magnetic Reflection 

In addition to measuring the orbital order peak in Lau..5Sri.5Mn04 we were able to access 

the magnetic peak at ( j . j , - ! ) • The magnetic peak in the bilayer material LaSr2Mn207 has 

previously been measiu'c;d through soft x-ray diffi'action [36], and has been observed to be 
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Figure 6.5: Energy scan at fixed Q of ttie ( j , | , 0 ) orl3it,al order reflection in La()..rjSri.5Mn04. 
Data taken at ID08, at 63 K. Inset sliows tlie energy scan taken above and below TN, data 
taken at 5U.1. 

extremely strong. As sucli, it was no surprise that tlie tlie magnetic peak in Lao.5Sri..';Mn04 

was several orders of magnitude stronger than tlie orbital peak. Because the wavevectors of 

eadi peak lay in different directions, two separate samples were prepared with the required 

wavevector normal to the surface of the corresponding sample. 

The energy spectrum of the magnetic peak, an shown in Figure 6.6, is significantly dif

ferent to the spectrum of the orbital order ix!ak. Tht: resonance at the L3 edge is a factor of 

10 larger than that at the L2 edge. The spectrum at the L3 edge is also more complicated. 

Tlier(^ are two main resonances, the pt!ak with the lowc!r energy is split into two, and also has 

an additional small peak on the low (uiergy shoulder. The higher energy peak in the L3 edge 

also has a small higlu^r energy peak. Tlu ' L3 peak is not so obviously split into two jjarts 

as was seen in the orbital order peak. The resonance at the Lq edge is very weak, and also 

([uite broad. Despite this, there is a small amount of structure to the peak with a noticeable 

'pre' peak at 652 eV, before the main broad peak centred at 654 eV. There is no indication 

of a third peak at higher energies. 

6.3.3 Azimuthal Dependence 

The azimutlial dependence of the orbital order peak was measm-ed using the diffi'actometer on 

the ID08 beamline. This end-station is capable of a 180° rotation in (f), allowing a reasonable 

azimuthal dependence to be measured. If necessary the sample could be removed, and 
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Figure 6.6: Energy scan at fixed Q of the { \ , \ , ^ ) magnetic order reflection in 
Lao.5Sri.5Mn04. Data taken at ID08 at 63 K. 

remounted through 180° in order to collect the fuU rotation. Given the simple nature of 

this azimuth dependence, this was deemed to be mmecessary, and not an effective use of 

beamtime. The azimuthal dependence is shown in Figure 6.7. In addition the sohd line 

shows a simulation of the azimuthal dependence of the orbital order i>eak. This has been 

cak ulated in the same way that was conducted in Chapter 3, outlined in the Appendix. Note 

that these (;alculatious only take into account the syrmnetry of the orbitals (in the a6 plane), 

and so there is no way to distinguish between the two orbital types as discussed earlier. This 

simulation does give information regarding the direction of the orbitaLs. As can be seen iu 

Figure 6.7, there appears to be very good agreement between the simulation and the data, 

suggesting that the proposed ordering of the orbitals is correct. 

I t is noted that, as can be seen in Figure 6.7, the intensity of the {\,j,0) peak completely 

disappears at a point on the azimuth. This is imi)ortaut, as tluu'e has hee.n speculation on the 

twinning of these crystals, allowing tlit; orbital order peak to be contaminated by the magnetic 

order peak, which could have explained tlie anomaly at T ^ . This aziunithal dependence was 

taken at 63 K, below Tyv. As the magnetic peak has no azimuthal dependiuice, if part of 

the resonance was due to the magnetic peak, one would not expect the intensity to go to 

zero, as there would be a constant peak intensity from the magnetic ordering. Interestingly, 

the different spectrum observed by Staub et al. [103] (Fig. 6,3) below at an azinnithal 

angle of (/> = 0° at the orbital order reflection api)ears very similar to the spectrum of the 
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Figure ().7: Aziimithal (k-pcauknice of the intensity of the { \ , j f i ) orf j i ta l order reflection in 
Lao.5Sri,5Mn04. The position of 0 corresponds to the motor position in the chamber, and 
is not aHgned with respect to any crystallographic direction. Data taken at ID08 at 62 K. 

magnetic' order reflection (Fig. (j.()), suggesting that crystal twinning was appanmt in his 

observations. 

In addition to measuring the intensity of the main peak at the L3 edge, as a function of 

0, energy scans were uieasur(>d at fixed wavevectors at regular intervals around the azimuth. 

Figure 6.8 shows tluu'c is very little change in the energy scan as the sample is rotated. This 

confirms the reasoning that the entire resonance is composed of the orbital signal. 

6.3.4 Temperature Dependence 

The intensity of the orbital and magnetic peaks were measured as a function of temperature 

(Fig. (5.9). These measurements were made on the 5U.1 difiractometer, where the temper

ature stability is better than on ID08. Conseciuentially, the base temperature achieved wa ,̂ 

only 80 K. Measuremeuts as a function of temperature were made with a wide (.iOO /tm) slit 

in the incident beam. This increases the intensity of the scattered beam, and also decreases 

the energy resolution (to ~ 1 cV). This has the affect of broadening the peak, so ensining 

that any shght var-iation of incident energy does not affect the results signihc^antly. 

The magnetic peak was measured solely at the L3 edge. The intensity of the peak drojjs 

fast and disappears at TA^ as expected. The intensity of the orbital pc.tik show a rather more 

interesting behaviour. The orbital peak was measured at both the major resonance at the L2 
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Figure 6.8: Energy scans of the orbital order peak in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 at various 0 positions 
around the azimuth. This shows there is very Httle change in the shape of the energy 
spectrum as the intensity of the orbital order peak changes. Data taken at ID08 at 63 K. 

edge and the L3 edge. The intcuisity of both these resonances is fairly stable between 80 K 

and T/v. A t the temperature is increased above T;v there is a significant drop in the intensity 

of both resonances. A t a temperature 20 K above r ,v , the intensity of the peaks steadily 

decreases, before dropping off at Too- The middk; panel of Figure (1.9 shows the ratio of the 

intensity of the L3 and L2 peaks, which will be rc-ierred to as the branching ratio. This ratio 

is always above 1, even when both peaks arc; very weak. The interest of this branching ratio, 

origiuatcni from Castleton and Altarelli's p^aper [97] showing that the resonance at the L;) 

edge was primarily due to the structural distortion, whereas that at the L2 edge is due to the 

orbital ordering. Therefore a change in this l)ranching ratio would represent a de-coupling 

of these two orderings. I t is important not to emphasise this association of resonances wi th 

ordering types too strongly, as this is a rather simplistic view, and it would be incorrec t 

to determine the strengths of these orderings directly torn the strengths of each resonance. 

Di>si)it(> this, the change in the ratio between the intensities of these two resonances, does 

appear to imply that there is a different behaviour with temperature between the orbital 

ordering and the Jahn-Teller distortions. 
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Figure 6.9: Temperattire dependence of the main features at the La and L2 parts of the 
orbital order spectrum ( top). The ratio of the intensity of these two features (branching ratio) 
{middle), and the temperature dependence of the {j,\,^) magnetic peak as a comparison 
{lower). The vertical line corresponds to TN- Data taken at 5U.1, wi th 300 /.an shts. 
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6.4 Theoretical Model 

The theoretical fits shown with this data were calculated by N, Stojic and N. Binggeli led 

by M . AlttireUi, at ICTP, Ti'ieste. The model was developed with the data in this chapter, 

where the sirmdatiou parameters were adjusted in order to fit the experimental data. There 

is finther information on the details of this model in the recent paper by Stojic et al. [123]. 

The model is based on atomic: multiplet calculations in a crystal field. The calculations 

originate from the Hannon-Ti-ammell formula (Eqn. 1.12) [62]. Cowan's atomic multiplet 

program [98] provided ab-initio values of the radial Coulomb integrals, and the spin-orbit 

interaction for an isolated Mn-'+ ion. The core hole lifetime representation F = 0.5 eV, and 

the scattering intensity was convoluted with a 0.1 eV Gaussian to simulated the experimental 

resolution. The fitting procedure starts with adjusting the crystal field type and strength by 

modifying the cubic (X*°") and tetragonal (X^^") crystal field parameters. 

The results turn out to be insensitive to smaU orthorhombic distortions. Orbital and 

magnetic spectra calculated using the atomic multiplet code and including the crystal field 

eflects were then compared to the experimental spectra and the procedure is continued until 

the optimised set of crystal field parameters is found. In order to take into accomit the 

screening effects present in a real crystal wi th respect to the atomic picture, the Slater 

integrals were scaled to 75 % of their atomic values. 

6.5 Discussion 

The increase in complexity in the information from resonant scattering at the Mu L edge 

means that the results are almost meaningless without some form of theoretical calculation 

to interpret the results. The calculations tliat are presented here do not take into account 

temperature, and so are only valid for the low temperature phase. Figure 6.10 show calcu

lated fits to the experimental data for the ( j , j , 0 ) peak. The upper two panels show the two 

possible orbital orientations, the lower panel shows the da,.2_22 orbitals with an orthorliom-

bic addition to the crystal field. For this reflection there appears to be very little difl'erence 

between the two orbital models, however examination of Figure 6.11 wil l reveal that this is 

not the case for the magnetic ( j , | , | ) peak. Here there is a very clear difference between 

the top two spectra. Although it appears that the dgj^i-ya produces a better fit at the L2 

edge, the L.-j edge is completely missing the major peak in the resonance. As such, it would 
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Figure 6.10: Theoretical fits to the experimental data of the orbital (^ , | ,0) peak. The black 
line shows the experimental data, and dashed red lines the theoretical fits. The upper panel 
(a) shows the simulation from the d.j.2_^-2 model, (b) d^^^^^y'i model, and (c) sliows the fit 
for the orthorhombic crystal field. Data taken on the ID08 beamline at 63 K. 

seem more likely that the occui)ied orbital is in fact the dx2_2'2 orbital. This is in agret^ment 

with the X M C D data from Hiuuig et al. [12()|. 

Both the experimental spectra were fitted using the same optimised crystal field parame

ters: X"™ = 5.6 eV, X22'i = ;i.75 eV. h i addition, the panel (c) hi Figures 6.10 and 6.11, had 

and additional orthorhomliic crystal field: X"^"^^ = —1.1 eV. Tli(>se can be expressed in terms 

of the energy of the crystal fieki distortions, and is shown schematically in Figure ().12. This 

shows very clearly that there is a signihcaiit splitting of the Cy elec^tron band, suggesting a 

large Jahu-Teller distortion. The effect of reducing the tetragonal crystal field can l)e SCH U 

in Figure 6.13, showing a massive reduction in the size of the L3 peak, and relatively little 

change at the edge. 
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Figure G . l l : Theoretical fits to the experimental data of the magnetic peak. The 
black line shows the experimental data, and dashed red hues the theoretical fits. The upper 
panel (a) shows the sinuilation from the dx2_^2 model, (b) d-^xi-y^ model, aud (c) shows the 
fit for the orthorhombic crystal field. Data taken on the ID08 beamline at 63 K. 
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Figme 6.12: Representation of the relative energies of the M orbitals corresponding to the 
theoretical calculations shown in Figures 6.10(a) and 6.11(a). 
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Figure 6.13: Variation of the Jahn-Teller effect through the reduction of the tetragonal 
crystal held: X^^" = 3.75 eV (full black line), 2 eV (dashed red hue) and 0.1 eV (full green 
line). 

As nunitioned previously, the t(unperatur(> dep(;ndence is difficult to f i t as the calctdations 

are all pen-formed at zero tempin-ature. However, if the argimunit specifying the L:s edge 

corresponding to the Jalm-Teller type distortion, and the L2 edge corres[)ouding to the 

Goodenough type orbital ordering is true, Figure 6.9 shows that the ratio of these peaks 

varies with temperature. Indeed at there appetu's a chcinge (possibly in the sign) of the 

gradient, suggesting that the onset of the magnetic ordering has a significant effect on the 

orbital order. The direction of the alignment of the spins can not be obtained from these 

results, however Stojic et al. [123] has used post-scattering [)olarisati(ni analysis from Staub 

et al. [103] in order to make a prediction for the antiferromangetic spins to be lying in 

the [110] direction. The temperature depiuidence suggests that the Jahn-Teller distortions 

become UK)re dominant as the temperature is lowered, at least down to T/v. 

A similar effect has also been seen in other materials. In KCuF.j a .jump in iutcnisity of 

the orbital order peak, by almost a factor of two, was seen just above the Neel temptu'atirre 

for the system [124, 70]. This was suggested by Binggeli aud Altarelli [125] to be du(> to a 

small structural transitiou at r ,v, however no such structural transition has hemi observed 

in La().rjSri.5Mu()4. P(>rhai)s more relat(>d, Murakami et al [126] observed a smaller, but 
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significant increase in the orbital order reflection in LaMnOa, however these results were 
collected at the Mn K edge, and so are more likely to be sensitive to the induced effect 
on the Ap electron orbitals. Ishihara and Maekawa [127] proposed that in the case of the 
manganites, such a change at was due to a different orbital occupancy, however this would 
be indicated by a significant change in the shape of the peaks that is not observed. The most 
interesting factor of the temperature dependence is the de-conpliiig of the orbital ordering 
and Jahn-Teller distortions, something no other measurements are currently sensitive to. It 
remains to be seen whether this is unique to Lao.5Sri..5Mn04, or whether other materials 
display similar behaviour. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Observations have been made of the orbital and magnetic signals at the Mn L edges in 

Lao.5Sri.5Mn04. The use of this direct probe has allowed theoretical fitting with the inten

tion of establishing the relative importance of Goodenough orbital ordering and Jahn-Teller 

distortions. I t has been observed that the orbital order in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 is predominantly 

due to Jahn-Teller distortions. In addition, it seems likely that the orbitals occupied are of 

the d.j.2_/2 type, in agreement with X M C D measurements by Huang et al. [120]. 

An azimuthal dependence of the orbital order peak has been established, confirming the 

expected anisotropic behaviour. In addition, there is a complete absence of intensity at 

the zero point in the azimuth, suggesting a lack of twinning iu the crystal. A temperature 

dependence has been recorded of both the superlattice reflections, the orbital ordering show

ing a discontinuity at T ^ . In addition there appears a change in the ratio of the main L3 

and L2 resonances, suggesting a change in the relative dominance in the Jahn-Teller and 

Goodenough orbital order. This in turn suggests a de-coupling between the two contribu

tions. Various ideas for the origin of the discontinuity have been reviewed, however none are 

remarkably satisfactory. 



Chapter 7 

Orbital and Magnetic Order in 

La2-2xSri+2xMn207 

T h e long r a n g e o r d e r in the b i layer m a n g a i i i t e s h a s been d i s c u s s e d a t length i n P a r t I o f 

th i s thes i s . T h e re su l t s presented i n t h a t s ec t ion were col lected t h r o u g h h igh energy x - r a y 

d i f i r a c t i o n a n d re son an t d i f f rac t ion a t the M n K edge. T h i s chapter repor t s s tudies o n 

Lii2-2xSri+2jMn207 us ing soft x - r a y d i f t rac t ion a t the M n L edge. L a S r 2 M u 2 0 7 has been 

s t u d i e d b y soft, x - r a y ditt'raction, a l thoug l i this w a s l i m i t e d to the mtigi iet ic (001) peak . T h i s 

c h a p t e r w i U descr ibe resul t s t a k e n b o t h on this p e a k , a n d on the o r b i t a l ( • | , - j ,0 ) p e a k . I n 

a d d i t i o n the re su l t s of thtx iret ica l c a l c u l a t i o n s of these resul t s w i l l be d i sp layed . T h e prev ious 

c h a p t e r d e s c r i b e d s i m i l a r resul t s f r o m La() . , r jSr i .5Mi i04 however La( i . 5Sr i . 5Mn04 is a s t r o n g l y 

J a l i i i - T e l l e r d i s tor ted m a t e r i a l , w h e r e the o r b i t a l degree of f r e e d o m is s t r o n g l y contro l l ed by 

the c r y s t a l field. B y contras t , L a S r 2 M n 2 0 7 has a v e r y s m a U J a h n - T e l l e r d i s tor t ion , e spec ia l ly 

a t low t e m p e r a t u r e [36, 30, 51], a l l owing a m u c h grea ter o r b i t a l freedom. T h i s is e spec iaUy 

in teres t ing , as it m a y help to u n d e r s t a n d w h e t h e r o r b i t a l order is s i m p l y a b i - p r o d u c t of 

the c r y s t a l field, or a l t e r n a t i v e l y the o r l j i t a l o r d e r i n g 'drives ' t h e d i s tor t ion . I n a d d i t i o n the 

b i layer s y s t e m , as p r e v i o u s l y descr ibed , shows a n e x t r e m e l y large magne to -re s i s tance , the 

u n d e r s t a n d i n g of w h i c h is in t r ins i ca l l y l inked to the t r a n s p o r t propert i e s , a n d the o r d e r i n g 

in the m a t e r i a l . 

A s h a d been s h o w n in prev ious c h a p t e r s , the b i layer c r y s t a l s are a lso charge o r d e r e d , 

c o n c o m i t a n t l y to the s i n a U J a h n - T e l l e r t l i s tort ion . T h e u n u s u a l t e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d e n c e of 

the c h a r g e o r d e r a n d J a h n - T e U e r d i s t o r t i o n ra i ses m o r e interest in l ook ing d i r e c t l y a t the 

o r b i t a l order . D o e s th i s o r d e r i n g fol low the t e m p e r a t u r e dependence o f the c h a r g e o r d e r i n g 

a n d the J a h n - T e l l e r o r d e r i n g ? 

F i g u r e 7.1 r e m i n d s the r e a d e r of the s t r u c t u r e of LaSr2Mn207, a n d in a d d i t i o n shows the 

128 
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proposed orbital order. The magnetic ordering of the crystal is known to be A-Type anti-
ferromagnetic, that is each layer is ferromagnetically ordered, and the ordering between the 
layers is antiferromagnetic. There does, however, appear to be little experimental evidence 
to suggest the orientation of the magnetic moments within the 06 planes. In the absence of 
such evidence, the spins are assumed for the purposes of the theoretical calculations, to be 
aligned in the [110] direction. 

7.1 Experimental Method 

The majority of the data within this chapter were taken on the ID08 beamline at the ESRF, 

however a small amount was also measured using the X I B beamline, NSLS, and beamline 

1.1 at the SRS. Very high quaUty single crystals were grown using the float-zone method 

at Argonne National Laboratory. The quality of the samples was of upmost importance for 

looking at the orbital ( j , - j , 0 ) peak, as the reflection is situated 90° from a strong cleavage 

plane. The samples were pre-aligned using a rotating anode diflractometer, and two selected 

to be suitable for observing the (001) and ( j , j , 0 ) reflection. The former of these samples 

could be used from a cleaved sm-face, however the [110] aligned sample require cutting and 

then polishing with graded alumina paste of 1/4 /xm diameter. 

The three fjeamliues have been described in Chapter 5, aud a relatively similar procedure 

was adopted at each beamline. The variation in the beamlines produced different appear

ances to the data, especially regarding the energy scans at fixed wavevector, where ID08 has 

a significantly higher energy resolution, and as such, more detail can be seen in the scans. 

The temperature dependences using soft x-ray diflraction are notoriously difficult to take. 

Because of the low energy x-rays, there is significant photon absorption by the sample, result

ing in beam-heating. I t is unknown the extent of this efiect, although i t could conceivably be 

in the region of ^ 10 K. This of course is directly limited to the intensity of the beamline, and 

so beam heating at ID08 is likely to be greater than either X I B or 5U.1 and 1.1. In addition 

(with the exception of the Dai-esbury chamber) the cooling is provided by a liquid *He cold 

finger attached with a copper braid, and as such there is a temperature gradient from the 

end of the cold finger to the sample. Although the temperature sensors are placed close to 

the sample, there is a limit how close they can physically be placed. Further modification 

of the ID08 chamber, involving removal of the load transfer equipment, produced a base 

temperature of 25 K. Because the Da.rest)ury chamber is cooled directly by liquid nitrogen, 
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Figure 7.1: The crystal structurt> of the bilayer manganiti? LaSr2Mu2 07 at low temperature, 
(a) the arrangement of the jjreviously jjroposed Mn"'+ and Mn''"*' manganese ions are shown 
within the tetragonal unit cell. The spin and orbitals on the Mn''"*" are shown schematically. 
A plan view of the orbitaLs within the ab plane shown in yellow, displaying orbital order of 
the — z'^^ y'^ — type is given in (b). This is the dominant type of orbital ordering found 
in [128] for a doping of x = 0.42. The results suggest for the non Mn"'+ sites a valence closer 
to Mn2+, than to Mn*+. 
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the massive cooling power and direct contact virtually eliminates any thermal problems. 
Unfortunately it also means the low temperature is limited to 80 K. Although this is not 
meant to totally remove any confidence in the temperature dependences, it is written as a 
warning for reading too much information into the precise values. 

The detector cotmting provided by the 1D08 and Daresbiu'y chambers is through a photo-

diode. Rather than counting photons, this jjrovides a current. This current is then amplified 

and converted into a voltage, which in itself is converted to 'counts'. As such the idea of 

counts is rather abstract, and as such all of the data from these beamliues are shown with 

arbitrary imits. By contrast, the NSLS beamline uses a channeltron detector, and so photons 

are actually counted. 

7.2 Results 

Figure 7.2 displays the energy dependence of the scattered beam at a fixed wavevector 

Q = (001). This shows a huge resouance at the M n edge, and a much smaller resonance 

at the L2 edge. The data show a splitting of these resonances, as has previously been 

observed [36|. Both panel (a) and (6) show identical experimental data, panel (c) shows the 

absorption of the sample, measured through a contact attached to the surface of the sample. 

Black lines on the spectra show theoretical fits to the data. These theoretical fits originate! 

from multiplet calculations, similar to those in the previous chapter, and were calculated by 

the N. Stojic and N. Binggeli, led by Massimo Altarelli at ITCP, Trieste. The Mn^+ site 

has a syrmnetry of £14/1,, however the addition of the magnetic spins lowers the symmetry to 

Ci. The outcome of the calculations is the generation of two crystal field parameters, cubic 

(X*"^'") an tetragonal (X^^") . In a similar method to the calculations for Lao.5Sri.5Mn04, 

r = 0.5 eV was used for the core hole lifetime, aud the scattering intensity was convoluted 

with a Gaussian of width 0.1 eV to simulate the experimental resolution. 

I t has always been assumed that the valence on the Mn are 3-|- and 44-, however a 

theoretical fit with these values is shown in panel (o), and an obvious displacement in energy 

can be seen. The energy calibration on the beamline, is performed using known standards, 

and as such the absolute accuracy of the energy is within 0.2 eV. The displacement seen 

between the experimental and tlit;oretical fits is in the order of 2 eV. This raises the possibility 

that the valence on the M u is uot (;orrect. Panel (6) shows a theoretical model with Mn^+ 

aud Mn' '+, and the fitting can be seen to l.)e significantly better. Not only does the energy 
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Figure 7.2: Energy scan at fixed Q through the (001) magnetic reflection in LaSr2Mn207(red 
circles), with theoretical fits (black line), (a) slicjws the theoretical fit wi th a superposition 
of Mn^+ and Mn' '+, while (6) shows the superposition of Mn^+ and lVIn^+, The third panel 
(c) shows the absorption spectrum (green circles) with theoretical fit. Data taken at 63 K, 
on the 1D08 beamline. 

scale agree more, the relative intensities of each of the two peaks at the L2 and L3 edge agree 

much more closely to the experimental data. The origin of the Mn^+ and Mn*+ charges is 

the doping of the crystal. Obviously, by suggesting the valence to be more Mn^+ and Mii'^+ 

the implication is not that the crystal is charged, rather that the a small proportion of the 

electron density is shifted fi-om the oxygen ligands onto the manganese ions. The fit to the 

absorption spectra in panel (c) is modelled with Mu'^+ and Mn-''+ valencies. 

Conveniently the association of Mn^^ and Mir^+ does not alter the ability of the sample 

to be Jahn-TeUer active, as this is associated with the Mn^+ ion. In addition the Mn^+ ion 

has a fu l l eg electron level, and so is not Jahn-Teller active, and behaves hke the Mn''+ km. 

Figure 7.3 displays the temperature dependence of the magnetic (001) peak. This data 

was taken at X I B , NSLS, which at the time had the a much lower base temperature than 
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Figure 7.3: {upper panel) Temperature dependenc:e of the intensity of the (001) magnetic 
sigual in LaSr2Mn207 measured at 643.5 eV. The lower two panels compare the scattered 
x-ray intensity at fixed Q, at 20 K and 100 K (data taken at X I B , NSLS). 

ID08. The temperature dependence shows a T̂ v of 160 K, and the intensity of the magnetic 

reflection increasing to 100 K, where the intensity stabilises. The bottom two panels show a 

encn'gy scans at fixed wavevector at 30 K and 100 K, showing little change in the spectra. 

Figiue 7.4 shows an energy scan a fixed wavevector through the ( j , | , 0 ) peak. This 

peak shows and extremely ('ompk>x spcutra. In addition to the two peaks seen on the L2 

and L.'s (Hlg(>s, there is in addition an extremely sharp and strong pre-peak at each edge. 

Comparing this energy scan with the (001) magnetic peak it is inmiediately obvious that the 

1/2 edge is far more pronounced. In the magnetic spectrum the two peaks at each edge are of 

comparable iuttnisity, whereas the orbital spectrum shows the lower energy peak with much 

higher intensity. The spectrum of the orbital order peak was taken at 63 K, significantly 

below Tyv. 
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Figure 7.4: Energy scan at fixed Q tlnougli the ( j , j , 0 ) orbital order reflection in 
LaSr2Mn207. Data taken at 63 K, on the ID08 bearnhne. The vertical lines correspond 
to the energies where a temperature dependence was measure (Fig. 7.6). 

Figure 7.5 displays this complex orbital spectrum, with a theoretical f i t . As can be seen 

the f i t is far from ideal, in particular the pre-peak of the L3 edge is completely absent. 

In addition the high energy peak a the L 2 edge is poorly reproduced. Despite this the 

relative intensities of the edges and cmn-all shape of the spectrum is reprodu{;ed reasonably 

well, giving us some ctnifidence in the theoretical simulations. As has been stated, tlu^ 

LaSr2Mn207 system has a very small Jahn-Teller distortion. The model is able to make 

specific predictions as to the size of the crystal hekl, and an upper hmit of 0.4 eV can he 

given. This is significantly lower than the X^^'^ = 3.75 eV seen in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04. The lower 

panel of this Figure 7.5 shows the effect on the spectrum that a larger tetragonal crystal 

field would give, the purple fine represents a model with a distortion a factor of eight times 

larger. This gives a massive L 3 peak, something tliat is not observed hi the experimental 

data, strong evidence from the theoretical calculations that the L 3 edge is v(^ry sensitive to 

the size of the tetragonal crystal field. 

Due to the spectrum of the orbital peak being so complex, and the system undergoing 

a magnetic phase transition within the orbitally ordered phase, it was important to take 

detailed measm-ements of the temperature dependence. Ideally, the entire spectrum would 

be measured at each temperature, however this is unteasil:)k;, due to the length of time 

required. Instead, four different energies were chosen to measine the intensity with respect 

to temperature, and these energies are shown f)y vertical hues ou Figure 7.4. The temperature 
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Figure 7.5: o) Energy scan at fixed Q through the ( j j j . O ) orbital order reflection in 
LaSr2Mn207(blue circles). Black hue shows the theoretical fit using identical parameters 
to the fit in Figure 7.26. 6) Shows the effect of increasing the tetragonal field by a factor of 
8 (purple line), representing an increased Jahn-Teller distortion. Black line identical to that 
in a) for comparison. Data taken at 63 K, on the ID08 beamline. 
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depedeucies of these points in the energy scan are shown in Figure 7.6, the top panel showing 
the absokite vahies, and tlie middle panel showing all the curves normalised at 120 K. The 
lower panel shows the the ratio of the intensities of the peaks at 654 eV and 644.5 eV as 
a function of temperatures. For the diu-ation of the temperature measurements, the shts 
on the beamline pre- and post- grating, which define the energy resolution were opened, in 
ordta' to integrate over a larger area of the energy scan for each temperature measurement. 
As such, the energy integration for each curve was tipproximately 1 eV. The consequence of 
this was a significantly larger signal / noise ratio, and also reduced the effect of any possible 
small energy drift during the measurements. 

In addition to the temperature curves, low resolution energy scans at fixed wavevector 

were taken of the orbital peak at 25 K, 100 K, and 200 K (Fig. 7.7). These show only 

small differences in the spectrum taken at different temperatm'es. In particular the high 

energy peak on each of the resonant edges ajjpears less dependent on temperature, and so 

are significantly more prominent in the higher temperature scans. 

The temperature dependance of the orbital and magnetic reflections can be combined, and 

together with previous data of the structural distortion can be combined in order to give an 

overall picture (Fig 7.8). This shows, as expected, an identical temperature of Too and Tjr-

Somewhat more surprising is the difference between the temperature dependences of these 

two phenomena. The crystal distortion tlecreases immediately at T^v, whereas the orbital 

reflection appears to increase further, until the magnetic reflection has got much stronger, 

before decreasing. This difference suggests a decoupling between the two phenomena. In 

addition the decrease in the intensity of the striictural distortion is more pronounced than 

the orbital reflection. 

In addition to the studies on the x = 0.5 bilayer sample, an energy scan at fixed wavevec

tor at the (001) orbital peak was measured on samples with x = 0.55 and x = 0.6 (Fig. 7.9). 

These results were taken on beamline 1.1, which situated on a bending magnet at the SRS. 

Consequentially, the intensity is rather low, and so magnetic reflections are the only viable 

reflections to study. In addition the measurements were taken on the large ab cleaved face, 

the only faces large enough for the higher doped samples. The energy scans show relatively 

little difference as the doping is increased. As shown in previous chapters, these samples are 

also charge ordering and .lahn-Teller active / orl)itally ordered. 
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Figure 7.6: Temperature dependence of the four main features on the orbital order energy 
scan (Fig. 7.4) at 644 eV, 648 eV, 654 eV and 658 eV. (top panel) Data representing the 
relative intensities of each part of the spectrum, (middle panel) Each curve is normalised at 
120 K. (lower panel) The ratio of the main peaks in the L2 and Lj edges. The dashed line 
marks Tn- Data taken at ID08. 
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Figure 7.7: Energy scan at fixed Q through the i\,\,0) orbital order reflection in 
LaSr2Mn207, at different temperatures. The relativt; intensities of the spectra are main
tained. Data taken at 63 K, on the ID08 beamline. 
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Figiu-e 7.8: The temperature dependence of the intensity of the orbital order and magnetic 
signals. These are compared to the intensity of the Jahn-Teller distortion measin-ed by high 
energy x-rfiy dift'rac:tion by Wilkins et al. [35] 
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Figure 7.9: Energy scans at fixed Q thro\igh the (001) magnetic peak of La2 -2 iS r i+2a rMn2( )7 
with a; = 0.5.0.55 and 0.6. Data taken on the 1.1 beamline at Daresbmy at 83K. 
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7.3 Discussion 

The inability of the spectrum of the magnetic (001) to be fitted with a model containing 

only Mn'^+ ions is a strong indication of chai'ge ordering. The capacity to only handle integer 

valencies is an iidierent l imit to multi]3let calculations, however an accm-ate representation 

of the energy gap between the two peaks at each edge is found. More surprising is the 

significantly better fit tor Mn^"*" / Mn''+ than Mn''+ / Mn' '+, however as described earlier 

this would not effect the orbital occupancy of the Mn-'+ ion. Although unexpected, these 

low valencies have been observed before, especially in the cubic manganites. Ju et al. [129] 

studied the cubic manganite thin films using K edge electron-energy-loss spectra, and ob

served a pre-peak at the Fermi level, corresponding to transitions into empty oxygen states. 

Therefore they interpret the materials to be charge-transfer tyjje materials, with the carriers 

having significant oxygen behaviour. This shift of the holes onto the oxygen is equivalent 

to a lowering of the valence on the Mu ion. Coming to a similar conclusion, Subi'as et al. 

[130] used soft x-ray spectroscopy to understand the electron structure of various cubic man

ganites, and again interpreted pre-peaks in the spectrum to originate from a charge transfer 

from the Mn to the oxygen site. In addition to these experimental works, Ferrari et al. 

[131] and Zheng et al. [132] performed Hartree-Fock calculations on La().5Cao.5Mn04, both 

finding the resulting calculations better described with a degree of charge transfer, in the 

case of Ferrari et al., even descrilMug the results as a charge-density wave of oxygen holes. 

The orbital order peak was fitted using the same crystal field parameters as the magnetic 

peak. Although the fitting is good, and reproduc:es the major peaks, the strong pre-peak 

feature is not fitted. Observing the magnetic peak carefully, i t is possible to determine a 

slight splitting of the two major peaks at the L 3 edge, which is absent in the theoretical 

fits. In addition the magnetic peak in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04 (see previous chapter) also showed a 

pre-peak, which was absent in the thometical calculations. Despite this limitation, the size 

of the tetragonal field is seen to make a huge ditterenct; to the fitting of the orbital peak in 

LaSr2Mn207. Similar to Lao.rjSri.^MnOa, it is possible to generalise the fitting by describing 

the L 3 edge strongly Jahn-Teller dependent, whereas the L2 edge is relatively independent 

of any change in the tetragonal crystal field. The experimental observation of the edge 

having a lower intensity than the L2 edge confirms a. very small tetragonal crystal field. 

Observing the temperature dependenc<!s of the orbital peak, it is irmnediately ofjvious 

that this is different to the temperature dependencl^ of the .Tahn-Teller distortion in the man-
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ganites, seen in the previous chapter. Despite the magnetic phase transition there appears to 
be relatively few changes in the orbital order spectrum. The most obvious change, is that at 
high temperatures, just below T^r, the high energy shoulders on the two edges appear signifi
cantly more pronounced. This is verified by the temperature dependence, where the energies 
of 648 eV and 658 eV appear stronger at these temperatures. Unibrtunately, it is difficult 
from the theoretical calculations to extract exactly what this means, and further analysis of 
the data is needed. What perhaps we are more interested in is the relative intensity of the 
peaks at 654 eV and 644.5 eV, as this would give us an idea of the change of Goodenough 
orbital order and Jahu-Teller distortion. The lower panel in Figure 7.6 shows this ratio. 
Interestingly the minimum of tlie ratio curve occurs at T/v. Thus this is the point where the 
Jahn-Teller distortion is most dominant. This concurs with the graph in Figure 7.8 where 
the Jahn-TeUer distortion is strongest at Tn, and the variation in the distortion appears to 
be much more than in the orbital order. The lower panel of Figure 7.6 further suggests that 
the orbital order is most dominant to the spectrum of the orbital peak at low temperatures. 
The small increase seen in the intensity of the Jahn-Teller reflections at high energy, does not 
appear to be reflected in the ratio of the two edges. This interpretation is rather simplistic, 
and further theoretical studies sliould be conducted in order to develop a more sophisticated 
analysis. 

The similarity of the sp(.?ctra for the magnt;tic reflection iu different doping fevels is not 

entirely unex]3ected, due to the similarity of the charge and orbital ordering seen using other 

techniques. A further study which would be of far greater interest would be looking at 

the orbital order peak using soft x-rays, especially as x is increased such that there is no 

magnetic phase. The temperature dependence of the spectrum could then be compared 

to that observed in the half doped bilayer. Unfortunately at present, the only crystals of 

significant quality to study on a cut face are of tlie half doped bilayer. 

7,4 Conclusions 

The orbital and magnet superlattice reflections of LaSr2Mu207 has been observed using 

soft x-ray diffraction, and the results fitted by multiplet calculations. The fitting of the 

magnetic spectrum is not possible with a single valence on the Mn, and requires a mixed 

valence. In addition, the energy of the strong resonant peaks suggests a valency of 2+ and 

3+ on the Mn ion, requiring a charge transfer to the oxygen ions. The tetragonal crystal 
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field distortion obtained by the fitting is in the order of 0.4 eV, and is thus much smaller 
than that observed in Lao.5Sri.5Mn04, suggesting an extremely small Jahn-TeUer distortion. 
Temperature dependences of features in the orbital spectrum suggest that the Jahn-Teller 
distortions (always very weak) contriliute most to the spectrum at T^. The presence of 
orbital order with such a weak tetragonal crystal field suggests that the ordering of the Cy 
electrons is not solely a bi-product of a reduction in the orbital degree of freedom generated 
by a strong tetragonal crystal field. Rather, these results suggest that the orbital order plays 
an important role in the transport properties of the system. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusion 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the long range order in the layered manganites, and 

in particular' to study the ordering of the electron orbitals. Chapter 2 began this investiga

tion by looking at the single layer mauganites with x-ray difh^action. Three distinct ordering 

phenomena were considered; charge ordering, .Tahn-Teller structural distortions, and orbital 

ordering. The latter of these three was only observed using resonant scattering, whereas the 

charge order and Jahn-Teller distortions were also meastn-ed using high energy x-ray diffrac

tion. There was some tmcertainty reported regarding the orbital order observations due to 

the dipole transition probing the 4p rather than 3d electron shell of the Mn ion. As such, it 

was assumed that this scattering was in fact sensitive to the induced ordering of the 4p elec

trons, giving an indication to the orbital characteristics, but could not as such be described 

as a direct probe. Despite this shortfall, resonant scattering at the Mn K edge proved to be 

a vei-y effective techniciue for studying a large stoichiometric range of the single rnanganite 

series. In particular, multiple ordering phenomena coidd be studied, and the varied size and 

orientation of the samples could be accommodated. High energy scattering was foimd to 

be useful, especially to detect tlie weak structural distortions, where the massive scattering 

vohune increased the scattered signal. Trials were performed with an area detector, vastly 

increasing the speed of the result collection, however the liigh backgroimd and relatively low 

resolution limited its eft'ectiveness for these experiments. 

The research into the ordering of the higher doped bilayer system further utilised the 

aforementioned techniques. The long range order of the half doped bilayer manganite had 

aheady been published, however cjuestions remained as to the ordering of the orbitals with 

a change of stoichiometry, and how the absence of the autiterromagnetic order would affect 

the results. A detailed study into the position of the orbital induced superlattice peaks 

in the higher doped bilayer, Lao.8Sr2.2Mn207, pointed to a reorientation of the umiiganese 

orbitals. A proposed orbital pattern was predicted, wliich extended th(> Wigner lattice 

143 
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model towards a bistripe model. The aziinuthal dependence of the manganese orbitals gave 
an indication to their ordering, and appeared to agree with the simulation for the model. 
Taking this a fiu'ther stage, the bilayer sample, Lao.(5Sr2.4Mn207, had a sufficient doping to 
form a completely new ordering formation. A t this doping level, there was a choice of orbital 
orientations, either a fully bistripe model could be formed, or a Wigner lattice. Analysis of 
a detailed azimuth suggested that the bistripe model was more likely. In addition to a new 
orbital order orientation, this bilayer sample with x = 0.7, did not have a low temperature 
antif'erromagiietic phase. As a consequence the charge and orbital ordering behave completely 
differently as a function of temperature. This is conclusive proof of the complex interaction 
between the magnetic ordering parameters and the charge and orbital ordering. W i t h these 
measurements however, the observation of the orbital ordering was taken at the M n K edge 
and as such is an indirect measurement. 

One of the main benefits of high energy x-ray diffraction is the ability to observe ex

tremely weak phenomena. This was aj^parent when looking at polaron formation in the 

underdoped bilayers in Chapter 4. This vmderdoped region is particularly interesting, as 

these are the samples that have displayed colossal magnetoresistance. Thus, the observation 

of polarons just above the Curie temperatin-e was compelling. These polarons appeared in 

two formations, at different length scales. They were studied with both temperature, and 

an applied magnetic field. Polarons have been described in ternrs of a very weak, disordered 

charge ordering, however they were destroyed with the application of a magnetic field of 

3 T, which has not been observed in true charge ordering. They do occur over a similar 

temperature range to the charge ordering, but are completely eradicated by the well aligned 

paramagnetism. 

In addition to scrutinising polaron formation with an applied magnetic field, Chapter 

4 was also briefiy concerned with the field eft'ect on the structural distortions and charge 

ordering in LaSr2Mn2 07. Interestingly in this bilayer an applied magnetic field appeared to 

affect the Jalm-Teller distortions, but not the charge ordering. As the two phenomena have 

previously been observed to behave virtually identically, this was something of a revelation. 

Maybe the magnetic field directly affects the Jahn-Teller distortion, rather than affecting an 

underlying order and thus the charge ordering as well. I t was speculated that the magnetic 

field altered the splitting of the electron levels, and thereby altered the tetragonal crystal 

field, however this was very much an initial experiment, and further work is necessary to 
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establish exactly what effect is caused by an applied magnetic field. 

Soft x-ray magnetic scattering was developed in Part I I of the thesis. The technique 

is relatively new, with only a handful of papers reporting results. Despite this, the results 

have had a high impact, in particular amongst the existing magnetic scattering cormnunity. 

Soft x-ray diffraction begins to bridge the gap l^etween diffractionists, and surface scientists, 

in particular those using magnetic dichroism. The results, although looking at diffracted 

reflections, contain so much information in the energy spectra, that tliey can be compared 

more closely to x-ray magnetic dichroism than resonant scattering at traditional energies. 

Given the complex spectra that tvre. observed, there is an increasing need for experimentahsts 

to seek the capabihty of theoreticians, as only the simplest of conclusions can be derived 

without complex models. 

Chapters 6 and 7 described the use of soft x-rays to look at orbital ordering in two sam

ples showing very different characteristics. Although both are layered manganites. Chapter 

6 was concerned with the single layered Lao.5Sri.5Mn04, which has a large tetragonal crystal 

field, and Chapter 7 with the bilayer LaSr2Mn2 0 7 , with a virtually non-existent tetragonal 

component. Both these samples displayed well esttiblished orbital ordering. The combination 

of experimental results and theoretical calculations was essential. The agreement between 

the experimental results and the theoretical calculations of the orbital and magnetic peak, 

was good. In particiffar the simulated magnetic spectra for the two orbital occupancies were 

different, and matching this simulation to the experimental data verified the occupancy of 

the d^.2_y2 orbital, in agreement with x-ray magnetic circular dichroism data. A significant 

shortfall of the theoretical calculations is the inability to model temperature. Some intrigu

ing results were shown, concerning the behaviour- of the orbital peak in the region of Ta ; , 

suggesting a change in the relative domination of the orbital order and Jalm-Teller distortion, 

and only very general conclusions were able to be made. By comparison to Lao.5Sri.5Mn04, 

the theoretical fits to the La2-2a:Sr 1+2^:^11207 experimental data were not as good. Despite 

this, a number of important conclusions could be made. Primarily, this concerned the ex

tremely small tetragonal crystal field in the sample. This small crystal field places a much 

smaller restriction on the orbital degree of freedom in the system, and yet despite this, the 

orbital ordering was still observed. In spite of this weak tetragonal field, the orbital order

ing and Jalm-Teller distortions have identical transition temperatures, and as siich it seems 

likely that the orbital ordering requires a small tetragonal component. I t is stiU not clear 
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whether this small distortion is a direct result of tlie orbital ordering. What is evident, is 
that the strong change iu the intensity of the Jahn-Teller distortion with regard to tempera
ture, measured though high energy x-ray dift'raction, is not mirrored by the orf j i ta l ordering 
superlattice peak, measured though soft x-ray diffraction. However, neither does this large 
change in the Jahu-Teller distortion become apparent in the spectrum of the orbit order peak 
measured with soft, energy x-rays, despite the simulations suggesting a strong sensitivity to 
the size of the tetragonal crystal field. I t is clear that the orbital order and Jahn-Teller 
distortions are not simply two sides of the same coin. They are different phenomena, and 
although they appear to always occur sinniltaneously, their intensity is not strongly coupled. 
Because the intensity of the orbital ordering measured at the M n K edge does mirror the 
intensity of the Jalm-Teller distortion, i t seeuLS hkely that the affect on the 4p orbitals is 
caused by tlie tetragonal crystal field distortion rather than the ordering of the 3d orbitals. 

The aim has been stated to investigate the long range correlations iu the mangaintes, 

however the ultimate goal for the research is understand their effects, and how they relate 

to real world problems, such as colossal magnetoresistance. This is often quoted as a driving 

force behind manganite reseai-ch, iu particular that of the bilayers. The soft x-ray diftractiou 

data go some way to completing this goal, however there is a long way to go. In the near 

future, there is a lot of work to be undertaken looking at the different doping levels of the 

manganites using soft x-ray dift'raction, in particular studying a sample with a high doping 

in order to look at the charge ordering. Although the manganites series is a productive area 

of soft x-ray diffi'action, there are also other materials that have l^eeii studied, and others 

that show possibility for the future. Similar to the mauganites, the magnetic and charge 

reflections in the nickelates have been observed. This has produced limited interest though, 

possilaly because of the simple resonances and limited additional information gained above 

that previously found through neutron and K edge x-ray diffi-action. By comparison the 

cuprates have always had a high profile. Although the work to date has been looking at hole 

lattices, there is the possibility for an extremely fascinating study looking at the proposed 

vortices in the high temperature superconducting systems. Another interesting possibility 

is the idea of speckle imagiug. Here the idea is to look with very high resolution at the 

reflection in a time resolved manner, with the intention of observing the fluctuating signals 

from individual domains, and measuring a timescale for the fluctuations of the ordering. 

Success of this very technically challenging experiment has yet to be reported. 
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In addition to the manganites, cuprates, and nickelates, there are many other samples 
that may be studied using soft x-ray diflfraction. Also a transition metal, the iron oxide 
Fe304 has an extremely complex structure, imdergoing a structural phase transition at the 
Verwey transition while magnetically ordered. Although it may be optimistic to expect soft 
x-ray diffraction to solve the long-term conundrum of this system, it may well be able to 
shed new hght on the problem. Although the transition metals lighter than Mn have been 
studied at the K edges, their extremely soft edges may well prevent access to the majority 
required reflections. Another group of systems of particiflar interest at the moment ai-e the 
multiferroics, materials that are sinufltaneously ferromagnetic and ferroelectric. Soft x-ray 
difh'action may be able to provide useful information - in particular regarding their magnetic 
structure. If further developments can be made on the low temperature capabilities of the 
chambers, this wi l l promote the possibihty of many more samples, such as the boro-carbides 
that have magnetic transitions in the range 5-15 K. 

So far only single crystals have been discussed. Soft x-ray diffr-action was originally pio

neered by the nmltilayer community, and this may ultimately be where they are of most use. 

Artificial structm-es have variable lattice parameters, and these tend to be much larger than 

single crystal systems, avoiding the restriction of a small reciprocal space. Such multilayers 

can be designed so as to study a particular phenomena, and the ability to adjust specific 

parameters make them ideal model systems. 

Despite the interest that soft, x-ray diffraction has generated, the community is still 

reliant on first generation chambers. Although these chambers have been optimised, they 

all have in built limitations. For frui t f r i l progress of this area of physics, there needs to be a 

concerted effort to improve the experimental facihties. The regular tools of resonant x-ray 

difli-action, such as polarisation analysis and the ability to perform azimuthal scans needs to 

be a regular resource at soft x-ray energies. Increasing the range of sample environments is 

always an issue, the sample temperatin-e is particularly important. Chambers capable of a 

sample temperatures of less than 10 K are essential, and temperatures down as low as 4.2 K 

should be achievable. The majority of x-ray Ijeamtime while on soft x-ray experiments is 

consumed in aligning the sample and finding the (oft,en single) peak. A huge benefit to this 

would be an alliance between the soft x-ray beamline and a higher energy x-ray source. Wi th 

this ability the sample could be aligned using the high energy x-rays Ijefore finding the peak 

with soft x-rays. This source coidd be as simple as a small x-ray soiu'ce moiuited on the soft 
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x-ray chamber. 

In summary, soft x-ray diffraction has been well received, with a immber of high impact 

pubhcatious. Despite this, there are severe limitations, partly from physical limits and partly 

from limitations of current equipment. Even by resolving the experimental limitations the 

technique wil l always be limited by the sample availability and the access to reciprocal 

space. This thesis has reported some new results using soft x-ray diffi-action, however these 

results have been supported by K edge diffi'action results, which continue to produce data 

unavailable at low energies. 



Appendix: Azimuthal 

Simulations 
The magnetic scattering from an anisotropic ion can be seen to vary as the sample is rotated 

around the scattering vector. This rotation, denominated (f), is shown in Figure 8.1. 

This anisotropy can be simply modelled through geometric considerations. Initially i t is 

necessary to find the tensor that represents the crystal model. This thesis has concentrated 

on manganese ions. The Mn''+ ions are spherical, and so these do not contribute to the 

anisotropic tensor. The Mn'^+ ious are quadrupoles, having one long axis and an two short 

axes. 

As such they can be represented by the 3 x 3 tensor matrix 

T, quad 

( 

V 

- i 0 0 

0 

0 0 

\ 0 (8.1) 

where here the long axis is pointing along the z axis. The tensor is traceless, and anti

symmetric. By convention the values of \ and | are used. 

In order to build up a tensor of the entire crystal model, the tensor for each anistotropic 

ion (n), must be combined, together with the position of each ion. The general structure 

Figiu'e 8.1: The azimuthal rotation (/> is a rotation of the sample around the scattering vector 
Q. 
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• • ^ ^ • L \ • • • 
Figure 8.2: Unit, cell used for calculating the azinnitlial dependence of the (5,(5,10) peak 
using ATS. The solid orbitals show those used in the calculation. 

factor for the crystal is then 

(8.2) 

If as an example we look at the structure of the Lao.8Sr2.2Mn207 (Fig. 8.2), we see that 

there are four contributing Mn^+ ions. 

The first of these is at (0,0,0) and so the exponent expression is 1. The orbitals are 

directed in the [100] direction, and so the tensor is 

^ - i 0 0 ^ 

( 0 , 0 , 0 ) 0 I 0 

0 0 

(8.3) 

5 J 

The second Mn''+ ion is positioned at (1,1,0), orientated in the [100] direction. Thus the 

dot product between the position f and the scattering vector q ( = ( i , ^ ,0)) is ^. The tensor 

for this second ion is then 

V 

lei'-

0 

0 

0 

0 

I ) 

I ) 

\ 

I 

(8.4) 

In the same way the tensors for the final two ions at (2,3,0) and (3,4,0), these are then 

suimned to give the tensor for the crystal 

Ftotal — 

. 1 + 2g^i 
3 + 3*̂  l e t ' 

3 i*^ 3*^ 3*^ 

(8.5) 
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This tensor can then be evaluated with the incoming and outgoing polarisation vectors 

to give a total structure factor 

F = e' • F • e (8.(i) 

In order to compute this equation the tensor and the polarisation vectors must be iu 

the same coordinate system. This is where the angle 4> is incorporated into the ecjuatiou. 

There are two approaches to this rotation. Either the crystal tensor can be rotated, or 

the polarisation vectors can be rotated. Obviously experimentally, i t is easier to rotate the 

sample rather than the synchrotron; however in order to simplify the calculation we wil l do 

the opposite. 

Initially we create a coordinate system for the crystal. Rather than using the unit vectors 

of the crystal, we define a coordinate system based on the scattering vector and the azimuth 

reference vector (iu this case (001)). These are then defined as 

^ O.OKi? ^ 

C 2 = C 3 X 

Cl C 2 X C 3 

0.0167 

0.997 ^ 

0.01G7 

-0.01()7 

0 

0.0167 

0.0167 

-0.006 

(8.7) 

At this point the rotation <p is taken into account. These vectors are rotated around C 3 

into a the coordinate system 

U 3 = C 3 

U 2 = Cl sin 0 + C 2 cos 0 (^-8) 

u i = c j cos(^ — C 2 siu 0 

Finally the polarisation vectors can be defined using this coordinate system. As the a 

polarisation vector is normal to the scattering plane, it is deptnident only on U 2 , whereas the 

TT polarisation vector is tlepeudeut on 0 in addition to U 3 and u i . 
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Figure 8.3: Simulatiou of the scattered intensity in the a ^ a and cr — » TT channels m 
Lao.8Sr2.2Mn207 at (0.2,0.2,10) according the the model shown in Figure 8.2. 

(8.9) 
4 = U2 

C T T = u i sin^ — U3COS0 

€^ = —Ui siu^ — U3 COS0 

These polarisation vectors can now be ted back into ecjuation 8.6, to give the expected 

aiuijlitude in the a ^ TT and cr —» cr channels, for each value of (p. The intensity in each 

channel is then foimd by ninhiplying tlie amplitude by its compk>x conjugate. The results for 

this crystal structure are calculated for each polarisation chainiel and shown in Figure 8.3. 

These c-ni llicii he ( x i n t d the siii,'.;li' Stokes painuict( 

Pi (Stokes Parameter) 

yielding the results shown in Figure 8.4. 

(8.10) 
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Figure 8.4: The Stokes parameter (equation 8.10) of the (0.2,0.2,lU) .signal iu 
Lao.8Sr2.2Mu2 07 as predicted by the model shown in Figure 8.2. 
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